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SUBJECT: WESTINGHOUSE 10CFR70.72 FACILITY CHANGE REPORT 

Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse) hereby submits the report of Columbia Fuel 
Fabrication Facility (CFFF) changes that did not require Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) pre
approval in accordance with 10CFR70.72. This report addresses those changes completed within 
calendar year 2016. Westinghouse had no facility changes that required NRC pre-approval during this 
time period. 

Westinghouse uses an integrated safety review approach for all modifications of, or additions to, existing 
structures, systems and components at the CFFF. This process is described in, and conducted in 
accordance with the requirements of CFFF Regulatory Procedure RA-1 04, "Regulatory Review of 
Configuration Change Authorization." This integrated review is conducted by the various regulatory 
disciplines, including Nuclear Criticality Safety, Radiation Safety, Environmental Protection, 
Safeguards, Fire Safety, Chemical/Industrial Safety and other applicable Health and Safety experts when 
necessary. A key aspect of this review is a determination that the change is not prohibited by 10CFR70, a 
SNM-1107license condition, or a governing order. The reviewers also determine whether NRC pre
approval and SNM-1107 license amendment changes are required prior to implementation. 

Specific guidance is provided to ensure that NRC pre-approval is obtained for changes that: 
create new types of accident sequences that, unless mitigated or prevented, would exceed the 
performance requirements of 10CFR70.61 and that have not previously been described in the 
Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA) Summary; 
use new processes, technologies or control systems for which the licensee has no prior 
experience; 
remove, without at least an equivalent replacement of the safety function, an Item Relied On For 
Safety that is listed in the ISA Summary and is necessary for compliance with the performance 
requirements of 10CFR70.61; or 
alter any Item Relied On Safety, listed in the ISA Summary, that is the sole item preventing or 
mitigating an accident sequence that exceeds the performance requirements of 10CFR70.61. 

Each of the changes identified in the attachment to this correspondence were evaluated in accordance 
with this RA-104 procedure, and a determination was made that NRC pre-approval of the respective 
change was not required. This determination was documented on each change authorization form by the 
appropriate regulatory engineering review functions. For all of these changes, the regulatory engineering 
review function checked the "No" box on the form for "NRC pre-approval required?". 
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If you have any questions regarding this information, please contact me at (803) 647-3338. 

Sincerely, 

N~PCA.IV\ 
Nancy Blair Parr, Manager 
Licensing 
Westinghouse Columbia Fuel Fabrication Facility 
Docket 70-1151 License SNM -1107 

Attachment 1: Westinghouse CFFF 2016 Facility Change Report (67 pages) 

CC: 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II 
245 Peachtree Center Avenue NE, Suite 1200 
Atlanta, GA 30303-1257 
Attn: Mr. Tom Vukovinsky 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852-2738 
Attn: Mr. Christopher Ryder, Mail Stop T -4A60 



CCF # 

12302 

14016 

14226 

14270 

14279 

14336 

14467 

Title 

West Lagoons Above 
Ground Transfer Line 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup An nual Report 

Description Justification 

Installation of a new above ground transfer line from Due to hazards associated with excavation and the inability to routinely Grounds 

the west 1 and west 2 lagoons to the north and south access underground lines, a new above ground line with flanges for line 
lagoons. blow downs is being insta lled to connect the West Lagoons to the North 

and South Lagoons. The line will be high enough to allow vehicle access 
to the Sanitary and West Lagoons. CCF 15389 has been initiated to 

address the nearby boundary fence to ensure that this new pipe line will 

not interfere with accessing the gate. 

Laser Chiller Inside Alarm Add an alarm in the laser weld area to indicate the Currently there is no indication when a fault occurs on the Chiller. 
outside Chiller has a fau lt. 

Components 

ISA ID 

Connect HF Spiking 1 to Install Profibus card in PLC and modify programming Allow process to be controlled by one interface DCS. Provide ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
Equipment using Profibus to allow HF Spiking to be controlled by Exquipment. diagnostics for gamma monitors. 

Add indicating lights for gamma monitor status. 

Drive shaft replacement for One of the drive shafts for the Line 2 walking beam 
ADU Line 2 Walking Beam needs to be replaced due to a worn keyway. The 

existing shaft is 129.5" and may not be able to be 
replaced in 1 piece. This CCF is being written to give 
the option of cutting and coupling the shaft, if needed, 
for installation. 

Tight spacing in the area may make it necessary to cut and couple the ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Line 5 Polypak Roller 

Redesign 

Build and Install Oxygen 

shaft if it cannot be installed in one piece. 

Design and install a new direct drive polypak roller The polypak rollers are currently chain driven with a drive system which ISA-08 Pelleting 
system. Installation will include covering the existing hangs beneath an opening in Roll Hood floor. The new polypak rollers 

Ro ll Hood floor opening for the old style polypak roller will be direct driven with the drive motor mounted inside the hood. The 
with a stainless steel plate. 

Note: The new drive gear unit is filled with .24L (.06 

direct drive will eliminate the multiple chains/sprockets/shafts/belt that 
are prone to failure and require frequent maintenance. Also, all drive 
components can be accessed from the top side. This greatly simplifies 

gal) of oil from the manufacturer and is sealed for the the drive system and thus, improves the maintainability of the system. 
life of the gear unit. This quantity falls within the Covering the floor opening will eliminate a source of powder leaks. 
range as specified per PELPREP-118. Having a system that does not have to be lifted up thru the floor 

opening will also reduce the chance of injury. 

Build a concrete pad for the oxygen cylinders to be Safety: ISA-18 Laboratories 
Cylinder Pad and Gas Line staged and stored, use a manifold linking multiple 

into Chem Lab 

Replace Rough Line Flex 
Hose with Welded I 
flanged Pipe 

cylinders, and install a gas line running from 
outside( near the liquid nitrogen bulk tank) into the 
Chem Lab. 

-The risk of someone getting injured while handling a gas cylinder goes 
down significantly because lab personnel will no longer handle cylinders 
in the lab. 
-There will be no transfer of gas bottles from one cart to another 

Efficiency: 

-Once per week someone will have to change out the cylinders on the 
new concrete pad. This is estimated to take .5 man hours per week as 
apposed to the 4 hours per week under current conditions. 

Replace Rough Line Flex Hose with Welded I Flanged Current plastic hose is susceptible to failure when being removed and Components 
Pipe installed for maintenance. 
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Location 

URRS- Outside Lagoons 

Outside chiller for Grid 

Lasers 
PLCs in UF6 Bay 

ADU Rod Area Line 2 

ADU Pelleting \Line 5 
Roll Hood 

Chemical Laboratory 

Ipsen Furnace in Grid 
Area 



CCF # 

14490 

14526 

14541 

15009 

15082 

15101 

15182 

15214 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Tit le Descript ion Justification 

Water Treatment for the Currently the water t reatment chemicals used in the The CFFF has ceased using one service provider for our water treatment Grounds 
Mechanical Cool ing Tower Mechanical Cooling Tower are supplied and and has entered into a water treatment contract with another service 

maintained by a service provider. This CCF will allow provider. 
these chemicals to be replaced with those used by a 
new service provider. 

Note, the MSDS and Product data sheets for these 
nPw c:hPmir:~l<: i<: ~tt~r:hPrl 

Line 5 Receptacle Circuit at With this CCF, we will remove to non-used outlets at When the lights at the blue m panel are turned off then back on, ISA-08 Pelleting 
Blue M Oven the stackup panel and load-shed a loaded circuit. breaker 25 trips on overcurrent due to inrush. The laminar f low hood as 

well as beeper box is also fed from this circuit. The dwg does not 
accurately show this connection. This will be corrected at the same 
time. 

Add Pump Failure Alarm to Add Pump Failure Alarm to Mechanical Cooling Tower. When a pump fails it can cause "flooding" in the Vacuum furnace area if Grounds 
Mechanical Cooling Tower not detected quickly. 

ISAID 

Insta ll SS covers on IFBA 
walls 

Install 4-foot wide 1/16" thick stainless steel along the Current walls have anywhere from light to severe damage due to the ISA-14 IFBA Processing 
walls in the IFBA area. Primary areas will be where 

pellet carts contact the walls but this CCF is intended 
to include any walls that need to be covered. Also 
install 3 inch x 2 inch stainless steel tube steel along 

the base of the wall to prevent future contact of the 
cart to the wall. 

handles of the carts. The wall coverings and stand off will prevent 
further damage. 

Relocate Criticality Station Relocate Critica lity Station 7 from the 2nd floor MAP Existing unit is hard to access and the calibration gamma source has to Grounds 
7 area to the hallway outside of the incinerator room. be hand carried up the stairs; the source with the shielding is 

approximately 601bs. This is a safety issue. 
Remove Rupture Disc and 
Dump Mechanism on T-

1040 

Remove Rupture Disc and Dump Mechanism on T-
1040. Place a bl ind flange over the port in its place. 

As a result of the NCSIP2 project the rupture discs are no longer ISA-02 Uranyl Nitrite Bulk Storage Tanks 
required on the UN Bulk Storage Tanks. As of October 2014 they are no 
longer credited in the Criticality Safety basis or as defense in depth in 
the ISA. They provide an industria l safety hazard for no necessary gain in 
Criticality Safetv. 

Dock 1 Lok & Safety Barrier Install shadow hook restraint (12" carriage) per Dok Lok restraint helps prevent all types of trailer separation accidents. Components 
attachment. Also install Guardian heavy duty safety Guardian helps prevent fork trucks, pallet jacks, and pedestrians from 
barrier across the opening of the loading dock per 
attachment. 

Optional Modification to Existing crossover piping (6" NPS SCHD 40) has a 
Conversion Area Calciner welded connection on the side opposite venturi. This 

Off-Gas Scrubber Crossover CCF will allow the option for this connection to be 
Piping flanged instead of welded. With this optional design, 

the Dl water spray nozzles will be located on the 

center line of the crossover piping, unlike the current 
design where the Dl water spray nozzles are slightly 
nffc;pt frnm thP r:PntPr linP 

falling off a loading dock. 

This CCF will allow for an optional flanged construction in the Crossover ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
piping in order to facilitate a safer installation and maintenance 

method. 
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Location 

Grounds 

Blue M Oven I Stack Up 
control panel 

Mechanical Cooling 
tower near the Oil 
House 
IFBA walls 

Gamma Monitor Station 
7 Map Area 2nd Floor 

UN Bu lk Storage 

Dock 1 

ADU Lines 1-5 



CCF # 

15215 

15221 

15222 

15223 

15258 

15260 

15261 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Replace Dryer Bearing 

Grease on Line 2 

The Line 4 Hot Oil Dryer in Conversion recently The current lubrication for the hot oil dryer bearings was found to be of ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

experienced 3 bearing failures in one month. Analysis poor quality. The thickener separated from the base oils and soaps, 
of the bearings revea led a quality issue with the causing the bearings to overheat and fail. The vendor does not use 
grease being used. The vendor is unable to guarantee batch control on their product and is unable to guarantee that this issue 
further issues will not occur in the future so CCF 

15093 was developed to change the type of 

lubrication to the same grease that is used on the 

decanter bearings in Conversion. This CCF will 
implement the same change for LINE 2; to provide 

consistency across all lines. 
This lubricant has been tested on Line 4 (see CCF 
15093) since February 2015, and no failures have 

Erbia Dust Collector 9401A Replace obsolescent high and high, high level probes 

Fork Level Insta llation on Erbia dust collector 9401A. 

Erbia Dust Collector 9401B Replace obso lescent high and high, high level probes 
Fork Level Installation on Erbia dust collector 9401B. 

Erbia Dust Collector 9403A Replace obsolescent high and high, high level probes 
Fork Level Installation on Erbia dust collector 9403A. 

will not occur in the futu re. The proposed solution is to change the type 

of grease to the new grease. This new grease is already used to lubricate 

the decanter bearings in Conversion and is rated for the high 
temperatures (less than 180 deg. F) that the dryer bearings operate at. 

The existing probes have proved to be difficu lt to calibrate and hold 
calibration . The manufacturer no longer supports certain critical parts 
associated with these probes. 
The existing probes have proved to be difficult to calibrate and hold 
calibration . The manufacturer no longer supports certain critical parts 

associated with these probes. 
The existing probes have proved to be difficult to calibrate and hold 

calibration . The manufacturer no longer supports certain critical parts 
associated with these probes. 

ISA-20 ERBIA 

ISA-20 ERBIA 

ISA-20 ERBIA 

V-1018 Bottom Manifold This CCF will allow modification of the liquid scrap The tee, the piping leading to the drain valve, and the drain valve will be ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
Piping Modifications vessel V-1018 bottom manifold piping as follows. The changed from 1/2 inch to 1 inch to allow the associated piping to be 

tee, the piping leading to the drain va lve, and the constructed of PVDF lined carbon stee l piping, since piping sizes less 
drain valve will be changed from 1/2 inch to 1 inch. A than 1 inch are not covered in the piping specification for lined piping. 
new tee with l -inch piping and a blind flange will also In the existing piping configuration, the 1/2-inch drain line includes a 
be added. These changes will be implemented when 
the piping is upgraded to PVDF lined carbon steel 

piping per CCF 14560. 

tee posit ioned at the bottom of the horizontal piping, an elbow, and a 
1/ 2-inch drain valve. However, with the change to the l-inch lined 
piping and l-inch dra in va lve, because of the location of the piping 

there will physically not be enough space to accommodate the tee and 
the elbow needed for the drain valve at the bottom of the horizontal 
piping. Therefore, the new tee with l-inch piping and a blind flange will 
be added at the bottom of the horizontal piping to allow for complete 
draining of the piping when needed. 

Modify the Pellet Line #1 the Dry section conveyor be lt is very long for the load The reinforced belt should stretch much less and allow much longer belt ISA-08 Pelleting 

grinder exit conveyor to 
add dual belt tensioners 
and allow the use of the 
standard or reinforced 

it is ca rrying and the be lt tends to stretch. The intent is life that is currently experienced. 
to add dual belt tensioners which will allow changing 
to a reinforced conveyor belt that does not stretch 
nearly as much as the unreinforced belt. The hope is 

rough green 5mm diameter that the reinforced belt will stretch much less and 
be lt allow much longer belt life that is currently 

PxnPriPnrPrf 
Insta ll the new ECG 
machine in the cu rrent 
strap market area near 
co lumn 14A and do debug 
and testing. No zirconium 
tubes to be cut. The 
equipment will not be 
turned over to production. 

Install the new ECG machine, connect utilities, debug, The existing ECG machine is failing due to the corrosive effects of the 
and test the machine electrolyte solution used in the cutting operation. It has become very 

difficult to keep the machine running. 

In addition, the existing ECG room is not big enough to allow the proper 
clearance for the machine and access to electrical devices and panels. 
The new ECG machine will be located in the area where the current 
c:.tr~n m:::ark.ot i<: lnr:::.t10rl 
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Components 

Location 

Conversion Line 2 

Erbia Dust Collector 
9401A 

Erbia Dust Collector 
9401B 

Erbia Dust Collector 
9403A 

Liquid Scrap Vessel V-
1018 

Controlled area, pellet 
grinder line #1. 

On the aisle corner 
between columns 14 & 

15, and columns AA and 
B. 



CCF # 

15264 

15265 

15280 

15284 

15285 

15286 

15293 

15295 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Line 1 Oxidation Oven Shelf 1. Replace shelves with new shelves that include a 4" 

Replacement. tall back wall. The shelf material thickness will be 
'1. This will make the back of the shelf higher than the pan and prevent ISA-19 Hoods and Containment 
powder from the pans being dumped behind the back of the shelf and 

LCV-1141 Replacement 

changed from 18 Ga. to 11 Ga. migrating into the element bay. Using thicker material will strengthen 
the shelves to mitigate warping. Ref. CCF 09504 & 09677 for similar 

2. Replace the sheet metal shelf support angles with change. 

1.00" X 1.00" X 1/8" stain less steel angles. 

Replace existing LCV-1141 with new control valve. 

2. Strengthen the shelf support. Ref. CCF 06327, 08646, 09504 & 09677 
for similar change. The supports will be located at the same position as 
the old supports to maintain shelf spacing required per PELSCRP-128. 

Existing valve has an air leak and is obsolete. ISA-06 Chemicals Receipt, Handling and 
Storage 

New Strongback and ADU Redesign and fabricate new Strongback and Load 
Pelleting Line 2 Bulk Room Block Adaptor per the 361F05EQ18 and EQ19 For 
Hoist Load Block Adaptor. Construction drawings, respectively. 

The new Strongback is to replace 365F01EQ05 & 383F03EQ15 ISA-08 Pelleting 

CL5 Filter Press FP-531A 
Hydraulic Pump System 

Modifications 

Strong backs as they reach end of life cycle. The new Strongback and 
Load Block Adaptor are designed with a 5:1 Safety Factor w.r.t. material 
yield strength as per FSS-001- ref. attached IMS Project# 1755 
calculations and sealed drawings. Note: IMS Project# 818 calculations 
for the original Strongback design are also attached for reference. 

This CCF will allow the following modifications to be The pressure relief valve is to limit the pressure that can be developed ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

made to the hydraulic pump system for the CL5 Filter by the air hydraulic pump and therefore to limit the force that can be 
Press FP-531A. A pressure relief valve and associated exerted on other system components. The hydraulic couplers are to 
fittings and hoses will be added between the hydraulic facilitate connection and disconnection of system components when 
pump and the hydraulic cylinder, upstream of the flow repairs are needed. 

control check valve. Additionally, hydraulic couplers 
will optionally be added to transition from existing 
fittings. Information from the manufacturer on the 
new components is attached. 

Fina l start up ECG Machine The ECG machine is a new replacement machine for The existing ECG machine is failing due to the corrosive effects of the Components 
for use in cutting Zirc tubes the existing ECG machine now used in the grid area to electrolyte solution used in the cutting operation. It has become very 

for qualification and make sleeves. The ECG machine is installed in the difficult to keep the machine running. 
production. 

Grinder Line 5 Nitrogen 
Piping Change 

Connect HF Spiking 2 to 
Equipment 

Connect new 1/0 to 1030 

Scrubber PLC 

area between columns 14- 15 and AA- B. This area is 

near the existing cleaning system and the new 
mezzanine in the Tool Room . In addition, the existing ECG room is not big enough to allow the proper 

clearance for the machine and access to electrical devices and panels. 

This machine will be used to cut zirc tubing into small The new ECG machine will be located in the area where the current 

lengths for grid sleeves. strap market is located. 

An ITR was done for the SSC's. Information is attached. 

Remove nitrogen supply valve and re-pipe to 
pneumatic cabinet regulators using 1/2" tubing. 

The nitrogen supply valve is redundant. 1/2" tubing will replace piping ISA-08 Pelleting 
between the redundant valve and the pneumatic cabinet regulators. 
These changes will reduce the number of joints, and thus, reduce the 
propensity for leaks. 

Install card in PLC and modify programming to allow Allow process to be controlled by one interface. Provide diagnostics for ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

HF Spiking to be controlled by Equipment. Add 
indicating lights for gamma monitor status. 
Install new sensors to allow better monitoring of 

process. 

gamma monitors. 

Allow process to be monitored and better controlled . ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
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Location 

ADU Pelleting \Line 1 
Oxidation Oven 

URRS Outside/Still 1 

ADU Bulk Blending, ADU 
Pelleting Bulk Container 
Room and Erbia Bulk 
Container Room I 
Strongback 

CL5 Filter Press FP-531A 

Mechanical Side Tool 
Room 

ADU Pelleting I Grinder 
Line 5 

HF Spiking 2 PLC in UF6 
Bay 

Scrap Cage and Roof for 

new sensors. 



CCF # 

15299 

15301 

15316 

15334 

15339 

15354 

15361 

15370 

15387 

15394 

15402 

15409 
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Title Description Justification 

Relocate 1/0 on Pellet Relocate 1/0 on Pellet Furnace Ventilation PLC to DCS Allow process to be monitored by one interface. 
Furnace Ventilation PLC to Alarms are monitored in the Conversion Control 
Equipment. 
Relocate 1/0 from Scrap 

Cage PLC to Equipment 

Room. 
Relocate 1/0 from Scrap Cage PLC to Equipment 

Remove unused Alarm PLC Remove Alarm PLC that is no longer being used. 

Allow process to be monitored by one interface Equipment. 

Remove unused equipment. 

ISA ID 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Chern Lab Uranium Room This CCF is generated to allow replacement of a The glue joints of the PVC duct have been attacked by the corrosive ISA-18 Laboratories 
Work Hood Duct section of PVC duct that supplies ventilation to the exhaust fumes from the acids used in this work hood. The new stainless 
Replacement work hood in the Uranium Room in the Chern Lab. The steel duct with fluoropolymer barrier coating is a superior material of 

new duct will be custom fabricated using 18 gage 304L construction in terms of chemical compatibility with the acids used in 
stainless steel and internally coated with a this hood. 
fluoropolymer barrier. 

Instal l Lights and 
Receptacles for new 

A new platform is being installed in the pelleting area. Installation of new platform will require additional lighting to 
This CCF is for the work associated with the compensate for blockage of light underneath the platform and new 

Sintering Furnace Platform installation of lights and receptacles underneath the lights will be needed inside the new room above the platform. 
platform and in the room located on top of the 
platform. This will also identify power feeds and 
connections for the lights/receptacles 

Thimble Line Upgrade, Add Move the tray support and from above the surface 

Sample and Length table next to the Auto Thimble Line and mount the 
Standard Tray to the back tray to the back side of the Thimble storage rack 
side of the Thimble storage across from the WABA room .. 
rack across from the WABA 
room. 

Safety I Green book 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Components 

Re-design IFBA Lab 
hydrogen sample vial 
holding block 

Re-design the hydrogen sample vial holding block The current vial holding block cannot contain the increased number of ISA-12 IFBA Fuel Rod Manufacturing 

Remove hood and 
ductwork. 

Locate corner spot-weld 

equipment. 

HX-1107 Relocation 

Replace HX-1084 With a 
More Corrosion Resistant 
Design 

CE UEF Welding Supply 
Replacement 

used in IFBA Lab and IFBA vacuum drying oven #1 & 2. pellets collected for hydrogen analysis. 
The current vial holding block accommodates 12 vials. 
New block will need to hold 16 vials. 
Remove the old Erbia scrap dump hood and 
associated ventilation duct work back to the tie in 

Scrap hood has been out of service for several months. The equipment ISA-14 IFBA Processing 

point in the ceiling. Also remove air sample 

connection 56 (PE log 1150) and piping back to tie-in 
at the main line. 
Locate corner spot-weld equipment next to existing 
table. No utilities will be impacted as existing weld 

is no longer needed. 

The corner spot-weld equipment is to be installed in the grid area for 

use as an alternate configuration. This equipment installation is to 
equipment can be attached to new table with current address quality and safety concerns, and is intended for replacement of 
cable lengths. an existing equipment configuration. 

Components 

Relocate HX-1107 from inside the Stilll building to Provide room for moving of P-1141A/B, resulting in better maintenance ISA-06 Chemicals Receipt, Handling and 
outside on pad next to Still control room access. Storage 
Install a Corrosion Resistant Design HX-1084.The The current design has repeat tube failures that ultimately breech ISA-07 Solvent Extraction 
current design has stainless steel shell and stainless containment and corrode the carbon steel shell condensate piping after 
steel tubes. The new design will have a stainless steel a few months of service. 2205 proved to be a better material as 
shell and Duplex 2205 alloy tubes. demonstrated in the application of HX-1484. 
The current welding power supply used for the CE Based on the evaluation of the maintenance electricians, it was not 
Upper End Fittings is broken. The current model will worth the cost to attempt to repair the existing obsolete unit. The 
be replaced with the new model. replacement unit is also the same model that is currently installed in the 

CE Lower End Fitting area. The unit has already been purchased and is 
in storage in the PSE building. 
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Components 

Location 

PLC Located on 
mezzanine by Pellet 
Team Leaders Office 
PLC is located in cabinet 

under stairs to scrubber 
platform. 
In room behind control 

room . 
Chem Lab 

Pelleting Area between 
furnace lA and 56 and 
between pelleting team 
room and 

conve rs ion/ pelleti ng 
aisle way 

Non-Fuel area next to 

the Dashpot Robot 

IFBA Chemical Lab and 
Drying Oven 1 and 2. 

Line 5 dry room area 
(outside) 

lnconel Grid Area. 

Reference layout 
drawing 500F04AR10 
Sheets 03 Zone 67 and 
Sheet 04 Zone 85. 
URRS Outside/Still! 

SOLX 

CE Upper End Fitting 
area 



CCF # 
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15425 

15428 

15432 

15439 

15440 

15444 

15449 

15457 

15458 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Install Water Fountain in 
Chern Lab 

Remove a door in Hallway of Chern Lab and fill in with Currently technicians have to remove shoes and scan out of laboratory ISA-18 Laboratories 
brick. Install water fountain in front of the bricked in to get water. Water fountain will make it convenient for technicians to 
door. Water fountain will be connected to city water be able to get drinking water. 
in the lab. 

Chemical Storage Building This effort covers the mechanical conversion of the This effort is part of the UF6 Expansion Pad project. 
Mechanical Effort paint booth building into a chemical storage building 

to replace the existing oil house to make room for the 
UF6 Expansion pad . 

P-1165BB Lube Oil Pump Replace existing lube oil pump for F-1165B filter with a Existing pump has an excessive lead t ime for replacement. 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-15 URRS Wastewater Treatment 
Replacement __ Q~_w variable speed pump. System 
Fi re Tank #2 Auto Maintain Currently, fire loop water is used as the supply for the It is not good practice to use the fire water loop to maintain water level Grounds 
Fill Loop auto maintain fill system on Fire Tank #2. This CCF will in the Fire Water Tank. Note, this is not the primary means of filling the 

allow the fire loop water to be disconnected and a city Fire Water Tank. This auto fill loop is only used to maintain the level in 
water line will be used as the new source for the auto the Fire Water Tank between 27.14 feet and 29.45 feet. 
maintain fill svstem. 

ADU Sintering Furnace 3B Replace the Drum Controller and Numalogic 1200 PLC. To address Obsolescence and improved safety features for furnace 
Controls and Power Relocate 480V SCR and other 120V and higher rebuild. 
Improvement and Major 

Furnace Rebuild 
components to a Safer Location. Replace PLC and 
drum related SSC's with new Safety PLC or Hardwired 
Connections. 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Fitzmil l Polypak Platform 
for CL5 

Modify polypak platform on CL5 to allow for pak to be Current platform does not allow enough room for fitzmill hood door to ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
on platform and close door to Fitzmill hood. fully close with a polypak on the platform. 

Document and Resource Operations has been experiencing reliability issues 
Laser Optics with the current source for Laser optics. The parts 

have not been consistent and require more energy to 

use. Currently there is little or no documentation or 
specifications for these parts. This CCF wi ll clarify the 
requirements for optics for open sourcing. 

To be able to document current equipment, create an open sourcing 
environment, and improve the reliability of laser equipment. 

Stainless steel covers for Installation of pre-fab bed slip on stainless steel covers Elimination of painted surfaces capable of transferring to rods. 
QC Rod Soft Handling chain to replace existing yellow painted covers. 

covers 
In-Plant Office Enclosure Install in-plant office enclosure on new mezzanine that Part of Grid Line Expansion Project. Tool ing personnel offices being 

was installed under CCF15456 in the relocated to free up manufacturing floor space. 
tooling/components area on the mechanical side. 

Scope includes modular wall system and corrugated 
metal roof decking, finished interior office space, 
li~htin~. fire alarms. and HVAC. 

Clean Side Rod Area 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Grounds 

Fire protection sprinkler 
system for tooling office 

Install sprinkler system for new mezzanine and in- Part of SU Grid Line Expansion Project. Tooling personnel offices being Components 

mezzanine 

plant modular office enclosure. Tie in will be to riser relocated to free up manufacturing floor space. 

"C" in the product storeroom area. 
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Location 

Chemical Laboratory 

Paint Booth Building 

URRS/Waterglass 

Grounds 

Chemical Side- Line 3 
Pellet Sintering 

CL5 Fitzmill 

Grid Area 

QC Rod 

In tooling/component 
area on mechanical side 

In tooling/component 

area on mechanical side 



CCF # 

15459 

15461 

15464 

15466 

15467 

15468 

15473 

15476 

15479 

15484 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title Description 

Furnace Controls Install mezzanine structure and upper enclosure for 
Mezzanine and Enclosure future furnace controls room. Th is scope to include 

installation of galvanized carbon steel columns, 
beams, and decking for elevated structure with 7.5' 
head clearance. In-plant modular enclosure room 

with aluminum studs and FRP wall panels will be 

installed on mezzanine. Room to have a mini-split 
HVAC system with condenser atop enclosure ceiling. 
Condensate drain from HVAC unit to be routed to 
contaminated sewer outlet at column DOS. Pellet 

carts will be stored underneath mezzanine once 
construction is complete. Scope of CCF will also cover 
installing f lame retardant plastic sheeting around 
construction area for FME barrier. Plastic sheeting will 
be removed once major construction work is 
completed. Electrical scope for installation is a 
separate CCF. 

Justification ISA ID 

No floor space available for future control panels for sintering furnaces. ISA-08 Pelleting 

Bracing for HF Spiking Install braces to support piping system in HF Spiking To add stability to the piping and pump systems for HF Spiking Station 2. ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
Station #2 

Instal l Room For UPS# 1 
Replacement 

Install RP2-8H for UPS# 1 

Upgrade 

UPS# 1 Upgrade 

Demo UPS# 1 

Addition of cookie sheet 
rollers to Line 1 
Tie In New UPS1 

Station #2. Install strip of sheet metal to secure plate 
as necessary. 
Install a room to house the UPS to replace UPS# 1. 

Install a new receptacle panel for general power 
requirements for new UPS building and Static Bypass 
switch. 
Install a new UPS# 1, support equipment and 
communication gateway. This installation will also 
provide a dedicated URP panel for future life safety 
critical loads. 
Demo UPS# 1 and its auxiliary equipment including 
abandoned batteries and ATS. 

The new UPS will require a conditioned space to optimize the life of the Grounds 
batteries and the UPS. The manufacture requires a ambient 

temperature of 77 deg. F. to maximize the life of the batteries. The 
existing space does not meet this requirement. Spaces that exceed this 

temperature will cause the UPS to stay in an alarm state and eventually 
shut down the UPS. 
The area does not currently have enough spare 120/208 vac circuits or 
power or support the new UPS room and static bypass switch. 

Grounds 

The existing UPS is obsolete and at the end of its useful life. It currently Grounds 
uses lead acid batteries that pose a higher environmental hazard due to 
the design. Th is UPS provides power to critical life safety loads and must 
be reliable. 
This UPS is obsolete and at the end of its useful life. It currently uses Grounds 
lead acid batteries that pose a higher environmental hazard due to the 
design. This UPS provides power to critical life safety loads and must be 

reliable. 
Add rollers to the rod tray loader section of Line 1 for Easier for operators to transport cookie sheets ISA-10 ADU Rods 
cookie sheets to slide on 
Install and connect feeders from new UPS# 1 power UPS# 1 and 3ATS2 are obsolete and require replacement. Grounds 
distribution panel UDP2-6H to Maintenance Bypass 
Panel. Install and connect a new feeder to By-Pass 

Transformer. Remove start circuit from old 3ATS2 and 
connect new 3ATS2. 

Removal of frame structure Removal of the frame structure at rod weigh that the This frame was a large contributor to one of the recent events that ISA-10 ADU Rods 
above rod weigh scales 
that holds Lexan covers 

Manual Pull (fire pull) 
station Install in the UF6 
Pad and Office area (PRF-
1001405) 

Lexan covers rest on. caused paint to get on rods. These covers were initially used to prevent 
scale issues due to air f low, but the fan causing the issue has been 
removed. and the covers are no longer necessarv. 

With this CCF, we willlnstall1 Manual Pull (fire pull) Per GB#68223 submitted by WEC employee, there are no pull stations ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
station in the UF6 Pad and Office area in the UF6 Pad and Office area. 
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Location 

Pellet cart storage area, 
west of sintering furnace 
1A 

Spiking Station #2 

Equipment Room # 1 

Equipment room # 1 

Equipment Room # 1 

Equipment Room# 1 

Rod Line 1 

Equipment Room # 1 

Rod Weigh 

UF6 Pad and Office area 



CCF # 

15485 

15486 

15487 

15488 

15489 

15491 

15493 

15494 

15495 
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Title Description Justification 

Manual Pu ll (fire pull) With this CCF, we will lnstall1 Manual Pull (fire pull) Per GB#68110 submitted by WEC employee: Safety rep noticed that 
station Install on 3rd f loor station on 3rd floor for hallway 
for hallway (PRF-1001404) 

ADU Furnace Platform 

Room Fire Alarm 

Installation 

Installation of ADU Platform Fire Alarm System 

there was no pull station on 3rd floor, nearest one is in equipment 
room. Requesting one for hallway. 

Needed for ADU Sintering Furnace Controls Infrastructure 

ISAID 

Grounds 

15A-08 Pelleting 

Recycling Pad Construction of a recycling pad in the gravel area 

between the trailer parking and the traveler staging 
area. This project is related to the UF6 Expansion 

project and is required to provide space for the 

recycling bins and materials that are being displaced 

bv the new UF6 Exoansion oad. 

Part of the UF6 Expansion Pad project ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

UF6 Expansion Pad Creation of an additional UF6 Pad between the two 

existing pads. 

UF6 Expansion Pad Gamma This effort covers the installation of the: 

Addition storage capacity and business case made by Uranium Asset 

Management 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Part of the UF6 Expansion Pad project and required for monitoring the ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
Monitor; Mast Installation 1) Gamma monitor footer and mast new pad 

& specific preliminary work 2) Conduit and wire runs in the ceiling as described in 

the attached PSEDoc 

Note: This does not cover any tie-ins, connections or 

other electrical work as these will be covered under 
rrF 1h1 !:i1 fnr thP PIPrtrir~l wnrk 

Install a kick plate around Insta ll a 16 ga. 304SS kick plate (1 'in height) around 

inner perimeter of the inner perimeter of the Protective Clothing Facility. 

Protective Clothing Facility 

The Line 4 Hot Oil Dryer in Conversion recently 

The kick plate will be used as a bumper to prevent damage to the sheet Grounds 

rock by the large carts that are placed in the room . 

The current lubrication for the hot oil dryer bearings was found to be of ISA-03 ADU Conversion Replace Dryer Bearing 

Grease on Line 5 experienced 3 bearing failures in one month. Analysis poor quality. The thickener separated from the base oils and soaps, 

Moving QC Receiving 

Equ ipment- Installing 

of the bearings revealed a quality issue with the causing the bearings to overheat and fail. The vendor does not use 

grease being used. The vendor is unable to guarantee batch control on their product and is unable to guarantee that this issue 
further issues will not occur in the future so CCF 

15093 was developed to change the type of 
lubrication to the same grease that is used on the 

decanter bearings in Conversion. This CCF will 

implement the same change for LINE 5; to provide 

consistency across all lines. 

This lubricant has been tested on Line 4 (see CCF 

15093) since February 2015, and no fa ilures have 

This project will relocate QC equipment. Machines 

will not occur in the future. The proposed solution is to change the type 

of grease. Th is new grease is already used to lubricate the decanter 

bearings in Conversion and is rated for the high temperatures (less than 

180 deg. F)that the dryer bearings operate at. 

This will make room for the new grid equipment and will relocate it to Components 

will be re-calibrated and tested for use before putting the controlled environment inside QC Receiving. This will put most of 

Power and Computer Lines back in service. A white paper will be written to spell the inspection equipment in the same area. 
out the test plan for putting the equipment back in 

Install Emergency Power 

Breaker for 3ATS-2 

service. Power and computer lines may be installed to 
suooort this eauioment. 
Install a 150 amp breaker on the existing circuit 
feeding 3ATS-2 and 3ATS-7. 

3ATS-2 will be replaced with a new ATS, installation of this breaker will Grounds 

allow off line testing and streamline the startup and checkout process. 
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Location 

3rd floor hallway 

Pelleting Area 

Gravel area between 

trailer parking and 

shipping container 

staging 

Between the two 

existing UF6 storage 
pads 
Approximately 20ft 

south of the receiving 

bay door along the 
outside bay wall (west 

side of plant). 

Kitchen Dock 11 

Expansion 

Panel Built Pre-Fab BLDG 

Protective Clothing 

Facility 

Conversion Line 5 

Inside QC Receiving 

area. 

Equipment Room# 1 



CCF # 

15507 

15512 

15517 

15518 

15520 

15529 

15530 

15531 

Title 

Vacuum hose balancer 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Description 

Implementation of a vacuum hose balancer and a 

longer hose at the unload station. 

Justification 

Th is improvement will make the unload area more ergonomic and 

improve area safety by removing the hose from the ground which 
The hose balancer will be secured to existing unistrut operators frequently encounter while working. 
and will be adjusted such that the end of the hose is 
slightly above and away from the operator. Th is will 

keep the hose out of the operators way but closely 
available when it is needed. 

See attached picture for representation. No drawings 
will change. 

Spare Cryogenic pump Remove and dispose of top sliding shelf. Raise the Currently there is only enough clearance on the top shelf to store 

pumps. The four spots on the two lower shelves cannot be used 
because there is not enough clearance above. Removing and disposing 
of the top shelf and raising the middle shelf will enable the storage of 
four crvo oumos on the shelving svstem. 

storage rack modification middle shelf (maximum 8 inches). 

to increase utilization. 

ISA ID 

ISA-14 IFBA Processing 

ISA-14 IFBA Processing 

AH 3 Cafeteria Expansion Replace old ac unit on the cafeteria expansion roof 
Roof Upgrade Replacement with new humidification control unit. Gas will be use 

to heat and dehumidify. 

Current unit is over 25 years old and not working properly. This unit has Grounds 
frequently breakdown causing complaints by personnel in cafeteria 

HF Piping Replacement 

Replace BPCS float switch 

on Wash Tanks wi th 
Vibratory Probes 

Chem Lab Step Off Pad 
Removal 

Relocation of the Drag 
Chain Conveyor controls 

Replace Current 
Annunciation box with a 
stainless steel one 

dining area. Also, there have been complaints of high humidity in 
storage area of the kitchen. 

The existing HF transfer line from the T-1191 Overflow Since the pipe runs overhead, there is a potential for personnel being 
Tank to the T-1147 Acid Neutralization Tank will be exposed to dripping acid. Several small sections of the pipe have been 
replaced with 1" PVDF lined piping. The line will be 
rerouted to limit its travel th rough areas normally 

occupied by personnel, the number of flanges will be 
minimized, and an air purge will be provided to 

facilitate emptying the line. Piping will also be 
installed to facilitate the t ransfer line draining back to 
T-11Q1 

CCF-15520 consists of replacing the BPCS float style 
level probes with vibrating fork style instrumentation 
on all 3 tanks, lowering the new BPCS instrumentation 
elevation on tanks 2 and 3 (where nozzles are 

available), and lowering only SIS level probe on tank 3. 
The f loat switches are currently installed in stilling 

wells (with exception of the SIS probe on tank 3), 
which will be removed and replaced by individual 
connections to the tank. The new BPCS and current SIS 

level probes will be reinstalled in the tanks via a 
f langed style adapter bringing the level probes forks 
closer to the tank volume. 

replaced previously. 

The current level switch is sensitive to steam and compressed air 
bubbles. The new switch is less likely to be affected by bubbles. 

ISA-06 Chemicals Receipt, Handling and 
Storage 

ISA-17 Final Assembly 

This project is to remove the shoe rack that is in the Shoe rack is no longer used since the step off pad is no longer needed. ISA-18 Laboratories 

QC Chem Lab by the door which leads to Conversion 
line 4. 
This CCF serves to relocate the electrical panel that 
contains the controls for the drag chain conveyor in 
the ADU Rod area to the pedestal in front of the lift 
table. 

Relocation of the controls to allow the operators easier access to this 

controls. It will enable these controls to be ergonomically safer to use. 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

The annunciation box will be replaced with a stainless The annunciation box is currently located above the window, and it ISA-10 ADU Rods 
box. could potentially leave FME on the rods if contact is made. By replacing 

the box with one made of stainless, that will reduce the risk for FME to 
be deposited on the rods. 
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Location 

500FQ8AR01 - I FBA -

APVIS- Fixture unload 
station 

IFBA, near the line 5 

passive gamma scanner 

Cafeteria Expansion Roof 

South of the main 
process building 
(outside) 

Final assembly wash pit. 

QC Lab 

Drag Chain Conveyor 

Drag Chain Conveyor 



CCF # 

15533 

15537 

15540 

15542 

15546 

15548 

15550 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Vacuum Boat Loader #2 
sensor replacement 

The scope of this project is to replace and reposition Lessons Learned when #2 Vacuum Boatload PLC Controls Upgrade was ISA-08 Pelleting 

Stainless Steel Chain 
Guards for rod line 7. 

(eliminates a potential 

the Boat Empty sensor from the existing location at 
the bottom of the slide to the side of the slide. The 
Table Full and Table in pickup position will also be 
removed. 

done originally were applied to Vacuum Boat Loaders #3 and #1. Now 
these upgrades need to be applied to #2 to make the three lines 
common in hardware and software. 

Stainless steel guards will be designed, fabricated and This guard will eliminate paint, a potential source of foreign material 
installed to eliminate the potential for paint to rub 
onto rods on line 7. The new design will cover the 

from rubbing onto rods. 

source of foreign material chain as well as the painted bearing housing. 
on rods). 
Modification to Conversion Current bulk containers used for blending in Per the structural analysis submitted by the vendor (see attached 
Bulk Containers to Allow Conversion are delivered with back plates welded on document), comparable structural support to the back plates can be 

for the Optional Removal 
of their Back Plates 

Line 1 Pelleting Powder 
Prep 3rd Level(14'-2" 

Elevation Platform) 
Structural Modification. 

one side to provide structural support. Recently, a achieved through the use of gussets. Since the back plates are not 
structural analysis was performed that indicates required, the option to remove should be allowed provided the 

comparable support can be provided by the addition installation of the necessary gussets. 

of gussets in lieu of the back plates. As a result of this 
ana lysis, this CCF proposes allowing the option of 
removing the back plates from the bulk containers if 
rl~<:irPrl 

Add 4" X 4" X .25" structural square tubing to the 14'- The additional structural tubing is required to adequately support the 

2" elevation platform per the 321F01ST01 and CCF 15543 hoist modification. 
321F01ST07 For Construction drawings. 

ISA-12 IFBA Fuel Rod Manufacturing 

ISA-05 ADU Bulk Powder Blending 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Purchase and install a new Materials, labor and equipment to build a ECP 

shed and sidewalk in front driveway inspection shed. Shed will cover sidewalk 

This Small Capital project will protect the guards, employees and visitors Grounds 
from the outdoor elements; while having their cars inspected prior to 

of the ECP for Car and roadway. New sidewalk will connect under shed entering the plant grounds. 

Inspection. to asphalt area near mailbox. Shed sides height set to By installing the shed and sidewalk at the ECP we will be protecting the 

allow view from ECP office to Bluff Rd entrance with personnel from the elements thereby providing a safe inspection area. 

clear view. Leg attachments according to wind load 
code per drawings. Legs on grass side will be set 
underground to allow for no trips on walk through. 

Also includes Building Permit to Richmond County, SC 
through a contractor and drawings created for that 
purpose. 

Relocation of Lower Burner Extend Fire-Eye flame detector additional length away By increasing the length of the distance from the burner, it will allow ISA-13 Low Level Radioactive Waste 
Flame Detector on from the burner the detector to have sharper focus on the burner and pilot flame rather Processing 

Incinerator 
Remove Obsolete Nitric 
Acid Piping Routed 
Overhead in the Steel 

Room 

than trash flame. 
Remove Obsolete Nitric Acid Piping Routed Overhead The nitric acid line has dead legs on the pipe that leak on area below. 
in the Steel Room. Add an additional block and bleed 

point on the line that enters the building for ease of 
future line isolation and maintenance. 
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ISA-13 Low Level Radioactive Waste 
Processing 

Location 

Pellet Line 2 Vacuum 
Boat Loader 

IFBA, Rod line 7, Axial 
conveyors from the dry 
box. from the passive 
gamma scanner and to 
the accumulator. 
Conversion Bulk 
Blending Room 

ADU Pelleting \Line 1 
Powder Prep 14'-2" 
Elevation Platform 

This shed will be in front 
of the existing ECP 
(north and outside gate) 

Inside URRS- Incinerator 
Area 

UF6 Bay- Steel Room 



CCF # 

15554 

15559 

15561 

15568 

15569 
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Title Description 

Chemical Storage Building Provide modifications to the air-handling systems 

Air-handling system 
controls. 

electrical control of the paint-both converting the 
system for use as a Chemical Storage Building. 
Changes will include 

a) The two exhausts will be converted to an always on 
conditions. 

b) The two main exhausts will be alarmed. Loss of air 
flow will triggering a beacon outside the building and 

activate the backup air-handler (mounted on a stand 
outside the building) that will force air into the 

building thru vents in the ceiling. 

c) In addition to the changes to the air-handling 
system the fluorescent lights will be upgraded to LED's 

Justification 

Part of the UF6 expansion project 

Skeleton Fixtures 4 and 6 This project will install a new PLC Control system on The manual Skeleton Fixtures are controlled with the last 300 series 
Electrical Controls Upgrade Skeleton Fixtures 4 and 6. This control system will be Controls in the facility. The obsolescence of parts creates support 

common to both lines and each line will have separate issues. 
power disconnects such that maintenance work can 

be done on the 480VAC power side and not affect the 
operation of the other machine. The first phase is to 
install Fixture 4 first with common controls for Fixture 
6. The 2nd phase will be to make the final 

connections to Fixture 6. 

ISA ID 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

JSA-17 Final Assembly 

ADU Sintering Furnace 3B Modify framing on ADU Sintering Furnace 38 side to This will allow relocation of SCR controls and other 480V devices to the ISA-08 Pelleting 

Frame Modifications increase aisle way between Furnace 38 and 3C to upper side of the furnace and meet NEC code requirements. 
minimum electrical required distance of 42 inches. 

Install V-412 Surge Tank in The project will remove the existing V-412 vessel and Based on mechanical integrity investigations, Reliability Engineering 
Conversion 

Disassembly of ADU 
Sintering Furnace 38 
components and 
demolition of obsolete 

and/or "consumed" 

install a tank incorporating a new design. The tank 
will be taller and built per the pressure vessel code. 
The motors for the P-412A and P-4128 pumps will also 
be replaced with C-frame units to eliminate the need 
for laser realignment after rebuild. New acid resistant 
pump and tank pads will also be installed. New piping 
will be installed as needed to connect to the new tank. 
An orifice will be added in the tank inlet from the bag 

filters. 

Remova l of entrance muffler, exit muffler, piping, 
valves, instrumentation, electrical and controls on 
ADU Sintering Furnace 3B. 

recommends that all five surge tanks be replaced. 

Required as part of initial phase of furnace 3B rebuild process. 
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ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Location 

Existing Paint booth 

Skeleton Assembly I 
Crimping Area 

Chemical Side- Line 3 
Pellet Sintering 

The new tank and pump 
assemblies will be 
installed in the location 
of the existing tank and 
pump assemblies. 

Chemical Side- Pelleting 



CCF # 

15571 

15573 

15576 

15578 

15579 

15581 

15587 

15588 
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Title Description Justification 

Zirc Knock-Out Tank f loat With this CCF, we will remove the last float switch The current float switch gets bound up in either the high level or low 
level. When this happens the tank has over filled or runs very low on switch removal Phase 2 used to control the existing fill valve and replace it 

with new level controls. The new level control is water. This tank is located on the second level of the Thermal Stability 
already in place (ccf 14372) controlling the High High platform. 
and Low Low level alarms. No SSC's affected by this 
modification. 

ISA ID 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Replace existing Teflon Replace existing Teflon Valve Seat in P-1015 (Scrap The existing pump has a large number of repair I replacements due to ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 
Valve Seat in P-1015 with Recovery I Liquid Waste Storage) P-200 Plastic Pump; the wearing of the valve seats. Extreme wear conditions have been 
316L Stainless Steel. as an optional (alternate) material selection. The new exhibited such as: valve seats become elongated or ball valve has been 

Change labels on IFBA 

oxidation pans 

Update SOLX UN V-1087 
AlB Pump out Sample 
Valve 

Update SOLX UN V-1087 

CID Pump out Sample 
Valve 

valve seat will be identical in dimension but will be 
316L material. 

found stuck into the valve seat. 
This optional (alternate) material selection will be a trial to see if 
reliabilitv of the P-1015 Pumo Valve Seat can be increased. 

Weld stainless steel plates containing unique 
identifying numbers to the anti-stacking ring of the 

IFBA oxidation pans. Stamp ID numbers onto the 
plates that are welded to the hoops on the oxidation 
pans. The oxidation pan drawing will not change due 
to on ly the IFBA pans will have these bar codes added. 

Previous attempts to mark the oxidation pans were not successful due ISA-19 Hoods and Containment 
to the abrasive nature of the environment at the oxidation oven. The 

stamped SS plates should be more robust. 

Update SOLX UN V-1087 AlB Pump out Sample Valve The current sample valve configuration is leaking through. Upgrade 
XV-1087-Sl. components to meet plant specifications and to make the individual 

elements associated with the sample valve readily accessible for future 
repairs. 

Update SOLX UN V-1087 CID Pump out Sample Valve The current sample valve configuration is leaking through. Upgrade 
XV-1087-S2. The sample valve assembly will include components to meet plant specifications and to make the individual 
the following components. elements associated with the sample valve readily accessible for future 

reoairs 

ISA-07 Solvent Extraction 

ISA-07 Solvent Extraction 

Replace XV-1087A and XV- Replace XV-1087A and XV-1087B Automatic Valves The current valves leak through and need to be replaced with current ISA-07 Solvent Extraction 

1087B Automatic Valves 

and Actuators 

Add operator 

and Actuators. The replacements will adhere to the 
recommended plant equipment specifications. 

plant standard equipment. 

IF a pak is scanned that is not part of the blend, THEN To prevent moving unauthorized paks of material into the bulk blending ISA-05 ADU Bulk Powder Blending 
acknowledgement for paks ChAMPS brings up a pop-up screen that the operator room and to allow movement of off-site powder. 

gathered that are not in 
the blend 

UTl New Larger Water 
Circulation Pump 

has to acknowledge, stating the pak is not part of the 
blend and cannot be gathered. Return polypak to its 
original location and notify team manager. The 

operator can then acknowledge the pop-up and 
continue gathering paks. 

In addition, this CCF will allow gathering different 
types of polypaks specifically MXP's for bringing in off

site powder. 

This CCF will cover the installation of a slightly larger Install larger pump for better flow and improve uptime of line by 
pump on the UTl Ultrasound system which will lengthening time between filter changes. 

improve water flow when conditions occur that 
restrict flow. 

The pump is by the same manufacturer. It is larger and 
has more flow to overcome restrictions that occur in 
the system. This will allow more time between filter 

changes and eliminate flow problems that occur with 
th&lo C::\IJ::tcom 
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ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Location 

Thermal Stability 
Platform 

Scrap Cage, Liquid 
Waste Storage Column, 
P-1015 

IFBA oxidation pans. 

SOLX 

SOLX 

SOLX 

Conversion bulk 
blending 

Inside mechanical area 
off main aisle-way. 



CCF # 

15592 

15593 

15598 

15599 

15600 

15601 

15603 

15604 

15605 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Modify Nitr ic Acid Piping at The nitric acid piping at the scrap cage stand pipe will Currently if nitric acid must be added to a cream can, the operator must ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Scrap Cage Stand Pipe 

Installation of First 

Discharge Chute Level 

Switch. 

Roadway and Front 
Grounds LED lighting 
replacement 

be modif ied to allow direct f illing into a cream can. 
The exist ing piping and valve used for filling into pails 
will be removed, and a new cream can filling station 
will be installed. 

first fill a pail with nitric acid and then transfer it to a cream can. This 
change will allow direct filling into a cream can and will thus reduce the 
likelihood of personnel exposure. 

Install and activate a new Safety Significant Control to Improvement to the reliability of the existing discharge chute control. 

prevent low powder level in the first discharge chute 

that might cause a loss of the powder seal used to 
prevent air ingress. 
Replace existing roadway front grounds lighting with LED Light f ixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts 

LED light f ixtures 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Grounds 

Fina l Assemb ly LED lighting Replace existing Final Assembly area high bay lighting LED Light f ixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts ISA-17 Final Assembly 

replacement __ with LED light fixtures 
Increase the size of stack Currently, the stack drain lines on the Pressure Safety The consultant performing the annua l Boiler inspection recommended Grounds 

drain line on Pressure Valves on Boiler #1 are 1/4" diameter tubing. With this we increase the size of the PSV stack drains. 

Safety Valves on North CCF, these drain lines will be increased to 1/2" tubing 

American Boiler #1 and routed to a visible discharge location. 

Increase the size of stack Currently, the stack drain lines on the Pressure Safety The consultant performing the annual Boiler inspection recommended Grounds 

drain line on Pressure 
Safety Valves on North 
American Boiler #2 

Valves on Boiler #2 are 1/4" diameter tubing. With this we increase the size of the PSV stack drains. 
CCF, these drain lines will be increased to 1/2" tubing 

and routed to a visible discharge location. 

Refrigerant Detector Refrigerant Detector modification in Equipment Room We will be rais ing the trip point from 50ppm to 700 ppm to prevent Grounds 
modification in Equipment 3 to alarm at greater than 700ppm nuisance trips. This has previously been done on the Equipment Room 

Room 3 to alarm at greater 1 Unit. 
than 700ppm 

Refrige rant Detector Refrigerant Detector modificat ion in IFBA Equipment We will be ra ising the trip point from 50ppm to 700 ppm to prevent ISA-14 IFBA Processing 

modification in IFBA Room to alarm at greater than 700ppm. nuisance trips. This has previously been done on the Equipment Room 

Equipment Room to alarm 1 Unit. 

at greater than 700ppm . 

Skeleton Fixture 6 Electrical This project will connect Skeleton Fixture 6 to the new The manual Skeleton Fixtures are controlled with the last Numalogics 
Controls Upgrade control system on Skeleton Fixtures 4. This control 300 series controls in the facility. The obsolescence of parts creates 

system will be common to both lines and each line will support issues. 
have separate power disconnects such that 
maintenance work can be done on the 480VAC power 
side and not affect the operation of the other 
machinP. 
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ISA-17 Final Assembly 

Location 

Conversion Scrap Cage 
Stand Pipe 

ADU Line 4 Calciner 

Roadway and Front 
Grounds 

Final Assembly 

Boiler House #2 

Boiler House #2 

Freon Detector in 

Equipment Room3 

IFBA Equipment Room 

Freon Detector 

Skeleton Assembly I 
Crimping Area 



CCF # 

15607 

15611 

15618 

15619 

15621 

15623 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title Description Justification ISA ID 

UF6 Cylinder Cleaning and 
Survey actuator 

With th is CCF, we will replace in the store room mfg. 
part number D24-21BS-12 with K2XEP1.4G20-24V-12. 

Per the Supplier, part number D24-21BS-12 is no longer available. Mfg. ISA-09 UF6 Cylinder Wash 
part number K2XEP1.4G20-24V-12 is the replacement part number. 

Substitution; Obsolete Part The storeroom setup sheet will be changed on 
Mapcon StRm#157035 completion of this CCF. The replacement unit is a 

direct replacement and this CCF will allow t his device 
to be used as a replacement for D24-21BS-12; unless 
it is used in a safety significant control. If used in an 
sse app lication, a separate CCF and ITR will have to be 
generated. 

Attached is a product brochure. No dwg changes 
needed. 

Line 1 Centra l Vacuum 
Silencer Stand 
Modification. 

Add a plate to the top of the stand to mount the new The new silencer is shorter than the original silencer and could not be ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
Item 13 Silencer. 

Note: The Line 1 stand drawing was updated to match 
field conditions as part of the plate addition- See Sht 

OS of the For Construction drawing. 

mounted using the existing mounting scheme. The plate was added to 
provide materia l to clamp the new silencer into position. 

Re-route tubing to PT-S-

941E 

PT-S-941E (SSC INCIN-404) measures the natural gas PT-S-941E (SSC INCIN-404) measures the natural gas supply pressure to ISA-13 Low Level Radioactive Waste 
supply pressure to the lower burner of the incinerator. the lower burner of the incinerator. It initiates a lower burner trip when Processing 
It initiates a lower burner trip when a high pressure 
condition is detected. The tubing that connects the 

a high pressure condition is detected. The tubing that connects the 
transmitte r to the gas line interferes with access to the flame scanner 

transmitter to the gas line interferes with access to the on the lower burner. Th is CCF is to re-route the tubing so that it is less 
flame scanner on the lower burner. This CCF is to re- of an interference. The connection locations on either end of the tubing 

route the tubing so that it is less of an interfe rence. 
The connection locations on either end of the tubing 
wi ll remain the same, as shown in 304F01PI01, sheet 
1. This CCF wi ll aid in the completion of CCF 15548, 
although installation of this CCF is not required prior 
to completion of 15548. 

will remain the same. 

Replace pressure gauges The pressure gauges on 3/4" gas line supply to Replacing broken gauges 
on natural gas piping for incinerator pilot lights are damaged (cracked glass, 
inci nerator pilot lights bent pointer) . Drawing 304F01PP06 Sh. 4 calls for a 

7211 pressure gauge. The gauges currently found 
installed have no specific model number visible. This 
CCF is to insta ii 1009SW model 25-1009SW(L)02L-XXX-
15# 

Tracto r Shed Safety Shower Install approximately 30' of 5 watts heat tracer on the Supply line may freeze if weather is below freezing temperatu re. 

Heat Tracer cit y water supply line going to the Safety Shower 
outside of the shop. 

ISA-13 Low Level Radioactive Waste 
Processing 

Grounds 

LT-1141 Modification Modify the level transmitter for T-1141 (Still1 Flash Current configuration of tubing entering from the bottom of the vessel ISA-06 Chemica ls Receipt, Handling and 
Tank) so that the nitrogen tubing enters the bottom of causes the tubing to plug with lime grit. Storage 

the vessel from the side, and points downward inside 
the vessel. 
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Location 

Store Room Parts 

ADU Pelleting \ Line 1 
Central Vacuum 

Natural gas supply line 
to lower burner of 
incinerator, upper 
instrument rack in front 
of lower chamber. 

Incinerator gas train, on 
3/4" lines above stop 
cock just after they split 
f rom the 1.5" main gas 
lines. 

Tractor Shed 

Outside URRS/ Still1 



CCF # 

15624 

15627 

15630 

15633 

15635 

15637 

15639 

15640 

15641 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Lighting Contactor Lighting Contactor Replacement in Substation 6 The lighting contactor in Substation #6 has become unreliable. The Grounds 

Replacement in Substation replacement 920 RC(remote control) is different than the existing unit. 

6 This substitution will allow us to replace the existing Catalog #926 with 
Catalog #0009200300603000. The original unit is obsolete, the 
replacement is a direct replacement (the same amp. rating, voltage 

rating, and the same physical dimensions) 

Still Bottoms Recycle Piping Install new manifold for Still Bottoms recycle . 
Modification 

Will allow for isolation of Still1 bottoms line when HX-1107 is moved. Grounds 

Pellet Line 4- Pellet Stop Make changes to the Pellet Stop located on the exit Reduction in equipment downtime. Improved pellet flow resulting in 
Exit Conveyor 
Modifications 

Line 3 Calciner Discharge 
Chute Installation 

conveyor of the pellet line to improve reliability and less scrap. 
reduce downtime. Incorporate existing Pellet Stop 

design (Dwg. 361F08EQ38, Sheet 4) into the pellet 
line. 
A new discharge chute installed to replace the current The eventual addition of a SIL-rated level switch to the existing level 
one will eventually include a secondary SIS level indicator will provide a more reliable powder level indicating system. 
switch. The new chute will be installed under this CCF. 

The port for the new SIS device will be plugged 
temporarily. A subsequent CCF will install and activate 
the new switch to become an SIS device and the 

existing switch will become a BPCS device at that time. 

Met Lab Autoclave Breaker Replace Breaker #10 2-Pole 70Amp breaker with Breakers need to be properly sized to support Autoclave System 
Replacement 

Instal lation of Wireless 
Node (connected to 
Business LAN) to support 

Torque Tool 

ERBIA BLUE M FURNACE 
Element Substitution; 

Obsolete Part Mapcon 
StRm #961001 

80Amp breaker 
Replace Breaker #29 40Amp Single Pole breaker with a 
20Amp breaker 
Install a wireless node that will connect to the 
business LAN which will permit communication with 
wireless torque wrenches to be used in the skeleton 
area. Information regarding torque and tool, date and 
time will be recorded. 
With this CCF, we will replace in the store room mfg. 

part number H46-0465-02 with 814986. The 

For records retentions 

Per the Supplier, the old part number is no longer available and has 

been changed due to company policy. Mfg. part number 814986 is the 

storeroom setup sheet will be changed on completion replacement part number. The part did not change in anyway and has 
of this CCF. The replacement unit is a direct the same form, fit, and function. 
replacement and this CCF will allow this device to be 
used as a replacement for H46-0465-02; unless it is 

used in a safety significant control. If used in an SSC 
application, a separate CCF and ITR will have to be 
generated. 

t-.ln rhAia l"'h-::anot:~oc: nt:u::.rl,::,rl 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Miscellaneous 

ISA-17 Final Assembly 

ISA-20 ERBIA 

Modification to Vaporizer V· Vaporizer V-401B has developed a steam leak at the The side of the vaporizer near the lower door hinge has been punctured ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

401B to Address Steam point where the lower door hinge is located. The crack and needs to be repaired to avoid loss of confinement. A repad is 
Leak will be welded and a repad will be welded over top to required to provide structural support and prevent future leaks in the 

URRS Sludge Pan Staging 

Table 

provide additional support. Stiffener Plates will be 
added for support. as wel l. 

same area. 

A staging table is requested to prepare sludge pans The added table will facilitate movements of materials through the 

with waste material prior to loading into the Oxidation URRS process on the Fluoride Stripping Platform. 
Ovens (FC-704 or FC-705). 
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ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

Location 

Lighting contactor on 
North Wall of Substation 
6 behind Dl Water. 

Outside URRS 

Pellet Stop exit transfer 
conveyors 

ADU Conversion Line 3 

Mechanical Area- Met 
Lab 

Mechanical Area
Skeletons 

Store Room Parts 

V-401B Vaporizer in UF6 
Bay (Closest to Lab) 

URRS Fluoride Stripping 
Platform 



CCF # 

15642 

15643 

15644 

15645 

15646 

15647 

15648 

Title 

GLE Phase 1 - Demolish 
Existing Tooling Offices 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Description 

This work will include removal and disposal of all 

mechanical and electrical materials/components 
associated with the existing Tooling Offices and Pig 
Tail Room. The actual Pig Tail and Comparator 

Justification 

The tooling personnel will be relocated to a new modular office building Grounds 
on an elevated mezzanine structure. 

The floor space of the existing tooling offices and Pig Tail/Comparator 
equipment will be relocated as part of a separate CCF. Room must be made available for a new modular building used for 

finished grid storage. 
No SSCs impacted. 

GLE Phase 1- Finished Grid As part of the Grid Line Expansion Phase 1 Project, a The finished grid storage area currently located in the Grid Area, will be Grounds 
Storage- Modular Building new modular building will be constructed to contain relocated to a new modular building near the Tool Room in order to 

finished grids. The building will include lights, make room for a new Welder. 
receptacles, ventilation, and powered roll up doors. 
Fire detection will be installed under a separate CCF. 

Bottle Holders Design and build a holder that will provide a more 
secure set down area for the inspectors "in-use" 

bottles of acetone and alcohol. 

Currently, the inspectors in the non-fuel inspection area keep their "in- Components 
use" bottles of acetone and alcohol perched on the center beam over 
the inspection (stone) table. It wouldn't take much of a bump to knock 
the bottles off of the channel in which case the liquids could splash. 

Although this would not be a significant issue for the product being 
inspected, it could be quite painful if it were to get into the inspectors' 
eve~-

Modify Non Fuel D and V Operations experienced a dropped WABA rod event. CAPAL 100337196- Reduce likelihood of rod trays tipping over. 
Transfer Lift See CAPAL 100337196 for details. The bottom edge of 

the lift has a square edge that will catch on a rod tray 
and tip it over. The square edge will be chamfered to 
reduce the likelihood of this occurring. Also, to 
provide visual contrast, the option of applying yellow 
safety tape to the outside of the lift will be added. 

This CCF documents the modification to the transfer 
lift 

Components 

Pellet Line 3- Pellet Stop Make changes to the Pellet Stop located on the exit Reduction in equipment downtime. Improved pellet flow resulting in ISA-08 Pelleting 

Exit Conveyor 
Modifications 

conveyor of the pellet line to improve reliability and less scrap. 
reduce downtime. Incorporate existing Pellet Stop 
design (Dwg. 361F08EQ38, Sheet 2 and 4) into the 
oellet line. 

ISA ID 

Install Leak Test port in line This project will provide an inlet port on the nitrogen Installing these piping modifications will facilitate leak testing of the 
spring loaded valve on the nitrogen supply line to the line 4 bag filters. 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

4 nitrogen line supply (line 042-1/2"-25) at the spring loaded ball 

Line 3 Scrubber 
Recirculation line 

valve near bag filters FL-412A/B. Nitrogen from a 
compressed gas cylinder will be input through this 
port and captured in a portion of the line established 
by two manual valves and the valve to be tested. The 
ability to maintain pressure in this portion of the line 
constitutes a leak check of the spring loaded valve. 
Pressure will be monitored using a pressure gauge 
mounted at the cylinder. 

Line 3 Recirc line between P-331C/D eductor pumps This line was installed several years ago for evaluation and was not ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
and P-331A/B filter press pumps is no longer required. removed after the evaluation was completed. It does not exist on any 

other ADU lines. 
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Location 

Tool Room 

Near Tool Room 

CFFF, Chemical Side, 
Non-fuel Inspection
Inspection Table 

Non Fuel Rod Area 

Pellet Stop exit transfer 
conveyors 

In the nitrogen supply 
line near the bag filters 
on line 4 

ADU Line 3 



CCF # 

15652 

15653 

15654 

15655 

15656 

15658 

15659 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Install Leak Testing Port in CFFF is initiating leak testing of certain SSC's, including These modifications will provide a method for periodically leak testing ISA-02 Uranyl Nitrite Bulk Storage Tanks 
UN line From FL-748A/B in valves XV-S-748A and XV-S-748B. These valves are the safety significant valves. 
URRS located between the cartridge filters and the UN bulk 

storage tanks and are automatically closed when the 
C4 dissolver gamma monitors read greater than 6 

grams of U235 per liter. 

A input port for compressed air, an isolation valve, and 

a drain will be installed in the UN piping to facilitate 
inputting compressed air from a portable tank into a 
section of the piping bounded by 2 manual valves and 
the valve to be tested. The ability of the system to 
maintain pressure in this section constitutes a leak 
check of the valve. 

This CCF covers the piping modifications only. A 
separate CCF will be open to cover the replacement 
and reinstallation of XV-S-748A and B. 
No SSC's are affected by this CCF. 

Upgrade XV-S-748A and XV- Upgrade XV-S-748A and XV-S-748B to Align with 
S-7488 to Align with 

Recommended Plant 
Standards 

Recommended Plant Standards 

Pellet Line 2- Pellet Stop Make changes to the Pellet Stop located on the exit 

The automatic valve assemblies are demonstrating signs of external 

corrosion. The automatic valve assemblies are to be replaced and 
upgraded in accordance with plant standards. 

Reduction in equipment downtime. Improved pellet flow resulting in 
Exit Conveyor 
Modifications 

conveyor of the pellet line to improve reliability and less scrap. 
reduce downtime. Incorporate existing Pellet Stop 

design (Dwg. 361F08EQ38, Sheet 4) into the pellet 
line. 

Pellet Line 5- Pellet Stop Make changes to the Pellet Stop located on the exit Reduction in equipment downtime. Improved pellet flow resulting in 
Exit Conveyor 

Modifications 

conveyor of the pellet line to improve reliability and less scrap. 
reduce downtime. Incorporate existing Pellet Stop 

design (Dwg. 361F08EQ38) into the pellet line. 

ISA-04 Safe Geometry Dissolver 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Panel Controls substitution Panel Controls substitution. This CCF will allow us to Many panel controls are obsolete and unavailable. This CCF will allow us Grounds 
substitute; pilot lights, switches, and push buttons. to substitute Lamps, Push buttons, and Switches, if approved by a 

Maintenance or PSE Control Engineer. See attached proposed addition 
to MCP-202174. Note this is not applicable to SSC devices. 

Move sir sampling station Move sir sampling station number 50 at APVIS in IFBA More space is needed to install a vacuum hose management device 
number 50 at APVIS in IFBA toward the machine 2 feet and 3 inches. from CCF 15507. 
toward the machine 2 feet 
and 3 inches. 

Upgrade XV-S-1087A and Upgrade XV-S-1087A and XV-S-10878 to Align with 
XV-S-1087B to Align with Recommended Plant Standards 
Recommended Plant 
Standards 

The automatic valve assemblies are demonstrating signs of external 
corrosion. The automatic valve assemblies are to be replaced and 
upgraded in accordance with plant standards. 
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ISA-14 IFBA Processing 

ISA-07 Solvent Extraction 

Location 

In the UN piping near 
the Final filters, 
FL748A/B 

SOLX Dissolver Area 

Pellet Stop exit transfer 
conveyors 

Pellet Stop exit transfer 
conveyors 

Plant wide 

IFBA, APVIS, Unload 
station. 

SOLX 



CCF # 
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15662 

15664 

16001 
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Tit le Description 

Install Leak Test port in line This project will provide an inlet port on the nitrogen 

3 nitrogen line supply (line 059-1/ 2"-25) at the spring loaded ball 
valve near bag filters FL-312A/ B. Nitrogen f rom a 
compressed gas cylinder will be input through this 

port and captured in a portion of the line established 
by two manual valves and the valve to be tested. The 
ability to maintain pressure in this portion of the line 

constitutes a leak check of the spring loaded valve. 
Pressure will be monitored using a pressure gauge 
mounted at the cyl inder. 

Install Leak Test port in line This project will provide an inlet port on the nitrogen 
2 nit rogen line supply (line 058-1/ 2"-25) at the spring loaded ba ll 

valve near bag f il ters FL-212A/B. Nitrogen from a 
compressed gas cylinder wi ll be input through this 
port and captured in a portion of the line estab lished 
by two manual valves and the valve to be tested. The 
ability to maintain pressure in this portion of the line 

constitutes a leak check of the spring loaded valve. 
Pressure will be monitored using a pressure gauge 
mounted at the cylinder. 

Generator #1 is equipped with a roof mounted heat 

Justification 

Installing these piping modifications will facilitate leak testing of the 

spring loaded valve on the nitrogen supply line to the line 3 bag filters. 

Installing these piping modifications will facilitate leak testing of the 
spring loaded valve on the nitrogen supply line to the line 2 bag f il ters. 

Installing a coolant level indicating sight glass on the reservoir will Generator #1 Heat 
Exchanger Sight Glass exchanger. This heat exchanger has a coolant reservo ir simplify this task by eliminating the need to climb and allowing visual 

mounted on the top, with only a fill cap for checking liquid level verificat ion without removing the fill cap. 
the liquid level. Mechanics are required to check the 
liquid level weekly, which involves climbing above the 
reservoir and removing the cap. 

This CCF will allow a level indicating sight glass to be 
side mounted to the coolant reservoir. 

Install V-212 Surge Tank in The project will remove the existing V-212 vessel and Based on mechanical integrity investigations, Reliability Engineering 

Conversion install a tank incorporating a new design. The tank 
will be taller and built per the pressure vessel code. 

The motors for the P-212A and P-2128 pumps will also 
be replaced with C-frame units to elim inate the need 
for laser realignment after rebuild. New acid resistant 
pump and tank pads will also be installed. New piping 
will be installed as needed to connect to the new tank. 

An orifice will be added in the tank inlet from the bag 
fil ters . 

recommends that all five surge tanks be replaced. 

Revamp Piping on #1 Fi re This CCF will allow piping modification on #1 Fire #1 Fire Pump is scheduled to be replaced. While this replacement 

Water tank Water tank to allow for an additional outlet and valves project is underway, a connection will be ava ilable to allow a back up 
so a redundant pump can be connected to the fire pump to draft out of#1 Fire Water Tank. 
water tank. 
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ISAID 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Grounds 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Grounds 

Location 

In the nitrogen supply 

line near the bag filters 
on line 3 

In the nitrogen supply 
line near the bag filters 
on line 2 

Mechanical Area Roof 

The new tank and pump 
assemblies will be 
installed in the location 

of the existing tan k and 
pump assembl ies . 

#1 Fire Water Tank 



CCF # 

16002 

16003 

16004 

16007 

16008 

16009 

16010 

16011 

16012 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Leak testing of the spring This project will provide ports on the nitrogen supply 

to close BFP device on the (line 059-1/2"-25) at the BFP device. Nitrogen from a 
supply line to lines 3 and 4 compressed gas cylinder will be input through this 

This modification will provide a method for periodically leak testing the ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

safety significant valve. 

bag fi lters port and captured in portions of the line established 

by two manual valves and the valve to be tested. The 

ability to maintain pressure in these portions of the 

line constitutes a leak check of the BFP device. The 

pressure will be monitored using a pressure gauge. 

Leak testing of the spring This project will provide ports on the nitrogen supply This project will provide piping modifications to facilitate leak testing of ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

to close BFP device on the (line 058-1/2"-25*) at the BFP device. Nitrogen from a sse. 
supply line to bag filters FL- a compressed gas cylinder will be input through this 

112A/B, FL-212A/B, FL- port and captured in portions of the line established 

116A2, and FL-116A1 by two manual valves and the valve to be tested. The 

ability to maintain pressure in these portions of the 

line constitutes a leak check of the BFP device. The 

pressure will be monitored using a pressure gauge on 

the cylinder assembly. 

Conversion Line 4 Scrubber Remove XV-431H (3-way valve) Effort is intended to standardize Scrubber recirc piping across all 
Piping Reconfiguration Remove jumpover from filter press loop to ADU recirc Conversion lines. 

to Decanter 

Grid Area LED lighting 

Remove jumpover from filter press circuit to recirc 

circuit 
Replace existing Grid Area area HPS lighting with LED LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts 

replacement light fixtures 
Line 1 Calciner Discharge A new discharge chute installed to replace the current The eventual addition of a SIL-rated level switch to the existing level 
Chute Installation 

l9 AVIS Fast-test Mod 

one will eventually include a secondary SIS level indicator will provide a more reliable powder level indicating system. 

switch. The new chute will be installed under this CCF. 

The port for the new SIS device will be plugged 

temporarily. A subsequent CCF will install and activate 

the new switch to become an SIS device and the 

existing switch will become a BPCS device at that time. 

Change the component parts of the L9 Fast-test 

couple, manifold and associated pieces to utilize the 
L8 AVIS components. 

The L8 Fast-test coupler utilizes a more robust design and allows for 

easier change outs. 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Grounds 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Replace PSV-750C, 

Pressure Safety Valve for 

the Hot Water Supply to 

CCC750 with like kind PSV 

used for CCC 730 and 
CCC740 

Replace PSV-750C, Pressure Safety Valve for the Hot 

Water Supply to CCC750 with like kind PSV used for 
CCC 730 and CCC740. 

This CCF will standardize the PSVs across the counter current contactors ISA-04 Safe Geometry Dissolver 

that the hot water system supports. It will also minimize nuisance hot 

Entry Walk Way Post 

Fixtures LED lighting 

replacement 

water releases from the CCC 750 channel jackets. The model to be 

utilized has a factory set pressure at 25 psig. 

Replace existing entry walk way post lighting with LED LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts 

light fixtures 

Grounds 

Conversion Line 2 Decanter Add reinforcement to the line 2 decanter platform per The line 2 decanter platform needs to be reinforced to add strength for ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Platform Structural the attached drawing. the new decanter frame. 

Reinforcement 
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Location 

In overhead piping near 

line 3 and 4 cartridge 
filters 

In overhead piping near 

line 2 and 1 cartridge 

filters 

ADU Line 4 

Grid Area 

ADU Line 1 

CFFF, Mechanical, Tube 

Prep, L9 AVIS Station 

SOLX Dirty Dissolvers 

entry walk way 

Decanter Platform Line 2 



CCF # 

16015 

16016 

16017 

16018 

16019 

16021 

16022 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Modification of Back The back support beam on the tumble blender has Cracks have developed and been repaired multiple times in the same 15A-05 ADU Bulk Powder Blending 
Support on Tumble Blender experienced repeated stress induced cracks. During a locations. More substantial repair, including modification of the support 
to Address Repeated 

Cracks 

FN-971 Flex Connector I 
Duct Replacement 

Add a manual block valve 

on between V-1087A and 
LT-1087A 

Add a manual block valve 

on between V-1087D and 

LT-1087B 

ADU Rods Scrap Lathe 

Rep lacement 

routine PM inspection on 1/7/ 2016, a crack was 

identified and subsequently repaired. Operators 

noticed a crack had reappeared in the same location 

on 1/12/2016, thus necessitating a modification to the 

support beam to prevent further reoccurrence. 

Fan FN-971, which supplies the UF6 Bay Emergency 

ventilation system, is located on the roof. This CCF will 

allow the flex connector on the discharge of the fan 

and two duct elbows and a square to round duct 

transition to be rep laced. The f lex connector will be 

Teflon coated woven f iberglass material which is air 

and water tight and flame resistant, complying with 

UL standard #214 and NFPA 102 requirements for 

flammability. The duct elbows and transition will be 

18 gage galvanized construction. 

beam, is required to ensure cracks do not continue to develop. 

The existing flex connector and the duct sections are degraded. ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Add a manual block valve on between V-1087A and LT- The entire contents of V-1087A must be emptied when maintenance or ISA-07 Solvent Extraction 

1087A calibration is required on this vessel since there is no way to isolate the 

level transmitter from the vessel. This manual valve will provide that 

isolation and make it more accessible for maintenance and 

troubleshootine. 
Add a manual block va lve on between V-1087D and LT- The entire contents ofV-1087D must be emptied when maintenance or ISA-07 Solvent Extraction 

1087B calibration is required on this vessel since there is no way to isolate the 

level transmitter from the vessel. This manual valve will provide that 

iso lation and make it more accessible for maintenance and 

troubleshootine. 
Remove current lathe (67499- ROD SALVAGE LATHE), To improve the safety and work conditions for system operators. 

install replacement lathe which wi ll be ordered by 

tooling (TD00940). Install air hook ups for the clamp 

and electrical connections as needed. 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Mechanica l clam shell to This CCF will allow the insta llation of a mechanical This section of cooling water piping is severely degraded and this repair ISA-04 Safe Geometry Dissolver 

clamp will allow the area to operate until the pipe can be replaced. temporarily resolve a 

cooling water leak in the 
overhead of the Safe 

clam shell enclosure around a section of leaking 

cooling water pipe in the overhead of the Safe 
Geometry Dissolver Area in URRS. The void inside this 

Geometry Dissolver Area of enclosure will be f illed with a silicone based, 

URRS elastomeric material that cures to a so lid state. 

LED light upgrade for UF6 Upgrade the light posts re lated to the UF6 Expansion Part of the UF6 Project 

Project Pad project. 
-Two poles associated with the new recycling pad. 

Located on either side of the new pad 

-Two poles associated with the UF6 expansion pad 

Located in the grassy area west of the new pad 
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ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Location 

Tumble Blender in 

Blending Room 

Chemical Area Roof 

SOLX 

SOLX 

ADU Rod Lines 

URRS Dissolver Area 

New Recycling Pad 

New UF6 Expansion Pad 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Furn 1A High Heat Breaker With this CCF, we will be installing a swing arm LOTO Currently there is no means of shutting this circuit off. At the moment, ISA-08 Pelleting 

LOTO Device Installation device to the High Heat breaker to provide a means the 400A (main) disconnect has to be locked out creating extra down 
disconnect for that circuit. This will provide a means time. 
of de-energizing high-heat zones for sight port rod 

outs, or any other electrical or instrumentation 
situations/circumstances requiring the high-heat 

breaker to be shut-off. This device is the same as 

what has been installed on all other furnaces that has 
not been upgraded by PSE. 

Furn 3A High Heat Breaker With this CCF, we will be installing a swing arm LOTO Currently there is no means of shutting this circuit off. At the moment, ISA-08 Pelleting 

LOTO Device Installation device to the High Heat breaker to provide a means the 400A (main) disconnect has to be locked out creating extra down 

disconnect for that circuit. This will provide a means time. 
of de-energizing high-heat zones for sight port rod 
outs, or any other electrical or instrumentation 
situations/circumstances requiring the high-heat 
breaker to be shut-off. This device is the same as 
what has been installed on all other furnaces that has 
not been upgraded by PSE. 

Additional Modifications to The back support beam on the tumble blender has Cracks have developed and been repaired multiple times on the back ISA-05 ADU Bulk Powder Blending 

Back Support on Tumble experienced repeated stress induced cracks. During a support beam. More substantial repair, including modifications to the 
Blender to Address routine PM inspection on 1/7/2016, a crack was support beam, were required on one side of the beam. Similar 

Repeated Cracks identified and subsequently repaired. Operators modifications to the other side are needed to ensure more cracks and 
noticed a crack had reappeared in the same location failures do not occur on the other side, as well. 

on 1/12/2016, thus necessitating a modification to the 
support beam to prevent further reoccurrence. This 
modification was made via CCF 16015. This CCF will 
provide the same modifications to the opposite side of 
the back support beam to ensure similar cracks and 
failures do not occur there in the future. 

Furn 4C High Heat Breaker With this CCF, we will be installing a swing arm LOTO 
LOTO Device Installation device to the High Heat breaker to provide a means 

Currently there is no means of shutting this circuit off. At the moment, ISA-08 Pelleting 

the 400A (main) disconnect has to be locked out creating extra down 
disconnect for that circuit. This will provide a means time. 
of de-energizing high-heat zones for sight port rod 
outs, or any other electrical or instrumentation 
situations/circumstances requiring the high-heat 

breaker to be shut-off. This device is the same as 
what has been installed on all other furnaces that has 
not been upgraded by PSE 

Move Pigta il Build Station Relocate the pigtail build station and comparator in 

and Comparator Too ling area from existing location to enclosed room 
across aisle. 

Allow for demo of existing room as part of Grid Line Expansion Project Grounds 
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Location 

Furnace 1A 

Furnace 3A 

Tumble Blender in 
Blending Room 

Furnace 4C 

Tool Room 



CCF # 

16032 

16033 

16035 

16036 

16037 

16038 

16039 
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Title Description Justification ISAID 
Revise Decanter Feed End Previous CCF's 13070, 15159, 15160, 15161, and These parts are no longer needed due to previous modifications made 

per CCF's 13070, 15159, 15160, 15161, and 15162. 
ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Bearing Housing Drawing 15162 allowed using a grease ring for more effective 
lubrication of the decanter feed end bearing. The lube 
diverter shield and the associated fasteners as shown 
on the drawing must be removed from the feed end 
bearing housing when using the grease ring. This 

current CCF will allow the drawing to be revised to 

remove the lube diverter shield and the associated 
fasteners. 

Fuel Channel Cart Handle Make modifications to the fuel channel cart to include Make it safer for operators to use the carts and make the cart more 
Modification with Brake 
System 

a new handle system that includes a brake. ergonomically friendly. 
ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Sprinkler Heads above the This CCF will allow the exist ing sprinkler heads in the 
Plating Room mezzanine area above the Plating Room to be 

Some sprinkler heads in this mezzanine area activated during an event Miscellaneous 
and others could possibly have suffered damage, therefore it is good 

rep laced with sprinkler heads rated at 165 degrees F. practice to replace the sprinkler heads in the mezzanine area above the 
Plating Room. 

Temporary Plat ing Room Install a temporary blower and air scrubber for the 
Exhaust Blower/ Filter purpose of exhausting the air inside and above the 

plating room. The blower will be installed either on or 

just below the roof with flexible duct routing filtered 
exhaust out of the building. The blower will be 
oowered bv cord and_receotacle. 

A blower and scrubber is needed to remove fumes from these areas 
during cleanup, demolition, and installation. 

Plating Room Ductwork 
and Hood Rep lacement 

The existing nickel plating system ductwork and hoods Two of the exist ing hoods were damaged need to be replaced. The 
will be replaced with PVC duct and hoods. The new remaining hoods do not all meet current ACGIH recommendations. 
hoods and ductwork have been designed with 

improvements to meet recommendations based on 
the latest edit ion of American Conference of 
Governmenta l Industrial Hygienist (ACGIH) Industria l 
Venti lation manual. 

The scope of this CCF includes replacement of the 
hoods and ductwork, but does not include the 
scrubber. The new scrubber will be included in a 

Components 

Components 

Connect a Diesel Driven Air Connect a diesel driven oil free air compressor and Th is air compressor and dryer will supply compressed air to the facility Grounds 
Compressor desiccant air dryer to the plant compressed air header. on the day of the power outage. 

Plating Room Lighting 
Repair I Replacement 

Following the power outage, the rental compressor I 
dryer will be disconnected. 

With this CCF, we will: 
-Re-pull wire and replace 14 light f ixtures on the 
scrubber level (one for one) starting from the fence all 
the way over to the hand rails near the GM Furnace 

and from the wall all the way over to the aisle 
-Re-pull wire and replace 5 light fixtures in the plating 
room (one for one) just outside the rinse/plating/etch 
tank area 
-LED f ixtures will be the light fixture used as the 
replacement 

Repair damaged fixtures. 
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Grounds 

Location 

Conversion Decanters 

Rod Storage 

Mezzanine Area above 
the Plating Room 

Above the plating room. 

Plating Room 

Grounds 

Plating Room Mezz and 

Interior 



CCF # 

16040 

16041 

16042 

16043 

16045 

16046 

16047 

16048 

16049 

16050 

16051 

16052 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title 

Install New Plating Room 
Controls 

Description 

Install BPCS controls and power for the plating room 

heaters, tank level, tank temperature. and scrubber 
(Safety controls will be installed under a separate CCF 
16041) 

Install New SSC PLAT-401 Install new level controls on each tank to prevent 
for Plating Room Heaters heater hot zones from being exposed when under 

power. Install over temperature control on each 

heater to prevent elements from overheating. Both of 
these controls will remove power from all heaters in a 
single tank on low level or high temperature. 

Install 225 amp Breaker For Install 225 amp breaker in PP16CD. 
Plating Room Heaters 

Justification 

Current plating room tank and scrubber electrical controls are outdated Components 
and damaged. 

Reduce the risk of fire and heater damage. Components 

New heaters require a dedicated breaker Components 

Demolition of Plating Room Demo for plating room electrical devices and wiring to Remova l of damaged equipment to allow installation of new devices Components 
electrical devices and 
wiring. 
Fire Alarm Additions for 

remove damaged equipment. 

A new scrubber will be purchased to replace the 

and wiring as needed. 

Additional fire detection in the scrubber duct and around the scrubber Components 
Plating Room Scrubber & existing unit. This CCF will include the electrical design on the mezzanine will enhance safety and response time. 
Mezzanine and f ield work needed to make the following Fire 

Alarm modifications: 
1. Detect High Temperature in the scrubber inlet duct. 

2. Add one (1) smoke detector on the mezzanine 
above the Plating Room 

ISA ID 

Install a leak testing port CFFF is initiating leak testing of certain SSC's, including These modifications will provide a method for periodically leak testing ISA-02 Uranyl Nitrite Bulk Storage Tanks 
for valves XV-S-1087A/B in valves XV-S-1087A and XV-S-1087B. These valves are the safety significant valves. 

UN line from the product located between the product holding tanks and the 
holding tanks to the waste storage tanks and are automatically closed 
storage tanks in URRS. when the gamma monitors read greater than 6 grams 

of U235 per liter. No SSC's are affected by this CCF. 

Demolition of Plating Room Demolition of Plating Room ventilation hoods, ducts, Damaged equipment and components need to be removed to facilitate Components 
ventilation hoods, ducts, & Mechanical components. Remove Damaged 
damaged components, and Equipment and Components from Plating Room. Also 
Mezzanine ventilation 

ducts, scrubber, and 
scrubber Fan 

remove mezzanine scrubber, ducts, and fan. 

Too l & Gage Lighting Re- Re-feed power for lighting to Tool & Gage 
feed 
Disable the Standby Disconnect the start generator control wiring from 
Generator 1 start from Automatic Transfer Switch 1ATS2 

1ATS2 

Grid Strap Cleaning Room With this CCF, we will re-feed power for lighting to 
Lighting Repair Grid Strap Cleaning Room 

efforts to clean and restart operations. 

Previous power feed was damaged. Components 

The ATS switch has failed is continually trying to start the generator. Grounds 

Previous power feed was damaged. Grounds 

Plating Rm Air Handler Remove heating elements from the air handler on the Heating element does not work and is obsolete. It also blocks access to Components 
Heating Element Removal Plating Rm Mezzanine cleaning the refrigerant coil. 

Demolition of Plating Room Demolition of Plating Room MCC4050 with related MCC4050 and related devices are no longer in service due to demolition Components 
MCC4050 and related electrical devices including the manual transfer switch performed under CCF #16043. 

electrical devices. for the Scrubber Fan power. 
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Location 

Plating Room 

Plating Room 

Plating room area 

Nickel Plating Room 

2nd level above Plating 
Room 

In line near the wall of 
the incinerator room 

Plating Room and 
Mezzanine Above the 
Room 

Tool & Gage Lighting Re
Feed 
Automatic Transfer 
Switch 1ATS2 is located 
on the AC-8 Platform 

Grid Strap Cleaning 
Room 
Plating Rm Mezzanine 

Equipment room 
adjacent to the Plating 
Room (Hermie Room). 



CCF # 

16053 

16054 

16055 

16056 

16057 

16058 

16059 

16061 

16062 

16063 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

New Scrubber Preparatory Install new roof penetration at designated location Aid in insta llat ion of new Scrubber (S-4025) ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
Work with 32" x 32" I. D. metal curbing. Provide duct 

supports underneath roof that are t ied to roof purlins. 
Modify existing f loor penetrations at proposed 
scrubber location in preparation for new ductwork 

installation through mezzanine floor. Ductwork design 
will need larger/smaller penetrations to facilitate 
future installation. Cap existing fresh air make-up inlet 
for Plating Room above roof line. 

Remove dead leg supply 
ductwork from AC-25 

located on mezzanine 
adjacent to Plating Room 

Remove rectangular supply duct on dead leg from AC- Duct does not serve any function and is no longer needed for supplied ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
25. Duct is no longer needed for supplied air to the air to the area . Remove duct to make room for equipment and utilities 
area. Demo abandoned in-line heater, wiring and to new Scrubber (S-4025) 
associated tubing along wi th the duct run. Cap duct to 

scrubber equipment. Demo the west of the scrubber area and sea l accordingly. 

heater and 1/ 4" tubing 
attached to duct as well. 

Install Vortex Coolers on Two cabinets located in the Plating Room are being Maintaining cool, clean air inside the control cabinets in the plating 

Contro l Cabinets in Plating replaced. The new cabinets will utilize vortex coolers room will extend the life of the various components. 
Room to protect the internal components from the room 

atmosphere by creating a positive pressure inside the 
cab inet. 

Components 

Add it ion of battery backed Addition of battery backed up lights for access to AC-8 There is currently a failure of the Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS) 1ATS- Grounds 

up lights for access to AC-8 platform. 
platform. 

2. In the event of a loss of power to the area, these new lights will 
provide illumination for the maintenance electrician to access the ATS. 

The electrician is required to manually transfer the ATS to Emergency 
cower. 

Mechanical clam shell to This CCF will allow the installation of a mechanica l This section of cooling water piping is degraded and this repair clamp ISA-04 Safe Geometry Dissolver 
temporarily reso lve a 

cooling water leak in the 
overhead of the Safe 

clam shell enclosure around a section of leaking will allow the area to operate until the pipe can be replaced. 
cooling water pipe in the overhead of the Safe 
Geometry Dissolver Area in URRS. The void inside this 

Geometry Dissolver Area of enclosure will be filled with a silicone based, 
URRS elastomeric material that cures to a solid state. 

Install Breakers in URP-13B Install one breaker for the Plating Room BPCS and 
spare breaker for future services in URP-13B 

UPS power will allow the controls to funct ion when normal power is not Components 
available. The spare breakers will be installed for future loads because 
URP-13B currently has no spare breakers. 

Al ternate bag filter for This CCF will allow an alternate bag filter constructed This alternate bag f ilte r with a carbon adsorbent layer will help 
Mechanical Area comfort of microfine glass media with a carbon adsorbent 

air units layer to be used in comfort air units in the Mechanical 
Area of the factorv. 

eliminate odors. 
Grounds 

Remove obsolete Crit ica lity Remove obsolete Critica lity Safety labels from Rework The holes were placed in the hood back in 2007 (CCF 07096) when the ISA-10 ADU Rods 
Safety labels from Rework Lathe Hood hood was redesigned. At that time, the criticality safety basis credited 
Lathe Hood the ability of the hood to drain and the holes were required. With a 

Replace Obsolete Crane Remove obsolete crane remote system, provide and 
Remote System, Pellet Line install a new 4 Button Crane Remote System on the 
2 P&H 5 ton Pellet Line 2 Deer Stand. 
Replace Obsolete Crane Remove obsolete crane remote system, provide and 

Remote System, Pellet Line install a new 4 Button Crane Remote System on the 
3 P&H 5 ton Pellet Line 3 Deer Stand. 

revised safety basis, the holes are no longer required. 

Current crane radio is operating on backup remote, which is obsolete. 
This is to proactively avoid any crisis due to failure. 

Current crane radio is operating on backup remote, which is obsolete. 

This is to proactive ly avoid any crisis due to fa ilure. 
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ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Location 

Plant roof at Bay 15-16 
and B-C and Second 
level mezzanine in same 

bay location 

Equipment bay 15-16 
and A-C mezzanine area 
on Mechanical Side of 
plant 

Plating room 

The ATS switch is 
located on platform AC-
8. This is above Pellet 

Line 1 Pellet Press. 

Safe Geometry Dissolver 
Area 

Grid Area 

Mechanical Area 

ADU Rods 

Pellet Line 2 Deer Stand 

Pellet Line 3 Deer Stand 



CCF # 

16064 

16065 

16066 

16068 

16069 

16070 

16071 

16072 
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Title Description Justification ISAID 

Nickel Plating Room 

Scrubber Replacement 

The scope of this CCF includes replacement of the The existing scrubber and fan require replacement. ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
existing 10000 cfm scrubber and fan with a new 13500 
cfm scrubber and fan. The new scrubber is a 
horizontal packed bed PVC scrubber. The new fan will 

be an epoxy coated carbon steel fan. This fan is 

temporary and will be replaced with an FRP fan in the 
near future 

Strap Nickel Plating System Replace the nickel plating tank, strike tank, and 
Tank Replacement chemical etch tanks in the strap nickel plating system. 

The new tanks are of polypropylene construction 
rated for the applicable chemicals and service 
conditions. 

The tanks require replacement. Components 

Modify overflow piping Currently the overflows from the cold and hot rinse The existing overflow piping is damaged and the temperature of the hot Components 
from the cold and hot rinse tanks are piped together and then flow into the sump rinse tank exceeds the rating of PVC. 

tanks 

Record Storage Fence 

Removal 
Install UPS 208 circuits in 

Data Center 

Small network cabinet 

installation 

running under the floor of the plating room. The 
overflows are fabricated of 1-1/2" PVC. 
The overflow exiting the hot rinse tank is damaged. 
This project will replace the existing overflow piping 
with a system fabricated from CPVC. Piping routing 
and support will not be changed. 

Remove records storage fence from Plating Rm 
Mezzanine. 
Each of 4 new racks need two 208 UPS circuits from 
different UPS sources. One of the UPS sources for 

each new rack can come from UPS 4. Rack 69 and 70 
will need two additional 208 UPS circuits from 
different UPS sources. Racks 69 and 70 will have a 

total of four UPS circuits to each rack. 

Records storage cabinets are being relocated, therefore fencing is not 
needed. 
Data center modernization project requirements. 

Install small network cabinet in the hallway closet Installation of new network switches will allow fiber cabling to be 
right before the double doors at the Chern Lab Office replaced with CAT6 Ethernet to workstations in the Chern Lab. 
entrance. The cabinet will have two network switches 
located in it and there is currently no power available. 

Grounds 

Grounds 

ISA-18 Laboratories 

Remove Conveyor Cover at This will remove the final conveyor cover from the 
back end of Line 3 RAPTr on Pellet Line 3, to accommodate the 

installation of the new pellet stop design as we move 
to standardizing to the design on Pellet Line 1. The 
design will be implemented on all lines, however a 

note will be made on drawing 361F08EQ34 indicating 
that line 3 does not have item 6 (the cover) installed. 
Once all lines have been completed, the drawing will 
be updated to remove the item from the drawing. 

Pellet Line 1's new design eliminates the pellet conveyor (RAPTr) covers. ISA-08 Pelleting 
This change is also needed to facilitate the installation of the newly 

designed pellet stop, which reduces pellet damage seen in the past due 
to the old pellet stop designs. 

30x60" Side Panel Platform System One requests approval to use a 30"x60" Side Allows safe transport of respirators throughout the Chemical Area. 
Truck for use on Chemical Panel Platform Truck in the Chemical Area to allow 
Side by System One employees to transport respirators. The truck would 

be stored and remain in the Chemical area. The truck 
is 30"x60", has removable 2x2" steel mesh panels, 22" 
high with a wood deck and 5" casters (2 swivel, 2 
ri~?ir:IL 
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ISA-08 Pelleting 

Location 

Above the plating room 

Plating Room 

In plating room 

Plating Room Mezzanine 

Row 2 in the Data 
Center. These racks 
have not been installed 

or assigned numbers. 

First floor closet outside 
the double door 
entrance to the Chern 
Lab. 

Backend of Pellet Line 3, 
between the grinder 

bowl and the tray 
stacker. 

Stored and retained in 
the Chemical Area 



CCF # 

16073 

16074 

16075 

16076 

16078 

16079 

16081 

Title 

Replace suction and 

discharge to filter skids 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Description 

Currently the T-4011 strike Tank and the T-4012 

Plating Tank are provided with filter skids. A pump 
located on the skid draws material from the tank, 
pushes it through one or two filters, and returns the 

material to the same tank. Flexible hoses are used at 

the pump suction and filter discharges. On occasions 

the pumps must be primed by hand. 

This project will replace the flexible hoses with CPVC 

and add a priming chamber to the suction of each 

pump. 

Justification 

Flexible hoses are more likely to burst or come loose than rigid CPVC. A Components 

blown loose or burst hose could potentially spray hot, toxic chemicals 
on any persons near the pumps. 

ISA ID 

P-1170A2/B2 Part Number Changing the part# for P-1170A2/B2 from LEH8SA- Manufacturer changed the part#. 25 gph metering pumps are now ISA-15 URRS Wastewater Treatment 
Change PHC80-XXX to LPH8SA-PHC8-XXX. The specifications categorized as "E-Pius" Series instead of "E" Series. 

on the pump (25 gph, 30 psi max), fittings, and size are 

the same. 

System 

Grid Laser-X Chamber Replace 480 VAC CErate on vacuum pump Exiting pump as failed Components 

Vacuum Pump 
Remove north section of Cut and remove approximately 25 feet of east crane Beam removal will help facilitate Scrubber installation and placement. Components 

crane ra ill-beam and bus beam and bus bar from crane B. Removed section will Crane is no longer needed in the bay and removal will not hinder 
bar in Bay 14-15 and B-C. start from 12" to the north side of building truss and production or operations 

extend through the remaining length of beam. Beam 

cut is located midway between column lines 14-15. 

Replace linear position 

sensor assembly on 
incinerator ash ram. 

A new model will be installed with a "typeS" magnet A new model will be installed with a "typeS" magnet and 06 to 034 ISA-13 Low Level Radioactive Waste 

and 06 to 034 cable adapter. The original model is no cable adapter. The origina l model is no longer made, and this model is Processing 

longer made, and this model is the updated 

equivalent; however, the 06 cable configuration 
installed on the original unit is no longer an option, 

and so an adapter from the 034 cable is necessary. 

the updated equivalent; however, the 06 cable configuration installed 

on the original unit is no longer an option, and so an adapter from the 

034 cable is necessary. 

Vaporizer Pressure Relief This CCF is to document that the manufacturer for SR Manufacturer updated the model number. 

Valves sse 10 AOUVAP-902 63999 updated the model number from 2856-PKO to 

Model Number Update 285604-M40. This item is the pressure relief valve 

used for sse 10 ADUVAP-902 on the vaporizers on 
Conversion Lines 1-4. There is no change to form, fit, 

or function for these valves . There are no changes to 

any drawings. The SR specification will be updated 
accordingly. The model number update was made at 

some point in the past, but up until now, the 

documentation received from the manufacturer with 

each valve reflected both the old and new model 

numbers. Now the documentation only shows the 

new model number and the valves cannot be received 

in MRO Stores unti l this CCF is approved for startup 

and the MRO Stores specification is updated. 

Temporary After all rods have been removed from the lines, 

installation/removal of install fire retardant plastic sheeting over ADU rod 

plastic sheet on ADU rod lines 1-4, or any subset thereof, to complete work 

lines overhead. Remove plastic once all overhead work is 

comolete. 

Required by CSE-99-G 
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ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-10 AOU Rods 

Location 

Plating Room 

Warm Caustic 

(Waterglass Building) 

Grid expansion area 
Laser-X 
Bay 14-15 and B-C 

Incinerator room, on top 

of ash ram hydraulic 

cylinder 

Vaporizers on 

Conversion Lines 1-4 

AOU Rod Area 



CCF # 

16082 

16083 

16084 

16088 

16089 

16090 
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Title Description 

The Oxidation Pan Lift Table is unstable when 

positioned at the top oven shelf for pan transfer into 

Justification ISA ID 

In order to stabilize the table, split rubber bushings are recommended ISA-19 Hoods and Containment 
to be placed between the lift table center guide column and the through-

URRS Oxidation Oven Lift 

Table and Polypak Fill 
Station Modifications or out of the oven. The URRS application is unique in hole in the floor of the hood. 

that some oven runs are used for liquid materials 
coming from Waterglass as opposed to other 
applications in the plant where only solids are 

processed. 

The opening on the front Lexan panel on the Polypak 
load station is too narrow and causes ergonomic 
concerns when loading/unloading Polypaks and 
operating the vibrator/sifter cover handle. 

Install a Fire Barrier Install as minimum of a 16 inch by 16 inch steel plate 
Between the Wall and the with a minimum thickness of 1/8 inch behind the 
Thermal Enclosure at thermal enclosure on process air heater H-1411 in 

Recommend the opening on the Polypak station will be widened by 1". 

If the head of H-1411 which contains the wiring and circuitry caught fire ISA-09 UF6 Cylinder Wash 
due to a heater runaway over-temperature event, it could allow an 
open flame to contact the plywood wall behind the heater. If the 

Process Air Heater H-1411 Cylinder Recertification. Utilize the existing support plywood ignited, it could cause a significant fire which is near Special 

in Cylinder Recertification behind the heater to mount the steel plate. 

ADU Sintering Furnace Replace P/N 35074-002 blanket with P/N 35072-009 
Blanket Spec. Change blanket 
Modify lighting contactor Modify lighting contactor controls for Sub-6 lighting 

controls for Sub-6 lighting Panel 

Panel 
Roll Compactor Shaft Allow use of Electroless Nickel plating to build up the 
Salvage. diameter of newly fabricated 361FOSEQ01, Item 41 

Shafts to meet the drawing tolerance requirements. 
The diameter of the Shafts currently measures 2.498" 
which is below the 2.499" minimum diameter. 

The physical properties of the plating deposit are 
attached for reference. 

Remove Conveyor Cover at This will remove the final conveyor cover from the 
back end of Line 2 RAPTr on Pellet Line 2, to accommodate the 

Nuclear Material store in the same building structure. A barrier will 
prevent any potential open flames from igniting the plywood wall. 

P/N 35074-002 blanket is obsolete. ISA-08 Pelleting 

Controls are unreliable, this CCF will remove the timers and will allow a Grounds 

more simple direct relay control. 

To restore the Shafts to the drawing requirements and thus salvage the ISA-08 Pelleting 

expensive Shafts. 

Pellet Line 1's new design eliminates the pellet conveyor (RAPTr) covers. ISA-08 Pelleting 
This change is also needed to facilitate the installation of the newly 

installation of the new pellet stop design as we move designed pellet stop, which reduces pellet damage seen in the past due 

to standardizing to the design on Pellet Line 1. The to the old pellet stop designs. 
design will be implemented on all lines, however a 
note will be made on drawing 361F08EQ34 indicating 

that line 2 does not have item 6 (the cover) installed. 
Once all lines have been completed, the drawing will 
be updated to remove the item from the drawing. 
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Location 

URRS Fluoride Stripping 
Platform 
Hoods for FC-704 and FC-
705 

Cylinder Recertification 

ADU Pelleting \ Sintering 
Furnaces 
Lighting Contactor in 

Substation 6 behind Dl 
Water Building 
ADU Pelleting \Roll 
Compactor 

Backend of Pellet Line 2, 
between the grinder 
bowl and the tray 
stacker. 



CCF # 

16091 

16093 

16094 

16096 

16097 

16098 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Remove Conveyor Cover at Th is will remove the final conveyor cover from the 

back end of Line 4 RAPTr on Pellet Line 4, to accommodate the 

Pellet Line 1's new design eliminates the pellet conveyor (RAPTr) covers. ISA-08 Pelleting 

This change is also needed to facilitate the installation of the newly 
installation of the new pellet stop design as we move designed pellet stop, which reduces pellet damage seen in the past due 
to standardizing to the design on Pellet Line 1. The to the old pellet stop designs. 

design will be implemented on all lines, however a 

note will be made on drawing 361F08EQ34 indicating 

that line 4 does not have item 6 (the cover) installed. 

Once all lines have been completed, the drawing will 

be updated to remove the item from the drawing. 

Replace foreline va lve The fore line valve and actuator on GM2 furnace was Replace valve with new valve to improve equipment performance, 

actuator on GM1 and GM2 scheduled to be replace due to performance issues. reliability, and reduce long term downtime and production delays on 

Vacuum Furnaces with When parts arrived, there was a new part number for both G-M furnaces. 

larger size actuator the valve/actuator combination and the actuator 

appeared different than the equipment currently 

installed on the furnace. The installation did not take 

place. The furnace OEM was contacted. 

While the existing actuator is acceptable to use, the 

furnace OEM recommends using a larger actuator to 
operate the valve because the valve manufacturer has 

stated the larger actuator is more suitable for this 

valve in this application. 

Components 

IFBA Fixture Unload Station Implementation of a vacuum hose balancer at the 

Vacuum Hose Balancer IFBA fixture unload station. 

Th is improvement will make the IFBA unload area more ergonomic and ISA-14 IFBA Processing 

improve area safety by removing the hose from the ground which 

The hose balancer will be secured to new unistrut 
secured between the existing structure for the 

overhead lights. It will be adjusted such that the end 

of the hose is slightly above and away from the 

operator. This will keep the hose out of the operators 

way but closely available when it is needed. 

See the attached PDF for a picture representing the 

proposed system. 

Install Sampling Port in FL- Drill a hole in the FL-1030B vent stack to serve as a 

1030B Vent Stack sampling port. 

operators frequently encounter while working. 

The sampling port was requested by EH&S. ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Install test port to facilitate This project will provide ports on the compressed air This modification will provide a method for periodically leak testing the ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

leak testing of BFP in scrap supply at the BFP device in the scrap cage. Nitrogen safety significant valve. 

cage area 

Replace painted strap 

from a compressed gas cylinder will be input through 

this port and captured in portions of the line 

established by two manual valves and the valve to be 
tested. The ability to maintain pressure in these 

portions of the line constitutes a leak check of the BFP 

device. The pressure will be monitored using a 

pressure gauge attached to the nitrogen cylinder .. 

Replace existing painted strap hanger racks with To remove potential FME (paint chips), eliminate interfe rence with hose Components 

hanger racks with Stainless stainless steel racks. Adjust length and elevation of reels, and increase amount of strap hanger storage. 

Steel racks slightly to avoid contact with existing hose reels 

and increase the available space for storing strap 

haneers. 
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Location 

Backend of Pellet Line 4, 

between the grinder 

bowl and the tray 
stacker. 

In vacuum furnace area 

on GM1 (FC-4205) and 
GM2 (FC-4206) 

IFBA BAY G-H / 104-105 

FL-1030B Vent Stack on 
Roof 
Scrap cage area near 
conversion control room 

Plating Room Wall "C" 



CCF # 

16099 

16100 

16103 

16104 

16106 

16107 

16108 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title Description 

Install port to facilitate leak CFFF is initiating a program to leak test certain SSC's, 
testing of ADU waste including va lves XV-S-1160A1, XV-S-1160A2, XV-S-

valves. 

STORE ROOM PART 

1160A3, and XV-S-1160A4. These valves are located 
between the activity monitors and the waterglass feed 
storage tanks in the ADU waste line 020. Two of the 
valves are controlled by gamma monitors: two by pH 

monitors. 

STORE ROOM PART NUMBER 70699 CHANGE FOR 

Justification 

These modifications will provide a method for periodically leak testing 
these safety significant valves. 

A CCF IS REQUIRED TO MODIFY THE PART NUMBER IN THE STORE 
NUMBER 70699 CHANGE COMPANY MODEL 381+ PH SENSOR INTEGRAL PRE- ROOM. COMPANY HAS CHANGED THE PART NUMBER NOT THE 

AMP. COMPANY HAS CHANGED THE PART NUMBER SPECIFICATION FOR THE PART. 
NOT THE SPECIFICATION FOR THE PART. 

ISA ID 

ISA-15 URRS Wastewater Treatment 
System 

Components 

Elevate existing fire 
monitor on to platform. 

Elevate existing fire monitor nozzle located behind The breathing air building is blocking the fire monitor nozzle, the now Grounds 
breathing air shed on to 10' tall platform and updating location will provide better fire suppression to hydrogen tank area. 
plant arrangement drawing with breathing air 
building. 

Conversion Scrap Cage The cables used to raise and lower the doors on the 
Blue M Oven Door Cable Conversion Scrap Cage Blue M Ovens 1 and 2 are in 

Options need of replacement. However, according to the 
manufacturer exact replacements are considered a 
"rare option" and are not available in a timely fashion, 

if at all. This CCF would allow either the current 
configuration or a similar configuration to that used 
on the Pelleting Blue M ovens. The attached 
document shows the current configuration and the 
Pelleting configuration. The cable fastener design is 
different between the 2 options, as shown in the 
attached document. There are no changes to any 
drawings since this detail is not shown on the 

Install block va lve between Calibration and service of LIT-756A requires that V-
V-756A and LIT-756A 756A be drained. Installation of a block valve will 

allow LIT-756A to be isolated. 

Exact replacements are considered a "rare option" according to the 
manufacturer and are therefore not available in a timely fashion, if at 

all. 

Calibration and service of LIT-756A requires that V-756A be drained. 

Installation of a block valve will allow LIT-756A to be isolated. 

Roof hatch swinging man This CCF will allow replacement of the swinging man The existing man door is degraded and the door seals leak when we 
door over X-Ray 

Central Vacuum System 

door located on the roof above the X-Ray Area. 

Details on the new door: 
18 gauge metal door, honeycomb core 
1-rain drip for top of frame 
1-smoke seal (stick on) type at stop (header and both 

jambs) 
1-rubber seal in aluminum retainer at hinge jamb, 
header and strike jamb 
1-rain drip at bottom of door 
2-sweeps at bottom (each side of door leaf) 
1-passage latchset 
1-closure 

Add alternate configuration for the Central Vacuum 

experience a heavy rain event. 

The design of the new basket resolves issues with the welding and 
Canister Basket Alternate canister basket used to support the cloth and paper fabrication of the Item 69 basket that resulted in exposed points from 

vacuum bags- ref. lt. 90 on Sht 06 of the 361F14HV01 the wire mesh construction. The exposed points can puncture/tear the 
For Construction drawing. vacuum bags. 
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ISA-19 Hoods and Containment 

ISA-04 Safe Geometry Dissolver 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Location 

In Conversion near the 
horseshoe. 

MRO STORE ROOM 

URRS between north 
lagoon and breathing air 
building 

Conversion Scrap Cage 

Blue M Ovens 1 and 2 

756A, north end of 
solvent extraction area 

Roof above X-Ray 

ADU Pelleting \Central 
Vacuum System 



CCF # 

16109 

16111 

16112 

16113 

16114 

16115 

16116 

Tit le 

Install Oil Removal 

(Coalescing) Filters 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Description Justification 

Install Oil Removal (Coalescing) Filters upstream of The various air agitated tanks in the process, which did not have the 

plating room tank sparge use points and blowoff use piping taken down continue to become re-contaminated, including 
upstream of plating room points to prevent oi l contaminants from entering the strike, etch, and plating tanks are contaminated with oily substance. To 
tank sparge use points and plating process. Replace plumbing from the flow mitigate further contamination, air agitated tanks and the blow off 
blowoff use points meters to the air sparge use points with sta inless steel location will be fitted with an Oi l Removal (Coalescing) Filter. 

tubing and compression fittings. 

Pe llet Transition Guide
Item 59 

Install Fall Protection at 
Loading 
Dock 

To modify one of the ends of item 59 of 361F08EQ34 This modification will allow small diameter pellets to t ransition more 
sheet 11 in order to prevent small diameter pellets effectively. 
getting stuck between this transition guide and the 
travs. 
Install fall protection systems as supplied by Fall protection is required for workers on ladders above 4 foot above 
manufacturer, two each. Attach one each to columns finished floor, but not currently present. 
14F and 15F, approximately 22' above finished f loor. 

Attach locking mechanism and actuating hardware to 
each respective column. 

ISA ID 

Components 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Components 

Add Cut-off Valve to Met Two minor modifications need to be performed in the Item 1. has been identified as a safety issue. Item 2. is for esthetics and ISA-18 Laboratories 
Pel let Lab Safety Shower CFFF Metallurgical Lab's controlled pellet sample ergonomics. 

and Cap off Instrument Air preparation room (Controlled side) that involve 
Line plumbing. 

Re-feed power for 

Emergency Lighting Pane l 
ELP-SD. 

1. The safety shower in the Pellet Lab needs to have a 
cut-off valve installed in the water supply line in the 
suspended ceiling just above the shower to isolate the 
water supply for shower filter changes. This is a safety
related Green book. 

2. There is a plant instrument air line capped off and 
not used hanging down about 4' from the ceiling that 
is not needed. This line needs to be capped off where 
it will terminate up in the suspended ceiling. 

Emergency Lighting Panel ELP-SD is currently fed from Automatic Transfer Switch 1ATS2 has failed. The emergency lighting 

LDPAC-8 during normal operation and Generator 1 panel ELP-SD is not heavily loaded. By moving panel ELP-SD to the 
Circuit 2 when operating on emergency power using ELDP-103E, it will allow elimination of the need for a separate transfer 

Automatic Transfer Switch 1ATS2. Modify power feed switch. 
for ELP-SD so it is feed from ELDP-103E. Th is will 
allow elimination of 1ATS2 which has failed. 

Grounds 

Active Scanner 
accumulation channel 
modification 

Reduce the length of the accumulation channel 
(438F08EQ22,03,R02) for both scanner 3 & 4 from 
183.00" to 162.00". 

This channel is mostly used for strong backs, channel tags, and ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Product Engineering 
Development Laboratory 
LED Lighting Replacement 

Replace existing Product Engineering Development 
Laboratory HPS lighting with LED light fixtures 

miscel laneous tools used by the operators. It interferes with activities 
performed at the fa r end of the exit ramp from the scanners. Reducing 
the length from that end of the channel will allow better access to work 

tasks. 
LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts ISA-18 Laboratories 
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Location 

lnconel plating tanks 

Pellet Lines- pellet 
grinder exit conveyor 

Columns 14 F and 15F, 
adjacent to Dock 1 

CFFF Met Lab's Pellet 
Prep Lab. 

The ELP-SD is in the 
Pellet Plant and ELDP-
103E is in Erbia. 

Scanners 3 & 4 

Product Engineering test 
lab crane bay 



CCF # 

16118 

16120 

16121 

16122 

16123 

16124 

16126 

16127 

16129 
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Tit le Description Justification ISA ID 

Replace double doors The double doors between the SOLX control room and The double doors between the SOLX control room and the incinerator ISA-13 Low Level Radioactive Waste 

between SOLX control the incinerator room need to be replaced. The double room need to be replaced. The double doors, including the door frame, Processing 

room and incinerator room 

with single 1.5 hr rated fire 
door 

doors, including the door frame, will be taken out and will be taken out and replaced with a single 1.5 hr rated fire door and 
replaced with a single 1.5 hr rated fire door and frame. frame. The remaining gap in the wall will be filled in as needed with 
The remaining gap in the wall will be filled in as 

needed with block, brick, or other construction 
materials as needed to meet the required 2 hr fire 
r:::~tinP 

block, brick, or other construction materials as needed to meet the 

required 2 hr fire rating. 

Replace Power Supply and This project will purchase and install a replacement The current power supplies and heating coils on Oxide Coater #1 have Components 

Coil Assembly on Oxide power supply, filter, heating coil and susceptor in the issues that create outages and require maintenance due to limited 

Coater 1 Bank A heating unit on one (1) bank of the coater. This unit spares. 
will have similar hardware like that on Oxide Coater 
#2. 

New Temporary Sea Land Temporary Container for High Bay Lighting Project will Temporary Container will be required for access to equipment and 

Container for High Bay be placed for storage of equipment and materials to materials to be used by lighting contractor while working on the High 
Lighting Project be used by lighting contractor. Bay Lighting Project. 
Develop a new design for Develop a new design for Lifting Loops on Feeders. Current design is not adequate. There have been issues with bending 
Lifting Loops on Feeders. There have been issues with bending and weld and weld cracking, causing delays during PM, for weld repair and 

cracking on current design. 

Relocate Tooling Area Relocate Cress Heat Treat Furnace in Tooling Area. 
Cress Heat Treat Furnace This will also rearrange associated racks and tables for 

the area. 
Install fire suppression Chemical tank fume hoods, ductwork and scrubber 

installation. 
New design will incorporate ASME spec, Westinghouse design best 
practices and prototype generated by Tool Design for fit and form. 

Relocation necessary for future installation of Finished Grid Room. 

system in the Nickel Plating are constructed out for combustible material, 

Non-compliance with current National Fire Protection Association 

Codes. The fume hood ventilation system ductwork and scrubber are 
room and ventilation 

hoods, ductwork and 
scrubber. 

requiring fire suppression in accordance with NFPA 91. fabricated from a combustible material, PVC, which requires a fire 
The scope of this CCF is to provide a pre-action fire 
suppression system in the hoods, ductwork and 

scrubber system, as well as overhead in the plating 
room. Systems to comply with NFPA 13, 91 and 
Westinghouse requirements. 
Reference CCFs 16477, 16478, and 16479 for related 
electrical and fire detection work. 

suppression system to comply with applicable fire code. 

Temporary repair of Pellet Patch Pellet Line 1 Torit using RTV Silicone. The two A replacement of the funnel section is expected to occur during this 

Line 1 Torit using RTV 

Silicone 

front corners have cracks along approximately SO% of year's Fall maintenance outage. A CCF is being generated for this 

the weld/heat affected zone and there is a base metal temporary repair (RTV Silicone all cracks/areas that could leak powder) 
crack that extends underneath the vibrator mount. 
There are also some other small areas, including at the 
top of the chute/funnel area, that appear to have 
cracks 

since the chute/funnel is an IROFS to keep moderator out. 

Grounds 

ISA-05 ADU Bulk Powder Blending 

Grounds 

Components 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

UT 2 Portaspec Power Feed UT 2 Portaspec power conditioner will be replaced 
Transformer Replacement with a similar model with a higher capacity. 

The portaspec unit experiences dips in voltage from the current power ISA-10 ADU Rods 

conditioner. 

Add second option for cart Add a reference to 806F01EQ20 to existing drawing This change will allow operations to evaluate a new prototype handle 
handle 806F01EQ17 (cart drawing) as an alternate option for for the IFBA rod transport cart. 

the cart handle on the IFBA rod transfer carts. 
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ISA-12 IFBA Fuel Rod Manufacturing 

Location 

Door between SOLX 
control room and 
incinerator room. NW 

corner of incinerator 
room. 

Off aisle-way in 
mechanical area in front 
of Tube Line 9 and the 
storehouse. 

Outside plant grounds 

Chemical Area- Bulk 

Blending Room 

Tool Room Area 

Nickel Plating Room 

Torit for line 1 

QC Rod inspection UT 2 

Rod transport carts for 
line 5 and line 7 finished 

rods. 
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Title Description 

Modify CL4 railing on the Modify the handrail on the CL4 calciner platform so 

calciner platform 

1A Furnace Door Alarm 

that the top part of the rail can be removed when 
replacing/moving calciner seals on the feed end. CLS 

currently has something in place for this. We need to 

modifv CL4 to be like CL5. 
With this CCF, we will install controls to monitor 

Furnace Doors (Entrance and Exit) Closed? Fail Safe 

(positive signal) . Alarm will activate when closed 

signal is not active to Furnace PLC for TBD time, sound 

Furnace Alarm, Indicate Door Alarm on Wonderware 

HMI, user must acknowledge alarm before horn/bell 
will c:;iiPnr:P 

Justification 

To aid in the removal of the ca lciner seals . 

Potential for equipment damage to prolonged exposure to fire. 

Sound Insulation for Install sound barrier under Tooling Office Mezzanine. Isolate plant f loor noise from office area 

Tooling Office Mezzanine Sound blanket material will be installed between 1-

1C Furnace Door Alarm 

2A Furnace Door Alarm 

2C Furnace Door Alarm 

Relocate chemical etch 

rinse tank float valve 

3A Furnace Door Alarm 

beams under mezzanine deck to better isolate office 

area above from machine noise on plant floor. 

Materis is BSC-25 Noise Barrier/Sound Absorber 

Composite. Has a Class A rating for flame spread and 
c;;mokP rlPnc;itv 
With this CCF, we will install controls to monitor 

Furnace Doors (Entrance and Exit) Closed Fail Safe 

(positive signa l). Alarm will activate when closed 

signal is not active to Furnace PLC for TBD time, sound 

Furnace Alarm, Indicate Door Alarm on Wonderware 

HMI, user must acknowledge alarm before horn/bell 
will c;iiPnCP. 

With this CCF, we will install controls to monitor 

Furnace Doors (Ent rance and Exit) Closed Fail Safe 

(positive signal) . Alarm will activate when closed 

signal is not active to Furnace PLC for TBD time, sound 

Furnace Alarm, Indicate Door Alarm on Wonderware 

HMI, user must acknowledge alarm before horn/bell 

will silence. 
With this CCF, we will insta ll controls to monitor 
Furnace Doors (Entrance and Exit) Closed Fail Safe 

(positive signal). Alarm will activate when closed 

signal is not active to Furnace PLC for TBD time, sound 

Furnace Alarm, Indicate Door Alarm on Wonderware 

HMI, user must acknowledge alarm before horn/bell 
will c;i iPnCP. 

Relocate the plating room chemical etch rinse tank 

float valve from its current location to the opposite 

side of the tank. The P&ID is not affected and the 

physical piping is not documented in piping drawings. 

With this CCF, we will install controls to monitor 

Furnace Doors (Entrance and Exit) Closed Fa il Safe 

(positive signal). Alarm will activate when closed 

signal is not active to Furnace PLC for TBD time, sound 

Furnace Alarm, Indicate Door Alarm on Wonderware 

HMI, user must acknowledge alarm before horn/bell 

will siiPncP. 

Potential for equipment damage to prolonged exposure to fire . 

Potential for equipment damage to prolonged exposure to fire . 

Potential for equ ipment damage to prolonged exposure to fire. 

As racks of straps are lifted from the chemical etch tank to the rinse 

tank, sulfuric acid and water solution drops onto the float valve causing 

corrosion and fa ilure. 

Potential for equipment damage to prolonged exposure to fire. 
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ISA ID 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Grounds 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Components 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Location 

CL4 calciner platform 

1A Furnace 

Tool Room at new office 

mezzanine 

1C Furnace 

2A Furnace 

2C Furnace 

Chemical Etch Rinse 

Tank in the plating room 

3A Furnace 



CCF # 

16138 

16139 

16140 
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16142 

16143 

16144 
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Tit le Description 

Patriot Bldg High Bay Light With this CCF, we will install individual switches for 

Switch Insta llation; each section of High Bay lights. No drawing changes 
GB#69868 needed. 

Switches are for the following sections: 

*West Bay (new addition) circuit 4 

*Middle Bay (storage) circuit 5 
*Fr~c;;t Rr~v (wnrk t=~rPrl\ rirruit h 

Justification 

Green Book Issue 69868:- operator brought to the attention of their 
team, in the Patriot Building the on ly way to cut the lights on is to go 
into service panel and toggle the breaker. 

PLC Processor Substitution; With this CCF, we will replace in the store room mfg. The CPU364 is obsolete and no longer mfg. 
Obsolete Part Mapcon part number IC693CPU364 with IC693CPU374. The 
StRm#82154 and #82154R storeroom setup sheet will be changed on completion 

of this CCF. The replacement unit is a direct 
rep lacement and this CCF will allow this device to be 
used as a replacement for IC693CPU364; unless it is 
used in a safety significant control. If used in an sse 
application, a separate CCF and ITR will have to be 

generated. 

Grounds 

Components 

4B Furnace Door Alarm With this CCF, we will install controls to monitor 
Furnace Doors (Entrance and Exit) Closed? Fail Safe 

(positive signal) . Alarm will activate when closed 

signal is not active to Furnace PLC for TBD time, sound 
Furnace Alarm, Indicate Door Alarm on Wonderware 
HMI, user must acknowledge alarm before horn/ bell 
wi ll .;;ifpnc:P. 

Near Miss- furnace door left open for an extended period of time with ISA-08 Pelleting 

4C Furnace Door Alarm 

1B Furnace Door Alarm 

2B Furnace Door Alarm 

4A Furnace Door Alarm 

With this CCF, we will install contro ls to monitor 
Furnace Doors (Entrance and Exit) Closed ? Fail Safe 
(positive signal). Alarm will activate when closed 
signal is not active to Furnace PLC for TBD time, sound 
Furnace Alarm, Indicate Door Alarm on Wonderware 

HMI, user must acknowledge alarm before horn/ bell 
will <ilence. 
With this CCF, we will install controls to monitor 
Furnace Doors (Entrance and Exit) Closed Fail Safe 
(positive signal). Alarm will activate when closed 
signal is not active to Furnace PLC for TBD time, sound 
Furnace Alarm, Indicate Door Alarm on Wonderware 
HMI, user must acknowledge alarm before horn/ be ll 
will <ilence. 
With this CCF, we will insta ll controls to monitor 
Furnace Doors (Entrance and Exit) Closed Fail Safe 
(positive signal). Alarm will activate when closed 
signal is not active to Furnace PLC for TBD t ime, sound 
Furnace Alarm, Indicate Door Alarm on Wonderware 
HMI, user must acknowledge alarm before horn/bell 
will silence. 
With this CCF, we will install controls to monitor 
Furnace Doors (Entrance and Exit) Closed Fail Safe 
(positive signal) . Alarm will activate when closed 
signal is not active to Furnace PLC for TBD time, sound 
Furnace Alarm, Indicate Door Alarm on Wonderware 
HMI, user must acknowledge alarm before horn/ be ll 
will c; ii PnCP. 

no indication. Potential for equipment damage to prolonged exposure 

to fire. 

Potential for equipment damage to pro longed exposure to fire. ISA-08 Pelleting 

Potential for equipment damage to prolonged exposure to fire. ISA-08 Pelleting 

Potential for equipment damage to prolonged exposure to fire . ISA-08 Pelleting 

Potential for equipment damage to prolonged exposure to fire. ISA-08 Pelleting 
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ISA ID Location 

Patriot Building 

Store Room 

4B Furnace 

4C Furnace 

1B Furnace 

2B Furnace 

4A Furnace 
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16152 

16153 

16154 
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16163 

16166 

16167 
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Tit le Description Justification 

Remove space heater at 
Generator #5 in Sub 1 

Remove space heater at Generator #5 in Substation #1 Existing heater is too close to diesel fuel lines and is not needed in this Grounds 
building. 

Rep lace Chern Etch Heaters Replace the four 3kw quartz heaters with new 6kw 
Teflon coated heaters 

The quartz heaters are prematurely failing. 

GLE Phase 1- Finished Grid Install fire detection in the new Finished Grid Storage Detection and alarming is required per EH&S for the new modular 
Storage Fire Detection building located near the Tool Room. This will include building containing finished grids. 

programmable devices such as Manual Pull Station 
and Smoke Detector(s). 

Components 

Components 

ISA ID 

UF6 Expansion Pad Gamma This effort covers the electrica l effort required for the Part of the UF6 Expansion Pad Project. ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
Monitor, Electri ca l 
Insta llation 

gamma detector for the new UF6 Expansion Pad and is 
associated with CCF 15489. Work is limited to 
insta llation of station 19's gamma detector, its 

electrical control box and adding t his station to the 
PLC along with updating the screens. 

NOTE: Tying into the alarm system will be completed 
under CCF 16266 

Totalizer water meter for This CCF will allow the installation of a totalizing flow This meter will allow data collection of process water required to 
make up water to meter on the process water make up line which 

Equipment Room 1 Cooling supplies the Equipment Room #1 Cooling Towers. 
Towers 

operate Equipment Room #1 Cooling Towers. 
Grounds 

FCV-1109A Posit ioner Rep lace positioner for FCV-1109A, lim f low control Existing pos it ioner needs rep lacement and is obsolete. The DVC6200 is ISA-06 Chemica ls Receipt, Handling and 

Replacement valve, with a new DVC6200 model. the standard for newer contro l valves in the area. Storage 
D&V queue crane gantry Design, fabricate, install SS covers for the po les of the Contact with the blue painted poles with product can cause paint ISA-10 ADU Rods 

covers 
Rep lacement Hook for 7.5 

ton Crane 

Flex Connector 

D&V channel crane. transfer to rods . This will eliminate this as a source of this issue. 
The crane hooks for the 7.5 ton overhead cranes in The dimensions of the hooks and ratings are the same. The OEM part 

packing are being replaced due to wear. The OEM part number was changed . 
number fo r the hook has changed. The new part 
number is R38581F1F1 which replaces 308F455. 

The flex connector on the inlet side of fan FN-3150 will The existing f lex connector has failed. 
Replacement on ADU Zirc be replaced using a connector constructed of Teflon 

Fine Ventilat ion System 

Allow for Use of ePTFE 
Gaskets and Joint Sealant 
on CLN3 and CLN4 Steam 
Vaporizers 

Addit ion of cookie sheet 

ro llers to Line 2 

coated woven fiberglass material which is air and 
water tight and flame resistant, comp lying with UL 
standard #214 and NFPA 102 requ irements for 
f lammabilitv. 
The steam vaporizers on Conversion Lines 1-4 
currently utilize a f iber gasket with rubber o-ring to 

Expanded PTFE will not fa il like fiber gaskets and PTFE joint sealant will 
not harden and interfere with properly sealing the vaporizers. As we ll, 

prevent steam leaks. Occasionally, these gaskets fa il. expanded PTFE is more likely to mitigate and prevent leaks caused by 
Addit ionally, the rubber a-rings harden over time and degradation in the vaporizer or lid surface from wear. CLN3 and CLN4 
adversely affect the vaporizer lids' ability to create a are being addressed f irst due to the beveled design of the sealing 
proper seal. This CCF will allow for the use of S-500 surface. This design leads to additional issues not seen on CLN1 and 
expanded PTFE tape and Produra expanded PTFE joint CLN2, which have flat sea ling surfaces. 
sealant in lieu of the current fiber gaskets and rubber 
a-rings on Lines 3 and 4. CLN1 and CLN2 are not being 
addressed in this CCF. 

Add rollers to the rod tray loader section of Line 2 fo r Easier for operators to transport cookie sheets 

cookie sheets to slide on 
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ISA-17 Final Assembly 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Location 

Generator #5 building at 
Substation #1 outside 
near Erbia Dock 

Plating Room 

near Tool Room 

Approximately 20ft 
south of the receiving 
bay door along the 
outside bay wall (west 
side of plant) . 

Equipment Room #1 

Outside U RRS 

D&V queue 

Overhead cranes in the 
packing area and loading 
bay. 

Chemical Area Rod 
Repair 

CLN3-CLN4 UF6 Cylinder 
Vaporizers in UF6 Bay 

Rod Line 2 
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Title Description 

Insulate Helium line in ADU Insulate the helium line in the ADU rod area with 

Rod area approved material 

Justification 

Helium alarm will sound when helium line is stagnant or limited flow 

because the AC blows on the line and cools the pipe, which cools the 
helium. 

Cover Impacted section of Place a sheet of stainless steel over the critical section This is an FME paint concern for the area. 
wall by Line 8 with of the wall that could come in contact with tubes 

Stainless Steel 
Modify UN-902 to real arm UN-902 currently has an audible alarm that can be 

after five minutes. silenced by the operator. Additional code will be 
added to the PLC to have this SSC alarm again after 
five minutes if the high high level condition exists. 

Re-al arm functionality requested by area. 

ISA ID 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

ISA-02 Uranyl Nitrite Bulk Storage Tanks 

Fitzmill Polypak Platform 
for CL4 

Extend the polypak platform on the Fitzmill on CL4 so Polypak platform is currently not long enough to allow for polypak to be ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
that a polypak can be pulled all of the way out and 
allow the door to the hood to shut. Also add a back 
and end rail so a polypak does not get dropped off of 

pulled out and have the mill hood door shut. This could result in a 
dropped pak. 

the platform. This change has already been made to CLS. 
Manual Skeleton Fixture 4 The scope of this project is to install temporary test 

hydraulic test pressure transmitters on the hydraulic lines using the 
existing quick disconnect fitting on the line to the 
Skeleton bulge hydraulic cylinder. The test pressure 
transmitter is battery operated and for visual 

indication onlv. 

The current system has pressure switches where the current settings 
are not know and cannot be verified without a gauge in-line. The 

pressure readings will be documented and used for the upcoming PLC 
upgrade to the system. 

ISA-17 Final Assembly 

Relocate Cylinder Wash 

Plant Air Supply Block 

Relocate Cylinder Wash plant air supply block valve. An accessible block valve needs to be upstream of the air filter on the ISA-09 UF6 Cylinder Wash 

Valve 

Fire Door- Smoke Check 
door closers 

With this CCF we will install replace existing door 
magnet hold open devices with Smoke Check door 
closers on four doors. These devices have integral 
smoke detectors built in. We currently have these 

device installed in 6 other locations within the facility. 
No SSCs will be affected. 

air line that feeds cylinder wash. The current block valve before the air 
filter is high up in a pipe cluster and hard to access for maintenance. 

The existing doors magnets are faulty and need to match the other 
devices that are installed on other fire doors in the facility. 
The existing doors will also be added to the Annual PM when the 
correct closers have been installed. 

Grounds 

New lighting installation at Add lighting to ECP Visitor Inspection Shed 
ECP Visitor Inspection Shed 

Area lighting is necessary for inspection after sunset and prior to sunrise Grounds 

ADU Line 1 -Second 

Discharge Screw 

Documentation 

Install drain line in 
incinerator duct just prior 
to "C" demister 

FA Loader 2 Pendant 

Replacement 

This CCF is being done to document the repair of the This CCF is being done to document the repair of the ADU Line 1- ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ADU Line 1- Second Discharge Screw. No existing Second Discharge Screw. No existing drawings were found. 

drawings were found of the second discharge screw. 
This repair will have several parts that may require 

field fitting. The actual dimensions will be corrected 
during the As-Built phase. 

Remove goo elbow under "C" demister and installlO" Installation of a sump and additional drain will significantly improve the ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
Tee, with a capped leg of the Tee facing downward drainage capacity on this system. 
(see attached sketch). A 1" drain line will be installed 
on the bottom of the cap and will tie into the piping to 
V-945 (sump) on the suction side of the pumps. This 
line will include a P-trap and a sight glass. 

Replace existing FA Loader 2 pendant with the same 

pendant used on the other loaders. Reference 
Red book #68787. 

Replacement of existing FA Loader 2 pendant will make it like the other ISA-17 Final Assembly 
loader pendants and eliminate a potential hazard. Reference Redbook 

#68787. 
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Location 

ADU Rods 

Tube Prep Line 8 

PLC UF6 Bay/SOLX 

Control Room 

Fitzmill 

Manual Skeleton Fixture 
#4 

Cylinder Wash 

Fire Rated Doors Main 
Office Area 1st and 2nd 
Floor 

Visitor inspection shed 
at ECP 

ADU Line #1 Milling 

Calciner 2nd Discharge 
Screw Assembly 

Incinerator duct, under 
"C" demister. 

ECP visitor inspection 
shed 



CCF # 

16184 

16185 

16187 

16205 

16206 

16207 

16208 

16209 

16211 

16212 

16213 

Tit le 

Install Smoke Detector in 

UPS# 1 Room. 
Replace two tray 
inspection hoods in IFBA 

with hoods that use hot 
dog rollers. 
Rearrange pigtail build 

station room 

Install Wash Tank E-Stop 

High Bay Lighting 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Descri ption 

Install smoke detector and programming for UPS# 1 

room . 
Replace two pellet inspection hoods in IFBA with 

hoods designed like the hoods in ERIBA and ADU 
Pellets. 

Justification ISA ID 

The room contains critical equipment and requires smoke detection. Grounds 

The new hoods will provide less opportunity for personnel injury and ISA-14 IFBA Processing 

will allow a better inspection of pellet surface. The new design w ill also 
reduce scrap due to damage and loss during tray flipping. 

Rearrange pigtail build station room. Install pedestal Allow more standing room for tooling personnel to bend pigtail tubing Grounds 

stand and vise on east wall. Move finished pigtail rack on work bench 

to northeast corner. Install bench top bin storage rack 

on table. Install floor mounted gas cylinder rack in 

northwest corner. Shorten work tab le by 12-18" on 

south end. 
Install a remote E-Stop for the Wash Tanks on the 

co lumn adjacent to the PWR inspection station. 

Replacement of high bay lighting with high bay LED 

To allow a shutdown of the system from a remote location. ISA-17 Final Assembly 

LED Light fi xtures are in al ignment with global sustainability efforts ISA-08 Pelleting 
Replacement for Shipping fixtures for Shipping Container Storage area 

Container Storage 
Plating Room Mezzanine 
LED Lighting Upgrade 

Modify Blue M Oven 1 

Door 

Replace Alarm Check on 
Riser "A" 

Electrical Connection for 

Trai ler At ECP Inspection 

Pad 

Add Power Feed for 

Hydrometer Testing in 
Maintenance Area behind 

Wall 
Add LED Lighting to 

Replace existing open type fluorescent fixtures on the Lighting on the mezzanine over the Plating Room has been required to Grounds 
mezzanine over the Plating Room with sealed LED 

fixtures. 
be changed to covered instead of the existing open fluorescent fixtures 

per Toshiba Environmental Audit and the Post-Job review. 

This CCF will allow the Blue M Oven 1 door to be According to the manufacturer, as documented in the attached file, the ISA-19 Hoods and Containment 

modified in the following ways. The perforated heat heat shield can be removed with no noticeable increase in door 

sh ield currently attached to the oven door will be 

removed, and the screw holes will be plugged with 

screws. A handle w ill be attached to the door. 

The fo llowing work wil l be performed on Fire 

Protection & Sprinkl er System Riser "A": 

1. Remove the existing 8" alarm check valve along 

w ith the associated retard chamber and valve trim . 

2. Install new alarm check with variable pressure trim. 

3. Install new 8" flow switch on existing riser pipe 
above new alarm valve. 

4. Connect new 2" main dra in to existing 2" drain line. 

With this CCF, we will insta ll an electrical connection 

for t he Mobile Trailer at the ECP Inspection Pad. Th is 

will power to the mobile trailer. 

Add Power Feed for Hydrometer Testing in 
Maintenance Area behind Wall 

Install new LED post top lighting for outside front 

temperature since there are 4 inches of insu lation in the hollow door. 

Due to repeated use, the heat shield has become warped and damaged. 

The new handle will provide an option for operating the door if 

necessarv. 
The existing alarm check is obso lete and the f low switch is mounted in Grounds 

the top of the retard chamber. This design causes nuisance trips I false 
alarms. With the new design alarm check and valve trim, the flow 

switch wi ll be mounted in the riser pipe above the new alarm valve. 

*continuous improvement 

*e liminate man hours to refuel the generator 

*possible ground contamination 
•emissions reduction 
Need the ability to test the Hydraulic units. 

Grounds 

Grounds 

Grounds 

Outside Front Garden Area garden area 

LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts. 

This w ill improve the lighting for the walkways passing through the 

area. 
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Location 

Equipment Room 1 

In IFBA by coater 4 and 
by pellet unload table. 

Pigtail build room 

Wash Tanks 

Shipping Container 

Storage 

Grid Plating Room 
Mezzanine 

Conversion Scrap Cage 

Blue M Oven 1 

North East corner of the 
Grid Area . 

ECP 

Maintenance Pump 
Rebuild Shop on 

Contaminated side 

Outside front garden 
area 



CCF# 

16214 

16215 

16217 

16218 

16221 

16222 

16223 

16226 

16230 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title 

Install Temporary 
Generator to Back up 

Description 

Generator #3 needs to be repaired (probably bad 

bearing) . We will rent a backup unit to serve the 
Generator #3. Generator 3 standby generator function while Generator 3 is down 
will be out of service for for repair. 

repair. 

Change Material of Currently, the washers used on the vaporizer hold 
Construction for Vaporizer down bolts in Conversion are case hardened. These 
Hold Down Bolt Washers to washers are not strong enough to handle the 

Grade 8 Steel recommended 100ft-lb torque that should be applied 
to the bolts so this CCF replaces the current washers 
wi h r lw h r 

Justification 

Standby generator power is required. 

The current washers are not strong enough to handle the 
recommended 100ft-lb torque that should be applied to the hold down 

bolts. 

ISAID 

Grounds 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Leaking duct work above A section of ventilation duct from the Impurities Room The leaking transite duct will be repaired in lieu of total replacement. ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Chern Lab Manager's office is routed in the overhead of the Chern Lab Manager's 
office. This section of duct work has numerous leaking 
joints. The material of construction of this leaking duct 
is transite. 
The leaking joints will be sealed using fiberglass cloth 
;)nrl n~c;in. 

Remove the tool holder Remove the tool holder and replace with one that is The operators were bumping their knees on the tool holder in the old 
on fixture #4 location 

ISA-17 Final Assembly 

Access Ladder and Modular Install a permanent metal vertical ladder on the side The ladder and handrails will facilitate safe access to duct heater H-957. ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Handrails on top of Filter of Filter Storage Trailer #1(Sealand Container) . Also 
Storage Trailer #1 install modular OSHA approved handrails on the top of 

the Filter Storage Trailer. 
Furn 2B High Heat Breaker With this CCF, we will be installing an enclosure flange Currently there is no means of shutting this circuit off. At the moment, ISA-08 Pelleting 
LOTO Device Installation mounted w/ flexible shaft LOTO device to the High the 400A (main) disconnect has to be locked out. 

Heat breaker to provide a means disconnect for that 
circuit. This will provide a means of de-energizing high· 

heat zones for sight port rod outs, or any other 
elect rical or instrumentation situations/circumstances 
requiring the high-heat breaker to be shut-off. 

Furn lB High Heat Breaker With this CCF, we will be installing an enclosure flange Currently there is no means of shutting this circuit off. At the moment, ISA-08 Pelleting 

LOTO Device Installation mounted w/ flexible shaft LOTO device to the High the 400A (main) disconnect has to be locked out. 
Heat breaker to provide a means disconnect for that 
circuit. This will provide a means of de-energizing high· 
heat zones for sight port rod outs, or any other 
electrical or instrumentation situations/circumstances 
requiring the high-heat breaker to be shut-off. 

Install Pressure Transmitter Add a pressure transmitter so Ammonium Hydroxide Currently there is not any way to monitor the Ammonium Header 
on Ammonium Hydroxide Header pressure can be monitored. 

Header in Conversion 

Press Encoder Replacement failed obsolete encoder on the tool-

pressure other than manual gauges. 

Encoder Obsolete 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Grounds 

Location 

Standby Generat or 3 is 

located in Equipment 
Room 3. The Temporary 
unit will be next to the 
west wall of the 

building, between the 

maintenance dock and 

dock 3. 

CLN3-4 Vaporizers in 
UF6 Bay 

Chern Lab 

Skeleton fixture #6 

Chemical Area Roof 

Furnace 2B 

Furnace 1B 

At HX-1278 in 
Conversion Line 5 

Mechanical Side Tool 

Replacement room grid strap press Room Stra Press 
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CCF # 

16231 

16233 

16234 

16235 

16236 

16237 

16238 

16239 

16241 

16252 

16254 

Title 

Connect 3ATS2-A to 

Generator 3 Start Circuit 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Description Justification 

Connect New 3ATS2-A to Generator# 3 start circuit Currently the new 3ATS2-A is connected to the new UPS# 1. The New Grounds 

and confirm proper operation. UPS# 1 is not currently connected to any plant loads. Connecting the 
new 3ATS2-A to the generator start circuit will allow testing of 3ATS2-A 

without interrupting any existing plant loads. 

Chemical Storage Bu ilding This effort will eliminate the racks and shelving in the Part of the UF6 project, will permit vertical storage of drums. Grounds 
(CSB) Reconfiguration 

Phase 1 

main room to permit using drum pallets. 

ISA ID 

Add Cooling fan to Dl 

Water Control Panel 

Add Cooling fan to Dl Water Control Panel SCR unit had premature failure. This is likely due to the SCR not being ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

able to dissipate the heat it generates. The cooling fan should eliminate 

th is issue. 
Installation of Additional 

Ball Valve in N2 Line for 

Install new ball valve in N2 supply line to Furnace 3C. Th is will allow nitrogen supply to be isolated on Furnace 3C without 

impacting the nitrogen supply to Furnace 3B. 
ADU Sintering Furnace 3C 
WABA Room Digital Replace existing WABA room digital humidity analyzer Older units are obsolete and do not meet the current requirements. 

Humidity Analyzer 

Installation of additional 

ball valve in H2 line for 

and recorder with a new unit. Remove old recorder 

units and associated equipment. 
Install new ball valve in hydrogen supply line to 

Furnace 3C to allow isolation of hydrogen supply. 

Currently it is suspected that existing hydrogen block valve will not 

entirely prevent leakage of H2. This additional valve is being added to 

ADU Sintering Furnace 3C insure that a positive shutoff can be achieved. 
Drip Pan in overhead This CCF will allow a stainless steel drip pan to be This is temporary drip containment until the leaking joint can be 

above Chem Lab Manager's installed in the overhead above the ceiling tile in the repaired during the May Outage. 

Office Chem Lab Manager's Office. This pan will be located 

under a section of transite duct and will be used to 

contain a possible drip. 

Replace the Teflon-lined 

convolution couplings to 

and from P-1017 for liquid 

scrap tank V-1017 

w ith304/304L 55 hard 

The 300-Series Stain less Steel Pan measures 13-7 /8" 

long x 12-3/4" wide x 2-1/2" high and will be 
inc:;nprtPrl WPPk lv fnr r~rrumulr~tinn 

Replace the Teflon-lined convolution couplings to and 

from P-1017 for liquid scrap tank V-1017 

with304/304L 55 hard piping as per FSS-003-46. This 

change was implemented on P-1018 in Jan Of 2015 
(Ref. CCF#15017); and there has been a decrease in 

piping as per FSS-003-46. piping and convolute failures on that piping. 

There have been repeated failures in the piping and convolutes on the 

liquid scrap tanks. This change was implemented on P-1018 in Jan Of 

2015 (Ref. CCF#15017); and there has been a decrease in piping and 

convolute failures on that piping. 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Components 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-18 Laboratories 

ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

Fix For Making 

Announcements When 
Faults Are Present 

With this CCF, programming will be modified to 
provide Security personnel the ability to make 

announcements when alarms are present on the 

system . The programming will be reviewed and 
system funct ion testing will take place to ensure no 

sse devices are affected by this change. No drawing 

chane:es are reauired. 

The guard at the main desk needs the ability to make announcements at Grounds 

any time. 

Calciner Primary Sea l 

Pressure Regulators 

Install access hatch 

This CCF is to establish acceptable options for the 

spring range for the calciner primary seal pressure 

Currently there is a mix of spring ranges installed on the 5 Conversion ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

lines. The currently stocked item, SR 020045, with a spring range of 10 

regulators. The desired set pressure is 20 inches H20, inches H20 to 1.0 psig, is obsolete. 

and the normal operating pressure range is 18-22 

inches H20. The intent is to approve this CCF for 

startup without performing any field modifications, 

but to document the acceptable options. 

Install access hatch through ceiling of tooling offices Easier access to HVAC for maintenance 

for maintenance access to HVAC unit 
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Grounds 

Location 

Equipment room 

number 1 

Chemical Storage 
Building (CSB) 

Dl Water Heater for 

Conversion 

Chemical Side- Pelleting 

WABA room 

Chemical Side- Pelleting 

Chem Lab 

V-1017 

Fire System 

Calciner Seal Purge 

Panels 

Too ling Office 

Mezzanine 



CCF # 

16255 

16256 

16257 

16258 

16259 

16260 

16262 

16263 

16266 

16268 

16269 

16270 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title Description Justification 

Line 3 Vacuum Boat Loader Change width of Item 12 Roller Stop Pad from 2.00" to This will allow the Roller Stop Pad to contact (4) rollers instead of (2) 
Roller Stop Modification 5.00". rollers. Having additional rollers stopped should help prevent boats 

from pushing past the rollers due to the conveyor queuing pressure 
when fully loaded. 

Super Max Milling Machine With t his CCF, we will replace the cooing fan on the Old cooling fan is damaged and no longer available 
Cooling Fan Replacement super max milling machine in the Tool Room. The old 

cooling fan is damaged and no longer available. The 

replacement fan has the same physical and electrical 
specifications as the previous fan, just a different 
manufacture. 

Extend the stairs on AC 5 AC 5 platform, located on the roof, has a set of stairs Extending the stairs on the AC 5 platform will resolve a top 5 safety 
platform that are not OSHA compliant. The stairs will be 

extended and a step added to bring this set of stairs 
into OSHA compliance. 

concern. 

ISA ID 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Grounds 

Grounds 

Line 9 Fastest Coupler 
Mounting Modification 

Change the mounting method for the couples from Due to the small size of the current targets, the position of the sensor is ISA-10 ADU Rods 
the current (undocumented) altered standard screws, very critical to sensing that the AVIS station is rotating properly. The 
to a stud and nut arrangement to provide for 

better/bigger "targets" for the rotational sensors. 

Remove Abandoned "Rod This CCF would remove the abandoned rod pusher 
To Tube" Rod Pusher and associated equipment to include conduit, 
Station instrument air line, solenoids, and the push button 

box at the Rod to Tube station. 

larger targets will reduce the time that maintenance needs to reset the 
sensor position after working on the system. 

Remove abandoned equipment. 

Add a water source at Add a water source at hazardous waste drum in QC Add a water source at hazardous waste drum in QC Rods. Currently, 

hazardous waste drum in Rods. There is a existing 1/2" galvanized water line personnel are carrying small buckets of water to fill the drum. 
QC Rods. that will be used. We are adding 18" pipe stud, Y," Ball 

Valve, close nipple and 2? hose section. 

Hot Oil Room Fire Door The Single Entry and Double Entry fire doors located in The fire doors in the Hot Oil Room are being replaced in accordance 
Replacement the Hot Oil Room will be replaced. with NFPA 80. 
Chemical Storage Building Doorstop will be added to the roll up door to create a 6 Part of the UF6 Expansion Pad Project 
Reconfiguration Phase 2 inch air gap at the bottom of the door for cross flow 

ventilation. Handrail will be added to the ramp area 
and a second air line connection will be added. 

Gamma detector Station 19 This effort is related to CCF16151 and will connect 
connection to alarm 

system 

detector station 19 to the alarm system 
Part of the UF6 Expansion Pad project 

Relocation of Pellet The heat detector over Furnace 3B must be relocated Improvement in accessibility for periodic testing and maintenance. 
Sintering Furnace 3B Heat to provide better accessibility for testing and 
Detector. maintenance. 
New Ball Valve Addition to Add new ball valve and blind flange to isolate 
ADU Furnace 3C Cooling connection of cooling water to ADU Furnace 3C 

Water 

Need to isolate furnace 3C Cooling Water for Safety and Process 
Improvements 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Grounds 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

New Ball Valve Addition to Add new Ball valve to provide isolation of water to Need to have ability to individual ly isolate each furnace cooling water ISA-08 Pelleting 

ADU Furnace 3A Cooling 

Water 

Furnace 3A supply 
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Location 

ADU Pelleting I Line 3 
Vacuum Boat Loader 

Vertical SuperMax 
Milling Machine #1 in 

the Tool Room 

Plant Roof Chemical 
Platform 

CFFF, Line 9, AVIS 

ADU Rod Area 

New waste drum near 

QC Inspection tables 

Hot Oil Room 

Chemical Storage 
Building (CSB) 

Station 19 is located 
approx. 20ft south of 

the receiving bay along 
the outside wall. The 
alarm connection point 

is a the main entrance 
guard station. 

Above Pellet Furnace 3B. 

Pelleting- ADU Sintering 
Furnaces 

Pelleting- ADU Sintering 
Furnaces 



CCF # 

16272 

16276 

16277 

16279 

16281 

16282 

1628S 

16286 

16287 

16288 

16290 

16291 

16293 

16294 

1629S 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title Description Justification 

New Ball Valve Addition to Add new ball valve and blind f lange to isolate Need to Isolate Furnace SA Hydrogen for Safety and Process 
Furnace SA Hydrogen connection of Hydrogen to Furnace SA Improvements 
Service 
New Ball Valve Addition to Add new ball valve and blind flange to Natural Gas Need to isolate Furnace SA for Safety and Process Improvements 
Natural Gas Supply and 
Blind Flange to Furnace SA 

New Ball Valve for Natural 

Gas Supply to Furnace SB 

New Ball valve for 

Hydrogen Supply to 

Furnace SB 

supply to Furnace SA 

Add new ball valve for natural gas supply to Furnace Need to provide ability to isolate Natural Gas Supply to Furnace SB 
SB 

Add new ball valve to hydrogen supply for Furnace SB Need to provide ability to isolate Hydrogen Supply to Furnace SB 

ISA ID 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Replace Over Temperature Replace Over Temperature Controller for Line 4 Existing UDC 4000 controller has failed and is obsolete. ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
Controller for Line 4 

Conversion Nitrogen 

Heater 

Conversion Nitrogen Heater 

V-412 Tank Modifications Add splash guard for overflow and modify pump 
discharge piping. 

Liquid from the recirculation line on the new V-412 is splashing into the ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
overflow line. 

Reinstal l sight glass in 

incinerator observation 

port 

Sight glass was replaced with steel blank in CCF 1SS72- The high temperature glass was recommended by the manufacturer as ISA-13 Low Level Radioactive Waste 
the previous glass had cracked, and a spare was not an alternative to the blue Pyrex. This CCF will remove the steel blank Processing 

Add baffle guard to inside 

of tank V-412 

available. This CCF will allow installation of either high and install either the high temperature glass or the blue Pyrex in it's 

temperature clear glass, or blue tinted Pyrex, as was place. 
previouslv installed. 
Add a baffle guard to the inside of tank V-412 to direct Centrate coming into the tank is swirling around the inside of the tank 

inlet nozzle B down toward the bottom of the vessel. and exiting out the overflow nozzle. Th is baffle guard will direct the 

flow down to the bottom of the tank. 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

GLE Phase 1- Demo The Mill was removed under CCF 1S281. The 

Disconnect Switch (13B-1), disconnect switch is no longer needed, so this CCF 

Conduit, and Cable that fed includes removal of disconnect switch, conduit, and 

Disconnect switch no longer needed. Space on the floor will be used by Grounds 

other tooling equipment. 

old Mill. cable up to the Bus Duct Switch. 
Remove obsolete plugger The plugger station is no longer used in the rod repair No longer used, and parts have been removed from the machine which ISA-10 ADU Rods 

station in rod repair area area. This CCF is to demo out the remaining obsolete make it non functional. 
equipment in the area. 

Pellet Stop Lubrication 

Requirements 

Update MCP-108121 to add lubrication requirements Original cylinders are lubricated with a hydrogenous lubricant. The 

for new and rebuilt pellet stop cylinders. 2S-10M (S/R lubricant is hydrogen free. This will preclude a hydrogenous lubricant 
# 72S161) will be the lubricant used. This lubricant is from contaminating product. 

already approved for use on other Grinder Line 
eauipment. 

GLE Phase 1- Relocate two Relocate two (2) QC Inspection Tables in the Grid Area The space where the inspection tables currently sit is needed by the 

(2) QC Inspection Tables to include running 120Vac and compressed air. new Grid Laser Welder A. 

Utilize Both Teflon Lined 

Carbon Steel and 100% 

Utilize both lined carbon steel and 100% Brand for top Both material types are compatible with dilute Hydrofluoric Acid and 

and bottom flanges at Cylinder Wash. Dimensions are are compatible with industry standards. 

Brand for Top and Bottom to align with what is documented on Westinghouse 

Flanges at Cylinder Wash Dwg 372F07EQ02:01. 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Components 

ISA-09 UF6 Cylinder Wash 

V-2 Duct Register Damper Install manual damper on register per drawing. Manual damper will allow maintenance to adjust airflow that is blowing ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Location 

Pelleting- ADU Sintering 

Furnaces 

Pelleting- ADU Sintering 
Furnaces 

Pelleting- ADU Sintering 
Furnaces 

Pelleting- ADU Sintering 

Furnaces 

In line N2 heater in the 
UF6 Bay 

At V-412 conversion line 

4 
Incinerator, north side of 
lower chamber 

CL4 V-412 

Tool Room 

ADU Rods 

ADU Pelleting I Grinder 

Lines 

Grid Area 

Cylinder Wash 

'1st Floor New 

directly on to workers. Expansion Office Area 
AH-710S Air Line Filter Replace current obsolete filter with standard 74 Filter is obsolete and leaking air. Filter is used to protect AH-710S Grounds AH 710S Platform 

Replacement general purpose filter. pneumatic controls from moisture and particles. 
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CCF # 

16296 

16298 

16300 

16301 

16302 

16303 

16304 

16305 

16313 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Tit le Description Justification 

Add Outdoor LED Light Add Outdoor LED Light Fixture Substitution criteria to When HPS or other outdoor area lighting fixtures fail rather they should Grounds 

Fixture Substitution to MCP· MCP-202174 
202174 

be replaced with an LED fixture. These fixtures provide better quality 
light and run more efficiently. LED Light fixtures are in alignment with 
global sustainability efforts. Eventually all fixtures will be upgraded. 

This CCF will allow us to add this change to MCP-202174. See attached 
document for proposed addition to the MCP. 

ISAID 

CL3 Mill Head Feed Throat This CCF is to document that the CL3 mill head feed 
throat cover will be field fitted to include cutouts as 

Replacement of the mill head feed throat is required. The existing part ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
has cutouts for clearance but the replacement part from MRO Stores, SR 

Non-Fuel Helium Leak 
Checker Vacuum Switch 
Replacement 
Wall Penetration Near 
Grinder Line 3 

Plating Room Spillage 
Control 

Calciner Feed System 0-
Ring Documentation 

Relocate Strap Storage 

Area 

Non Fuel Scrap Hopper 
Covers 

necessary for clearance. 065053, does not include the cutouts. 
This CCF will replace the failed Non-Fuel Helium Leak Non-Fuel Helium Leak Checker Vacuum Switch has failed and is 

Checker Vacuum Switch with a current available 

model. 

obsolete. The switch must be replaced with a current available model. 

Provide a cut-out in the corrugated metal wall above To make access to the cut-off valve feasible. 
the Line 3 Grinder to allow access to the shut-off valve 

for the Line 3 furnaces. 

Note that some plastic, canvas, etc. sheeting may be 
required to capture metal filings/chips created when 
makin2 the cut-out 

Components 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Reroute overhead Dl Water line out of air register path Process Hazard Analysis identified several issues in the plating room, Components 
and add valves to prevent chemical tank overflow in relative to inadvertent overfill of tank due to water valves being left on 
plating room. unattended. This can lead to the overflow trench being filled and liquid 
Add secondary containment threshold at ECG room escaping the plating room, out into the shop and adjacent storm drains. 

door and in mezzanine area above plating to contain 

inadvertent liauid soillage. 
This CCF is to change the drawing to correctly This is to correct a discrepancy between the drawing and the SR part 

document the 0-ring to be used on the calciner feed information. 
system. 
Move all strap storage to single location. Includes 

moving shelves, work tables, and WATIS station to 
secondary storage area. UCON drum/pump system 
and NPPD storage moved from area to increase floor 
space for centralized strap storage area. 

Install a custom cover for the two non fuel scrap 
hoppers located next to the WABA room and CE line. 

The covers are used to segregate scrap material by 
type. 

Relocate primary strap storage area to make room for new ECG 

machine and relocation of sleeve slotters and electrode grinders in 
components area for Grid Line Expansion. 

The covers are used to segregate the scrap material by type. 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Components 

Components 

Modify West Trench Sump Relocate the probe head into the sump itself, by using The current design has 3ea. 1/4 inch probes which are about 5 ft. long. ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Level Probe a support pipe (which will extend through the grating) These probes extend from the grating to the sump. Flexing of these 
to a terminal head for connection of field wires. It probes and touching other conductive materials (pipe, braces, etc.) 
will be installed in pit as an assembly. This will allow causes this system to be unreliable. 

for shortening of the probes since the actual head will 
be lowered in the sump. The 1/4 probes will be 4, 6 
and 8 inches. The overall depth of the probes into the 

sump will be the same. 
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Location 

Plant grounds 

CL3 Fitzmil l 

Non- Fuel Helium Leak 
checker 

ADU Pelleting \Grinder 
Line 3 

Nickel Plating room and 
mezzanine area 

Calciners 

Strap Storage Area I 
Product Storeroom 

adjacent to the WABA 
room and the CE line 

West Trench in the UF6 
Bay 



CCF # 

16314 

16316 

16317 

16318 

16322 

16323 

16324 

16325 

16326 

16329 

16330 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title Description 

ERBIA Grinder Line Relay With this CCF, we will install general purpose "ice 

Module Replacement 

Mechanica l Vacuum 

Furnace area LED lighting 

replacement 

cube" relays in place of the obsolete relay interface 

module. Ice cube relays are a standard store room 
item that are readily available. Coil voltages are the 
same. Contact ratings are greater with the ice cube 

relavs. 
Replace existing Mechanical Vacuum Furnace area 

HPS lighting with LED light f ixtures 

Justification 

Current model is obsolete and needs to be replaced. 

LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainab ility efforts 

!SAID 

ISA-20 ERBIA 

Grounds 

Replace PRV in hot oil 

system 

The current PRV installed in the hot oil system at the 

heating units is a 2740UL series. This series is 

obsolete. The new series is the 2700 series. The 

specifications for pressure relief meet what is 

specified in the drawing for the svstem. 

Old part is obsolete and no longer manufactured. ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Add 3 in. valve to LT-1076 lnstall3 in. valve so that LT-1076 can be isolated, Install 3 in. valve so that LT-1076 can be isolated, calibrated, and ISA-07 Solvent Extraction 
Connection calibrated, and serviced without taking V-1076 out of serviced without taking V-1076 out of service. 

service. 
Non Fuel area LED lighting Replace existing Non Fuel area HPS lighting with LED LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts Grounds 
replacement light fixtures 
Pel let Press Line 2 bulk This project will remove the 3CR relay and replace the This project is in support of RED BOOK Number 70560. ISA-08 Pelleting 
feeder inflatable seal 

system modification 

Modify control wiring on 

Pump house #1 area 

lighting contactor 
WABA Room HVAC 

Replacement: Electrical 

Demo and Mechanical 

Installation 
Install Rivet in Moisture 

Sampler Cups. 

SA & SB Furnace H2 and 
Natural Gas Header 

Modification 
R53 Press Reservoir 

Revision 

dual coil detent solenoid with a single coil solenoid 

with spring return to have the inflatable seal fail in a 
fail safe state. 
Modify control wiring on Pump house #1 area lighting Existing unit uses timers which are failure prone, and there is no option Grounds 

contactor to manually override the lighting contactor. 

The existing AC unit serving the WABA room will be 

rep laced by a high efficiency AC/Dehumidifier unit. 

Note: Electrical installation will be covered under 

separate CCF. 
Install Rivet in Moisture Sampler Cups 

Add a plug valve for the SA & SB Furnace H2 and 
Natural Gas Header pressure gage. 

Revise the R53 Press Hold-down and Hold-up cam 

The current AC unit installed in the 1980-83 timeframe cannot provide Components 

the necessary temperature and humidity needed to keep Hydrogen 

levels below the required minimum. 

Offline testing has shown that the addition of an aluminum rivet will 

greatly increase the ability to reliably detect the cup is in place. 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

To provide isolation to enab le change-out of the pressure gage without ISA-08 Pelleting 
having to affect H2 and Natural Gas f low to the furnaces. 

The plate thickn ess is being changed to meet the current ASME code ISA-08 Pelleting 

reservoir design to change the endplate thickness . To requirements. Ref. attached 60161-1 Rev 0 drawing. 

show the new design, a new drawing(361FOSEQ23) 

has been created from the original reservoir 

drawing(361FOSEQ07) to change the thickness of the 

Item 02 & 03 Endplates from .50" to .63". The overall 

height will not change. Therefore, the Item 01 & 11 

pipe length will change from 7" to 6.75". Some 

materia l specifications have also been updated to 

match the reservoir manufacturer's drawing 

specifications. 

Note: This change applies on ly to new reservoirs made 
in 2016 or after. 
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Location 

ERBIA Grinder Line 

Age Hardening Vacuum 

Furnace area 

Hot Oil Room 

V-1076 drain line, 

between V-1076A and P-

1076 inlet 
Non Fuel Area 

Pellet Line 2 Bulk 

Container room 

Lighting contactor 

located in Pump house 
#1 
WABA Room 

Modify all the cups used 

in the moister Samplers 

ADU \SA & SB Natural 
Gas Header 

ADU & Erbia Pelleting \ 
R53 Press. 



CCF # 

16332 

16333 

16334 

16335 

16337 

16339 

16341 

16342 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title Description Justificat ion 

Installation of 2" Chilled A new HVAC system will be installed on the roof of the The new AC-Dehumidifier requires 2" Chilled Water supply and return Components 

Water (CW) lines for new WABA room to rep lace the current unit. The new 
WABA Room HVAC system. system requires 2" CW supply and return lines. The 

current unit has 1" lines, and these will be removed 
from service after the new system is instal led. 

lines in order to function per equipment specifications. 

Removal of Old 

Components on ADU 
Sintering Furnace SA 

Remove old and obsolete components (Controls, Many of the components will no longer be used, or newer versions 

Electrical, Instrumentation, Valves, Sensors, Etc.) for installed. Addit ionally, design to separate BPCS and SIS layers may 
replacement during Rebuild and Safety Improvement require more va lves and instruments. 
Projects 

Instal l Laser A Exhaust Fan The scope of this CCF includes mechanical installation The fan is needed to support a new grid laser welder that will be 

and Roof Penetration of the exhaust fan with roof penetration on the roof installed in the grid area. 
above the grid area. The fan will not be connected 
electrica lly under the scope of this CCF. A future CCF 
will request approval to connect Laser A to the fan and 

complete electrical installation. 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Components 

ISA ID 

CFFF Metallurgical Lab This CCF is to cover equipment and furniture The deteriorating condit ion and asbestos containing properties of the ISA-18 Laboratories 

Floor Renovation- Phase I movement, old floor tile removal and disposal current old flooring (multiple layers) have been identified as a "Top- 5" 

(asbestos containing), new epoxy-type floor coating Safety concern for the lab personnel- as well as an eyesore. 

Demo old strap storage 

area 

High Performance pH 

application, and equipment and .furniture replacement 

in a new arrangement. This process is tentatively set 
to start on 11 June 2016 with pre-work (equipment 
and furn iture removal and storage) in t he weeks 

leading up to the commencement. 
Note that this phase of the floor project only involves 

the "clean side" of the Met Lab and no SNM will be 
involved. 

Demolition of old strap storage area. Remove 
partition panels, unused air piping, and 1-beam 
column. 1-beam column is an old door support 
column prior to the 1978 plant expansion. Column 

will be unbolted from bottom of truss and cut off at 
floor level. 
This CCF will allow us to substitute the High 

Prep area for future equipment moves as part of grid area expansion 

project. 

The Hi-Performance pH Probe has the same form, fit, and function of 
probe substitution; on Non- Performance pH probe for general purpose pH probes the general purpose probes. This probe will provide more reliable 

Safety sign if icant 
equipment. 

on Non-Safety sign ificant equipment. performance in our processes wh ich have more harsh environments. 

Grounds 

Grounds 

Electrical Support to 
Rep lace AC36 

The HVAC System, AC 36, for the WABA Room is The old HVAC System for the WABA room is not adequate to maintain Components 

being replaced. This CCF will provide the power and the new required level of relative humidity and temperature. It is being 
electrical controls for the new system. replaced under the Mechanical CCF of 16325. 

The Mechanical portion of this installation is being 

performed under CCF 16325. 

Add option to powder coat modify drawing 439F03EQ01 to include powder 
rod storage carts coating 

This CCF will cover the required system power and the connection of 
the electrical field controls for the new HVAC System. 

To help eliminate paint on rods 
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ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Location 

WABA Room 

Chemical Side : Pelleting · 

ADU Sintering Furnace 

Above location of future 
laser welder in the grid 
area. 

The CFFF Metallurgical 
Lab. 

Old strap storage area 
no the west side of 
RAM CO 

Parts Substitution 

WABA Room 

Rod Storage 



CCF # 

16343 

16344 

16345 

16346 

16348 

16349 

16352 

16355 

16356 

16358 

16359 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Installation of Curtains in Curtains will be installed in the vault storage area in The back support plates on the bulk containers need to be removed to ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

the Conversion Vault for Conversion to contain any potential foreign material allow for inspection of all sides of the containers per the PM 
Bulk Container 

Modifications 

Remove spare breaker 

Installation of UPS Power 

Feed for ADU Sintering 

Furnace PLC Room 
Eliminate Two wire pH 

meter in Scrap Cage 

Laser-X Grid Welder 

that will be created during efforts to remove the back requirements. Due to the extensive efforts that these modifications will 
support plates from the bulk containers used in the entail, the work cannot be performed in the bulk blending room without 

powder blending process. These curtains will be interfering with normal operations. To alleviate th is issue, space has 

fabricated utilizing a fire retardant wooden frame to been set aside in the vault storage area in Conversion for bulk 
prevent excess plastic from bunching on the floor and containers to be moved to as they are modified. To remove the 

creating a space for accumulation of moderators and possibility of spreading foreign material outside of the approved space, 
will remain in place throughout the duration of the 

modification efforts. 

A spare breaker will be removed, including the 

associated conduit and wiring. 

Install UPS Power to room for providing reliable 

24VDC power to controls for the ADU Sintering 

Furnaces 

curtains need to be installed around the work area. 

Breaker is not needed and provides a second source of power to an 

existing cabinet that may cause confusion when attempting to isolate 
power. 
UPS power is needed to allow continuous monitoring of Sintering 

Furnaces 

Eliminate pH meter which uses two wires. It is the Unique, Obsolete equipment needs to be eliminated. 

only one in the plant and is extremely old. Attach pH 

probe to existing transmitter which can handle 

multi ole channels. 
Modify the chamber argon sample gas line. Modify the chamber argon sample gas line to use existing pressure 

Oxygen Analyzer regulator to lower sample gas pressure to 02 analyzer 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

Components 

Outside URRS Ammonia Concrete area located between Still1 and Still 2 The new coating will remove the potential for a chemical to leach ISA-06 Chemicals Receipt, Handling and 
concrete pad coati11g _ ____i)_uildj_ngs will be_coa_ted._ _______ _ through the concrete. Storage 
Install prototype door Change from a hand crank door clamping design to an Some operators have developed muscle strains trying to open the hand Components 

clamp design on Grid Laser air cylinder operated door clamp design. This change crank door clamp. Some operators can tighten the door clamp so tightly 

Welder #5 Chamber B. will allow installation of the one prototype door on that it is difficult for others to open. 

one weld chamber. If this prototype is acceptable the 

Modify Grid Laser #5 to 

Accommodate New and 
Existing Vacuum Pump 

intent is to change both doors on laser welders 3,4,5,& 

6 to this design. 

The current vacuum pump on the laser welders is Original vacuum pump for the Grid Laser Machines is no longer 

obsolete and needs replacement. The current pumps available from manufacture (obsolete). 
in service can remain in service until they fail and it is 

permissible to use current inventory until depleted. 

Two vacuum pumps have been purchased and are in 

the storeroom under 350035. Th is ccf allows minor 

modifications required on the lasers to accommodate 
thP nPw numn 

Components 

WABA Room HVAC The existing AC unit serving the WABA room will be 

Replacement (demolition) replaced by a high efficiency ACIDehumidifier unit. 

The current AC unit installed in the 1980-83 timeframe cannot provide Components 

the necessary temperature and humidity needed to keep Hydrogen 

PE Development Lab 

Instrument Shop 
Oxide Coater I Power 

Supply C Modifications 

This CCF covers demol ition of the existing AC-36 unit 

on the roof of the WABA room and the AC compressor 

that serves it located on the plant roof. 

levels below the required minimum. 

Remove three instrument air drop leg supply line from Manager is converting instrument shop to conference room. 

area. 
Remove 110 module and correct wiring diagrams. Removal of unnecessary components. 
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ISA-18 Laboratories 

Components 

Location 

Conversion Vault 

Storage Area 

Scrap Cage 

Chemical Side- Pelleting 

Area 

Scrap Cage 

Grid expansion area 
Laser-X 
URRS Outside area next 
to still #1 
Mechanical Side I Grid 

Area I Laser Welder #5 

Grid area Lasers 

WABA Room 

PE Lab Instrument Shop 

Oxide Coater ! 



CCF # 

16360 

16363 

16364 

16367 

16368 

16369 

16371 

16372 

16373 

16374 

Tit le 

Identify and Test an 

Alternate Source for 
Diffusion Pump Oil fo r 
Vacuum Braze Furnaces 

Modifications for the new 

55 table 
High Bay Lighting 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Description Justification 

Substitutea new type of oil for four vacuum furnaces Solidification of the oil has been observed on the internal surfaces of 

beginning at next oil change. our vacuum furnace diffusion pumps during many oil changes. OEM has 
recommended we use new type of oil for their machines. 

See attached documents for comparison with original 

oil and Safety Data Sheet for compatibility between 
fluids. 
Move pole and rail in Skeleton area. Also, install a 4 Need more room for the skeleton cart 

way receptacle. 
Replacement of high bay lighting with LED fixtures for LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts 

Rep lacement for Rod Cart Rod Cart and Skeleton Storage area 
and Skeleton Storage 

Mechanica l Machine Shop Replace existing Mechanical Machine Shop and 
and Material Storage area Material Storage HPS lighting with LED light fixtures 

LED lighting replacement 

LED Light fi xtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts 

Replace Champs Computer Replace existing ChAMPS Computer Stand@ the ADU Current ChAMPS computer stand is dilapidated . 
Station Stand on Pellet Line Line 1 Press/ Boat Loader with a stainless steel stand 
1 (ref. For Construction Dwg 324F05EQ01) identical to 

the one installed on Line 5 (ref. Dwg 321F05EQ02). 

ISA ID 

Components 

ISA-17 Final Assembly 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Grounds 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Add drain valve to V-412 Tank V-412 has a clear overflow line that includes a P- The current method of draining the overflow P-trap is cumbersome and ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

overflow line trap. Water is maintained continuously in this trap to has the potentia l for injury. 
prevent the tank from venting into the room. 

Mechanical Clamp on 
leaking Steam Pipe 

Currently the on ly way to drain the P-trap is to 
disconnect the f lange of the overflow from the vessel 
and manually empty the piping. 
This CCF will install a drain valve to facilitate draining 

the water from the P-trap w hile it is in-place. A similar 
modification has already been made to line 2. This 
drain will be incorporated into the projects to rep lace 

tanks V-112, V-312, and V-512. 

This CCF will allow the installation of a mechanica l 
enclosure clamp on a leaki ng section of steam pipe. 
The void in the enclosure clamp will be filled with a 

food grade sealant. 

Th is enclosure clamp will allow the plant to operate until an Outage 
when this section of pipe can be replaced. 

Rep lace Champs Computer Replace existing ChAMPS Computer Stand@ the ADU Current Champs station is old and dilapidated. 
Station Stand on Pellet Line Line 2 R53 Press/ Boat Loader with a stainless stee l 
2 stand (ref. For Construction Dwg 324F05EQ01) 

identical to the one installed on Line 5 (ref. Dwg 
322F05EQ01). 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-08 Pe lleting 

Floor Mounted Skyhook A f loor mounted hand crank skyhook crane positioned A portable version of the skyhook crane was tested on the production ISA-08 Pelleting 
Crane for Cent rifuge Bowl behind the grinder on Line 6 to be used for lifting and floor, but was deemed too cumbersome for daily use. A version 

Removal on Line 6 moving centrifuge bowls containing sludge. 

Skeleton Assembly area Replace Skeleton Assembly area fluorescent and HPS 
LED lighting replacement high bay lighting with LED _light fixtures 

mounted to the back end of each line was determined to be more 
practical for operator use. 
LED Light f ixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts 
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Components 

Location 

Vacuum brazing 

furnaces, 
GM1, GM2, lpsen3, and 
ABAR1 

Skeleton Assembly 

Rod Cart and Skeleton 
Storage area 

Machine Shop, new 
offices and storage 

ADU Pelleting / Pellet 
Line 1 Press & Vacuum 
Boat Loader 

At tank V-412, 

conversion line 4. 

Outside near the 
exterior wall of the UF6 
Bay 

ADU Pelleting / Pe llet 
Line 2 Press & Vacuum 
Boat Loader 

Line 6 Centrifuge located 
near Line 6 I Pilot Line 

Skeleton assembly area 



CCF # 

16375 

16377 

16379 

16382 

16383 

16385 

16386 

16390 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Modify S-2A and S-2B 

Pip ing to Slab Tanks 

This CCF will allow modification of the piping between The existing hard piping spools have often been forced to fit, which ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

the S-2A and S-2B cyclone separator sections and the greatly increases the risk of damage to the f iberglass nozzles on the 
respective slab tanks. Reducer spools and flex hoses cyclone separator sections and the slab tanks. These modifications are 

will be installed to replace the existing hard piping to reduce the likelihood of damaging the fiberglass nozzles. 
spools. The flex hoses will be lined. Filler f langes, also 

known as compensation rings will be installed 

between the fiberglass flat-face flanges and the SS 

raised-face flanges. PTFE-encapsulated EPDM gaskets 
will also be used between the fiberglass flat-face 

flanges and the SS raised-face flanges. 

Modify V-03 Bottom Vent Modify the V-03 bottom vent at cylinder wash. The 

at Cylinder Wash current nozzle is 24 inches in length. The proposed 

nozzle will be 12 inches in length. 

V-03 acts as a knock out pot for any cylinder wash material that would ISA-09 UF6 Cylinder Wash 

potentially carry over to the 2A Scrubber in Conversion. This 

ABM Flammable Liquid 

Cabinet 

A 30 gallon flammable liquid storage cabinet will be 

installed in the custodial supply storage area near 

column 11-12 AA. 
MES Furnace 2A Push Cycle The boat at load position limit switch that is part of 

modification will reduce the hazard for personnel exposure in the case 
of an event and help with housekeeping. 
The installation of this cabinet will allow personnel to store aerosols and ISA-06 Chemicals Receipt, Handling and 
flammable cleaning supplies safely Storage 

Provide the means for the MES to determine furnace batch push time ISA-08 Pelleting 

Inhibit and Load Position the hard wired furnace push controls will be wired to stamps 

Indication the furnace PLC so that its status can be read by the 

Manufacturing Execution System. A permissive 

contact will be added to the hard wired furnace push 

controls so that the Manufacturing Execution System 

can inhibit the furnace push cycle. 

MES Furnace 2C Push Cycle The boat at load position limit switch that is part of Provide the means for theMES to determine furnace batch push time ISA-08 Pe lleting 

Inhibit and Load Posit ion the hard wired furnace push controls will be wired to stamps 

Indication the furnace PLC so that its status can be read by the 

Manufacturing Execution System. A permissive 

contact will be added to the hard wired furnace push 

controls so that the Manufacturing Execution System 

can inhibit the furnace push cycle. 

MES Furnace 4B Push Cycle The boat at load position limit switch that is part of 

Inhibit and Load Position the hard wired furnace push controls will be wired to 
Indication the furnace PLC so that its status can be read by the 

Manufacturing Execution System. A permissive 

contact will be added to the hard wired furnace push 
controls so that the Manufacturing Execution System 

can inhibit the furnace push cycle. 

Provide the means for theMES to determine furnace batch push time 

stamps 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

MES Furnace 4C Push Cycle The boat at load position limit switch that is part of Provide the means for theMES to determine furnace batch push time ISA-08 Pelleting 

Inhibit and Load Position the hard wired furnace push controls will be wired to stamps 

Indication the furnace PLC so that its status can be read by the 

Manufacturing Execution System. A permissive 

contact will be added to the hard wired furnace push 

controls so that the Manufacturing Execution System 

can inhibit the furnace push cycle. 

Add support stops to the Add welded stainless steel angle stops as necessary to Current welds on the element stands are cracked from heat cycling 

element stands in Drying the shell of oven #1. (expansion and contraction). We will attach the stops to the shell of 

Oven #1. oven via welding determined by mechanical integrity. 
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ISA-14 IFBA Processing 

Location 

Scrubbers S-2A and S-2B 

in Conversion Scrap 
Cage 

UF6 Bay 

ABM custodial supply 

storage area near 

columns 11-12 AA 
ADU sintering furnace 

ADU sintering furnace 

ADU sintering furnace 

ADU sintering furnace 

Drying oven #1 in IFBA. 



CCF # 

16393 

16394 

16395 

16396 

16402 

16404 

16405 

16406 

16407 

16408 

16411 

16412 

16413 

16414 

16415 

16416 

Title 

ECG Machine Electrical 

Controls 

Description 

Insta ll electrical contro ls to ECG machine. 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Justification 

The existing ECG machine is obsolete 

Add drop in Dl water line The new ECG machine is to be installed near column A- The existing ECG machine is fai ling and must be replaced . 

to EDM room 14 near the air compressor room. Since it requires Dl 
water, a new drop must be installed in the line that 

feeds the EDM room . 

Since there is an existing spool piece in the header at 

the location where the drop is planned, the existing 

straight spool piece will be replaced with a spool piece 

including a drop. This will minimize the impact on the 
F'nM rnnm 

ISA ID 

Components 

Grounds 

Add air purge to Turbidity 

Transmitter TBT-1180 

Housing on Still 2 

Add air purge to turbidity transmitter housing on Still 

2 

By installing th is air purge (very low f low) we will make the electronics ISA-06 Chemicals Receipt, Handling and 

housing slightly posit ive in pressure which w ill keep the environment for Storage 

the electronics clean and cool. 
Insta llation of electrica l 

outage tool cabinets at 

substations 

This CCF is for insta llation of electrica l outage tool 

cabinets at substations 1-9. 

This w ill document the location of the electrical outage tool cabinets for Grounds 

storage of tools and equipment. 

Replace Grid Laser 4 

calibration zero gas 

regulator. 

Replace Grid Laser 4 cal ibration zero gas regulator 

with newer model. 

The existing regulator is obsolete and requires replacement. 

Install Stainless Steel Install stainless steel strainers in wash tank drain lines Prevent damage to valve seals in drain lines reducing down time, 

Stra iners in Specified Drain as per PI to reduce valve failures and cleanouts. Add a eliminating loss of water, and poor heat up issues. 

lines of Strap Cleaner 

Machine 

2" strainer to reduce the amount of metallic material 

introduced to the drain. 
Rod axia l transporter chain Replace the painted chain guards to stainless steel on Prevent paint from getting onto rods 

guard the ro llers before the leak detector after rod weigh 

Dedicated Small Appliance This CCF includes the electrica l installation for one (1) To meet plant maintenance policy and to comply with electrical code 

Circuit for Tooling Office 20A dedicated sma ll appliance circuit for the Tooling requirements 

Office Storage Room. 

Components 

Components 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Grounds 

Furnace #1 Over Temp 

Contro l Replacement 

Replace obsolete Contro ller used for overtemp. The existing temperature controller is obsolete and not well suited to Components 

Furnace #3 Over Temp 
Control Replacement 

Replace obsolete Controller used for overtemp. 

Install Stand Pipe in Sump Install Stand Pipe in Sump at the Outfa ll of the 

at the Outfall of the Sanitary Lagoon. 

San itary Lagoon 

the application. The replacement has limit control and is suited for use 

in an overtemp application. 
The existing temperature controller is obsolete and not well suited to Components 
the application. The replacement has limit control and is suited for use 

in an overtemp application. 
This stand pipe will be utilized to make sure all discharge flows from the Grounds 

Sanitary pond come in contact with the disinfectant. 

Redesign Plenum Check 

Hood 

Redesign Plenum Check Hood for operations to utilize Operators don't have enough working room inside the hood to cut bent ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Install new light on the 

pellet feeder box on line 4. 

Install Fire alarm Speaker 

for ECG Machine 
Install fire detection for 

ECG Machine 

Tube Prep Area LED 

the hood properly. rods, do pellet adjustments. 

Insta ll new light on the pe llet feeder box on line 4. 

Install a fire alarm speaker for the new ECG machine 

Install two smoke detectors for fire detection in the 

new ECG room. Install one lAM to detect ECG fire 

suppression system activation. 

There is limited lighting for gauging. The light will provide additiona l 

lighting. Greenback 70809. 

The installation will be inside a room and will requ ire a speaker for 

personnel. 
There is no fire detection in the area the new room will require fire 

detection. 

Replace Tube Prep area f luorescent and HPS high bay LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts 

Lighting Upgrade __ lighting with_ LED light f ixtures 
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ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Components 

Components 

Components 

Location 

North of new tooling 

office 
In the Dl water line to 

the EDM room near 
column A-14. 

Still 2 outside 

Each substation location 

Grid Laser 4 

Grid Area 

rollers before the leak 

detector after rod weigh 

Too ling Office 

Abar #1 Vacuum 

Furnace 

Ipsen #3 Vacuum 
Furnace 

Sump at the outfa ll of 

the Sanitary Lagoon 

ADU between the scrap 

lathe and repair lathe 

ADU rod line 4 

North of new tooling 

Mezzanine 
North of the new tooling 

office mezzanine 

Tube Prep Area 



CCF # 

16417 

16418 

16419 

16420 

16422 

16423 

16424 

16425 

16426 

16427 

16429 
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Title Description Justification 

Install a suction hose Install a hard suction hose downstream of discharge 

downstream of discharge valve CV 48 on Fire Water Tank #1. 

This hose will expedite the connection of a Fire Pumper Truck or a Back Grounds 

Up Pump to draft out of Fire Water Tank #1. 

valve CV 48 on Fire Water 

Tank #1 
Addition of Vacuum 
Bellows block Valves to 

MCP-202174 

301/302 Break Room Ice 

This CCF will allow us to use different manufactures of Part numbers have changed due to one supplier buying another. 

these type valves through the Electrical and 
Instrument Equipment Substitution procedure MCP-

202174. 
Replace 301/302 break room ice maker 20 Amp circuit Manufacturer requires 15 Amp circuit breaker. 

Maker Circuit Breaker breaker with 15 Amp circuit breaker. 
ECG Machine 480 and 120 Provide power to the following equipment, ECG Electrical services are required for the ECG machine and support 

equipment. Power will be required for testing the ECG machine. The VAC Power machine, task lights, Ventilation fan power and 

controls, Receptacles for drum pump, Computer, and machine will not be turned over to production until CCF-16393 is signed 

future hoist. (The controls for the ECG machine will be off for startup. 

installed under a separate CCF 16393) 

Grounds 

Grounds 

Components 

ISA ID 

Replace malfunctioning Install CBB-315 in place of CB-315. This actuator controls a 6" butterfly valve on the discharge chute from ISA-13 Low Level Radioactive Waste 
actuator with current the fitzmill to a staged polypak. The actuator has failed, and will not Processing 

model operate in either direction. 
V-1016- Relocate pH Probe Move the pH probe from the V-1016 recirculation line The existing pH probe does not read correctly. Moving the probe to a ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

FACTS Loop Industrial 

Safety Rebaseline Short 

Term Mitigations 

Removed failed power 

to the filter discharge upstream of split to the 

recirculation line and outlet line to the Scrap Cage 

Monitor. Add a location for a redundant pH probe. 
1- Reroute PSV-5820A/B discharges to the existing 

VIPER Loop relief header. 

location with more flow and a installing it in a horizontal run will 

improve accuracy. Adding a location for a redundant probe can be done 

for minimal cost. 
These changes are being made to address the findings of the Industrial ISA-18 Laboratories 

Safety Rebaseline Team regarding the FACTS Loop in the PE 

2- Replace PSV-58206 in-kind (no CCF required, but Development Lab. 

included in scope for completeness). 

3 -Add caps on low point drain valves. 

4- Extend tubing on high point drain valves. 

5- Install new PSV-5821 to provide overpressure 

protection for the FACTS Water Storage Tank (T-5821) 

Removed failed power factor capacitor on Line 5 ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

factor capacitor on Line 5 Fitzmill drive 

Capacitor has failed. The function of the capacitor is to improve the 

efficiency of the motor (less energy cost). There is no functional issue 
to running the system without the capacitor. The capacitor will be 

reo laced when it becomes available. 
Fitzmill drive 

WABA Room dP 

Transmitters 

Add new pressure differential transmitters to monitor These will help facilitate troubleshooting and maintenance of the new Components 

30% filters and positive pressure in the WABA room. AC/Dehumidifier unit. 

Ventilation System for ECG Install a 3 HP blower, a 6 x 4 ventilation hood, and The existing cutter is failing and must be replaced. ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Machine 

Install replacement QC 

moisture probe 

duct work to exhaust electro-chemical grinder fumes 

through the roof. The blower will be installed on the 

roof. The hood will be located above the grinder and 

will be temporarily supported by overhead structural 
steel. When the ceiling is installed, the hood will be 

installed from the ceiling. A new CCF will be issued at 
th:::~t timP 
Install a new moisture probe and display on the side of The old probe chart recorder no longer functions reliably. This unit is an ISA-12 IFBA Fuel Rod Manufacturing 

cabinet PMC2B. The new probe will take the place of electronic log unit. 

the existing probe and use the existing feed through 

holes in the cabinet. 
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Location 

Fire Pump #1 

Procedure MCP-202174 

301/302 break room 

North of new Tooling 
Office 

Beneath Fitzmill in 
incinerator room 

By V-1016 

PE Development Lab, 
FACTS Loop 

Fitzmill on line 5 

Conversion 

WABAroom 

In roof section 14-15, A

S 

Electrical cabinet PMC2B 



CCF # 
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16431 

16432 

16435 

16438 

16439 

16440 

16441 

1644S 

16446 

16447 

16448 

16451 

16454 

16457 

Tit le 

Connect ECG Ventilation 

Fan Motor FN-4242 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Description Justification 

Connect wiring from the load side of the motor The ECG machine wil l require ventilation. 

disconnect to FN- for ECG ventilation. (Installation of 
electrica l services for motor including disconnect will 
be insta lled under a separate CCF#16420.) 

ISA ID 

Components 

Instrument Tech Chemical Instal l epoxy coating on floor. 

Side Shop Floor 

Old floor system is peeling and chipping, which can cause a tripping 

hazard. 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Refurbishment 
INVIVO & Station Meeting 

Room AC Unit 
Piping for ECG Machine 

Modify and Shorten Rod 

Replace 1.5 Ton split system unit with new upgraded 

1.5 Ton split system. see attachment 
To facilitate the insta llation of the ECG replacement, 

-install new compressed air, high purity gas (air), and 
Dl water piping and 

-demo city water line to next valve. 

Cut off table and shorten by approximately 3 feet. 
Repai r Station Table Drawings being updated via TDR-0002521. 
Remove Numa Logic Panel Move inputs from numa logic panel to ADU Repair 

Lathe PLC. 
Front Entrance AC Unit 

Rep lacement 

Replace current 2.5 Ton ductless mini split system 
heat pump unit 

Old unit compressor has failed and is obsolete. 

The existing ECG machine is failing and must be replaced. 

Provide area with space that is currently not being used. 

El iminate the numa logic equipment from the area. 

Unit has failed multiple times in short period. HVAC Tech cannot find 

part for the last failure. New unit is the upgrade for current unit. 

Grounds 

Components 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Grounds 

Add new Chlorine Ana lyzer Add new analyzer in EPA Building to measure Free We currently do not measure free chlorine and the new analyzer is Grounds 

in EPA Building Ch lorine. 

Line 6 Plastic Guard 

Modification 

Cut and de-burr Line 6 plastic guard. 

being added to help us better monitor and treat our sanitary effluent. 

Industrial safety improvement. See attached Green book 70995. Components 

Gamma Scanner 3 Source 
Holder 

Changing Gamma scanner 3 source holder from a 3 

hole holder to a 5 hole holder. 

This is an upgrade that will allow up to 5 sources to reside with in ISA-10 ADU Rods 
Gamma scanner 3 without the need to have multiple sources resident in 
a single source holder position. This will aid in removal and replacement 
of sources and eliminate the possibility of sources becoming stuck 
within the source holder. 

Mechanical Vacuum Install additional Mechanical Vacuum Furnace area 
Furnace area LED lighting LED light fixtures 

LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts and Grounds 
area requires additional lighting 

addit ion 
Grid Spot Welders ATF220 The grid area has 3 spot welders that currently use an The current oil is used is no longer available fo r purchase and is not Components 

Oil Rep lacement obsolete oil. A replacement has been determined. sustainable. 

Relocate Cabinet and 
Rep lace Desk in Packing 

Remove the desk in front of the fuel assembly forest In order to reduce the amount of rad iation exposure, the table used by ISA-17 Final Assembly 
and replace it with an existing cabinet and tooling cart. product assurance inspectors in front of the fuel assembly forest needs 

Area A new desk will be purchased to go into the location to be re located. 
of the packing storage cabinet. 

T-1116 Waste Treatment The existing T-1116 round tank has a weir box located To remove chlorine from our river water discharge. 
Weir Box Baffles Addition. on top that is used for S02 add ition. The S02 removes 

chlorine before we discharge to the river. The Baffles 
wil l allow for more contact time to help with the 
removal of chlorine. 

Grounds 

Chlorine Flowmeter 
Assembly at the Sanitary 

Waste Lagoon Outlet 

Allow the Chlorine flowmeter assembly at the Sanitary This CCF will allow the capability to have a flowmeter for different rates Grounds 

Station 

Waste Lagoon Outlet Station to be scaled for desired of addition. 
range. 
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Location 

North of new tooling 
office 

Instrument Tech Shop 

Above In vivo Rm door 

The location of the new 
ECG machine in bay 14-
15 A-B. 

ADU Rod Repair Station 

ADU Repair Station 

Front Entrance 

Outside at the river 
discharge aerator, the 
instrument wil l be 
located in the EPA 
building 
Non Fuel Area- Line 6 

Rod Inspection Area. 

Age Hardening Vacuum 
Furnace area 

Grid Area - lnconel Grid 

Manufacturing Area 

Packing area near fuel 
assembly forest . 

URRS outside Waste 
Treatment process 

Sanitary Waste Lagoon 
Outfall Station 



CCF # 

16458 

16460 

16461 

16463 

16466 

16470 

16472 

16473 

16475 
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Title 

XV-1361C Removal 

Description 

Remove XV-1361C and replace with stainless steel 

pipe. 

Locate UCON storage drum Locate the UCON storage drum, pump, and control 
and transfer carts in 

mechanical area 

station in the mechanical area. Location to be 

between RAMCO and new ECG machine. Transfer 
carts for Final Assembly will be stored in this location 
as well. 

Justification 

XV-1361C is now redundant, since XV-13610 is on the same line, and no Grounds 
additional flows to go through XV-1361C. The existing XV-1361C is 
destroyed due to leaking, and is obsolete. 
Items relocated as part of previous scope of grid expansion and need to Components 
be reinstalled for production. 

ISA ID 

Replace existing Valve Seat Replace existing Valve Seat in P-1014 (Scrap Recovery The existing P-1014 pump has a large number of repair I replacements ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 
in P-1014 with 316L I Liquid Waste Storage Pump). The new valve seat will due to the wearing of the valve seats. Extreme wear conditions have 
Stainless Steel. be identical in dimension but will be 316L material. been exhibited, such as: valve seats become elongated or ball has been 

found stuck into the valve seat. 
This optional material selection was based on a trial to see if reliability 
of the P-1015 Pump Valve Seat could be increased. (See CCF #15573). 
The trial was successful, and this CCF will allow another pump in the 
bank of pumps to utilize the 316L 55 valve seat. 

Replace existing Valve Seat Replace existing Valve Seat in P-1017 (Scrap Recovery The existing P-1017 pump has a large number of repair I replacements 
in P-1017 with 316L I Liqu id Waste Storage Pump). The new valve seat will due to the wearing of the valve seats. Extreme wear conditions have 
Stainless Steel. be identical in dimension but will be 316L material. been exhibited, such as: valve seats become elongated or ball has been 

found stuck into the valve seat. 
This optional material selection was based on a trial to see if reliability 
of the P-1015 Pump Valve Seat could be increased. (See CCF #15573). 

The trial was successful, and this CCF will allow another pump in the 
bank of pumps to utilize the 316L 55 valve seat. 

ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

Installation of isolation 
valve on back-up nitrogen 
header. 

Modify existing back-up nitrogen piping to allow 
installation of a new isolation valve for future 

connection of a new header. This is the first step in 
providing a back-up nitrogen header with individual 
supply valves for each pellet sintering furnace. 

The planned back-up nitrogen header will allow furnaces to be purged ISA-08 Pelleting 
independently as needed upon tripping of specific Safety Significant 

Controls. The furnaces will be equipped with flow transmitters to 
ensure complete purging without depletion of the back-up nitrogen 
supply. 

WABA room HVAC alarm Currently the WABA Room new HVAC system has a To define the system status in a more user friendly way. 

light change 

Plating Room Overhead 
Trolley Modification 

red and a green system status light with an audible 
alarm. The red light and audible alarm indicated a 
system fault and green indicated a system normal 
condition. It is now desired to maintain the red light 
and audible alarm but change the funct ion to "system 
alarm", and replace the green indicator to a yellow 

indicator for a system warning. 

Modify overhead trolley to remove easternmost one Overhead trolley interferes with ventilation duct to be insta lled. 

section of parallel rails, remove easternmost overhead 
trolley and plug air supply connection . 

Install new Power Factor Install new power factor capacitor on Line 5 Fitzmill This motor had a power factor capacitor failure and CCF 16425 was 
written to allow us to run without the capacitor until a replacement was 
purchased. The replacement capacitor is the same value as the old unit. 
The replacement unit has internal fuses and indicator lamps. The 
function of the capacitor is to increase the efficiency of the motor and 
save enere:v. 

Capacitor on Line 5 Fitzmill 

Fue l Channel Cart Handle 

Modification with New 

Make modifications to the fuel channel cart to include Make it safer for operators to use the carts and make the cart more 

a new handle system that includes a dead man brake. ergonomically friendly. This also allows the brake to automatically 

Braking System engage when the cart is not in motion. 
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Components 

Components 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Location 

Dl Water Building (URRS 
Outside) 

Old strap market, across 
from RAMCO and 

adjacent to tooling office 
mezzanine 

Scrap Cage, Liquid 
Waste Storage Column, 
P-1014 

Scrap Cage, Liquid 
Waste Storage Column, 
P-1017 

Pelleting Office 
Mezzanine 

WABA Room 

Nickel Plating Room 

Fitzmill on Line 5 
Conversion 

Rod Storage 



CCF # 
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16478 

16479 
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16482 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Electrical insta llation of a Provide the electrica l portion of the installation of a It has been determined that a Pre-action Fire Detection and Suppression Components 

Pre-action Fire Detection Pre-action Fire Detection and Suppression System in System is warranted to supplement the Fire System in the area. 
and Suppression system for the Plating Room, Plating Room hoods, as we ll as the 
the Plating Room . Scrubber and ductwork. Th is system will have its own 

fire detection devices, which, upon activation will 
charge the sprinkler piping, provide a local alarm, and 

provide notification via the Fire System to the Main 

Fire System Nodes. This system will also provide 
system status notifications to the System should there 

be a degradation of the Pre-action System. 

Modify the Plant Fire Alarm A new Pre-action Fire Detection and Suppression 
System to accept alarms System is to be installed for the Plating Room. This 
from t he new Plating Room CCF is to prepare the Plant Fire Alarm System to 
Fire detection and 
suppression system. 

accept Fire alarm, Supervisory and System Trouble 
not ifications from this new system . The work to be 
performed under this CCF is very similar to other 
additions we have made to the Plant Fire System. 

It has been determined that any System reports of Fire, system 
Supervisory and Trouble indications should be communicated to the 
Plant Fire Alarm System and handled per current procedures. The work 
under this CCF will prepare the f ire system to accept these reports. 

Grounds 

Integrate the Plating Room The Electrical installation of a new Pre-action Fire It has been determined that a Pre-act ion Fire Detection and Suppression Components 

VSC Fire Detection System Alarm and Suppression System for t he Plating Room, System is warranted to supplement the Fire System in the area. 
with the Plant Fire Alarm including the Plating Room Hoods and exhaust Ducts 
Svstem. is being installed under CCF 16477. 
Relocate 1/0 for the 1030 Existing 1/0 from the 1030 scrubber PLC in the scrap 10 will be relocated to facili tate futu re modifica t ions. New 
Scrubber to DCS cage will be relocated to existing racks. instrumentation is requ ired for monitoring scrubber performance. 

Recircu lation Pumps P-1030A and P-1030B will be fed 
from new sources of power and iso lated with 
individual disconnects. 
Existing process level switches LSH-1030 and LSHH-
1030 will be removed from the Scrubber. 
Existing pH meter PH-1030 will be connected to the 
DCS as PH-1030-1. 

A new ph. transmitter PH-1030-2 will be installed and 
wired to DCS. 
Two level switches LSH-10301-1 and LSHH-1030J-1 will 
be added to overflow tanks to indicate high and high 
high level in equipment. 
A new flowmeter in the new bleed line will be 

connected to equipment. 
The scrubber air f low transmitter FT-1030C will be 
physica lly relocated from the 1030 Drive Room to the 

Install new level probes in New Level probes will be insta lled in the 1030 Implementation of a new SSC. 
Scrubber S-1030. Scrubber and wired to the Common Services SIS PLC. 

These probes will provide an alarm if either probe 
detects high level per new SSC VENT-S1030-124. 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Scrap Cage Blue M Ovens- Install filters in the exist ing Scrap Cage Blue M Oven The filters will prevent most of t he entrained U308 and other particles ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
Install Fil ters Filter Plenums. Install DP Gauges on the new filters. from reaching the ventilat ion ductwork and S-1030 Scrubber. 
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Location 

Plating Room and the 
Mezzanine above it. 

Nickel Plating Room and 

the Mezzanine above it. 

Plating Room and 

Plating Room Mezzanine 

Scrap Cage 

1030 Scrubber 

Scrap Cage Blue M 
Ovens 



CCF # 

16486 

16487 

16489 

16490 

16493 

16495 
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Tit le Description Justification 

S-1030 Scrubber Body 

Demo Work 

S-1030 Scrubber body demo work. Internals for the S- Demo work in preparation for modifications. 

1030 scrubber including ligaments, baffles, and grating 
angle will be removed. This covers demo of these 

items on ly and CCF-16487 will cover the scope of 

replacement items. Surfaces where attachments will 

be removed will be ground and resurfaced with 

corrosion veil and new resin coating. Demo work will 

also include hanging plastic around scrubber to 

conta in airborne particles. 

S-1030 Scrubber Body 

Modifications 

Modify Internals of S-1030 Scrubber body to allow Scrubber modifications to meet new safety basis criteria 

basket configuration for tellerettes. Add (4) 6" nozzles 

for future passive overflow piping. Add (3) 1-1/2" 

nozzles for level switches. Modify bulkhead 
connection for spray header penetration. Install (6) 

new polypropylene tellerette baskets. The interior 

lining of the FRP body will be ground and corrosion 

barrier reinstalled to repair the FRP. The new 

corrosion barrier will be changed from a natural glass 

type C veil to a synthetic veil which is more resistance 

to the chemicals expected in the scrubber body. 

Add option to powder coat Modify drawing 457F03EQ02 to include powder To help eliminate paint on rods 

BWR rod storage carts coating 

Fitness Center Shower Insta ll new epoxy coating on floor. Shower floors are deteriorating and potential safety hazard. 

Floor Refurbishment 
Passive Overflow for 1030 To help ensure that materia l does not accumulate in Modifications are required to meet the new safety basis. 

Scrubber the scrubber beyond 4" from the scrubber floor, a 
passive overflow system will be installed. 

As part of scrubber modifications to be accomplished 

on another CCF, four 6" nozzles will be added to the 

scrubber body. From these nozzles an 8" pipe will 

transfer overflow to sump tanks V-10301/J. V-10301/J 
w ill be physically separated from the other sump 

tanks, V-1030A/B/C/D/E/F. 
Pipe code FSS-003-07 will be utilized to fabricate the 

overflow system wi th the following exceptions: sch 10 

pipe will be used and 6" and 8" pipe will be used. The 

roof penetration required to facilitate the installation 
of th is piping will be accomplished under CCF16499. 

Su lfur Dioxide Flowmeter Allow the Sulfur Dioxide flowmeter assembly at the This CCF will allow the capability to put a flowmeter assembly that is 

Assembly at the Weir Box Weir Box on T-1116 to be scaled for a different rate. scaled for a different rate as a process improvement. 

on T-1116 
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ISAID 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Grounds 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Grounds 

Location 

Chemica l area roof 

Chemical area roof 

Rod Storage 

Fitness Center Shower 

Roof and the conversion 

scrap cage 

Outside URRS 
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Tit le Description 

Critical Lift Plan 1030 Perform critical lift of new scrubber Media baskets 

Scrubber Media Basket and and Transition duct, lifting them from ground level 
Transition 

Overflow and Drain for V-

10301/J Sump Tanks 

City Water Supply to 1030 

Scrubber Transition and 
Inlet Elbow 

and placing them in the 1030 scrubber located on the 
roof. Specific details will be documented in the lift 

plan. 

Note: 
The add itional load added to the roof by the baskets 
during the lift is the weight of the basket and packing 
combination minus the packing. The packing 

previously existed in the scrubber and therefore not 
considered to be additional weight. The total weight 
of all the baskets combined does not exceed 2,000 lbs. 
The NSA guidance document allows the greater of 
either 10% of the baseline equipment weight in the 
bay or 10,000 lbs. The equipment weight for bay 3-4 x 
D-E is 18.3 kips as shown in table 1 of the guidance 
document. Therefore, the allowable additional load is 
10,000 lbs which is greater than the total weight of 
the baskets. CCF-16487 covers the scope of the 

scrubber modificat ion and will include an updated 
roof arrangement drawing with the additional load. 
The scrubber transition duct that is being lifted is 
considered to be a like-kind replacement and falls 
under the same guidelines as the baskets. 

As part of CCF16493 sump tanks V-10301and J will 
uncoupled from the other 1030 sump tanks, V-

1030A/B/C/D/E/F/G/H and used as collection tanks 
for the 1030 scrubber passive overflow. 
This project will install overflow lines and bottom 

drains for V-10301 and J. The bottom drains will be 
piped to the suction of the P-1057 stand pipe pump. 
ThP nvPrflnw will hP routPrl to thP floor 
As part of another CCF a new transition section is 

being installed on the 1030 scrubber. It will include 
observation ports and spray nozzles. Three banks of 

nozzles (one bank on top, one on bottom, and one in 
the inlet elbow) will provide spray to help prevent 
buildup of solids in each area. 

This project is to provide city water to these spray 
nozzles at 15 GPM and line pressure. Only the piping 
is covered by this CCF. The roof penetration was 
accomplished under CCF16528. 

No current sse's will be affected. 

Justification ISA ID 

This lift is required to support initial installation of new tel Ierette ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

baskets for internal modifications performed on CCF-16487. Installing 
new transition. This lift is considered a critical lift as it meets the 
requirements A, B, C, D, and H under 2.0 of procedure SYP-114. 
Therefore, a critical lift plan is being developed for this purpose. 

Modifications are required to meet the new safety basis. ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Modifications are required to meet the new safety basis. ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
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Location 

Rough location: Outside 
plant between C-E and 
100-105 and on roof 
between C-E and 1-4. 

Final locations and 
specifics will be detailed 

in lift plan. 

Scrap cage in conversion 

conversion scrap cage 

and roof 
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Tit le Description Justification 

Roof Penetration for 1030 Since the 1030 scrubber passive overflow must pass Modifications are required to meet the new safety basis. 

Scrubber Passive Overflow from the scrubber on the roof to the V-10301/J sump 
tanks in the conversion scrap cage, a roof penetration 

is required. 

Since the integrity of the roof is an IROFS per 

ADULEAK-101 of sketch 815417-4, an ITR was 
oerformed. ;:md it ic;; linkPrL 

ISA ID 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

S-1030 Scrubber Inlet Replace transition with a new unit with improved Current unit needs replacement due to structural issues and the need to ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
Transition Replacement 

Scrap Cage Sifter 

Ventilation Duct 

Redirection 
Discharge Piping from P-

1030A/B 

S-1030 Scrubber pH 

Control Tie Ins and pH 

Probes 

inspection features. improve the abi lity to inspect the transition and the scrubber. 

Redirect the ventilation ducts on the sifters from the S- This modification will eliminate one set of uranium sources to the S-

1030 Scrubber to the FL-150 Torit. 1030 Scrubber. 

Currently the P-1030A/B discharge piping contains 

reducers and undersized valves. These restrictions 

result in unnecessary pressure loss. 

This CCF will fabricate and install new 3" piping and 
valves from the pump discharge to the 3" filter 

manifo ld. Pressure gauge assemblies will be retained. 

Modifications are required to meet the new safety basis. 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

Install tie points on the P-1030A/B Circulation Pump These changes will allow pH control piping to be installed while the S- ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
suction line, ammonium hydroxide header, and nitric 1030 scrubber is operationa l and provide redundant pH indication. 

acid header to permit future onl ine installation of S-

1030 Scrubber pH control. Relocate existing pH probe 

PHE-1030 (renamed PHE-1030A) and install new 

probe PHE-1030B. Instrumentation scope will be 

addressed on a separate CCF. 

Remove Torque Transducer Remove Torque Transducer and Digital Readout 
and Digita l Readout Display Equipment from Service at Cylinder Recertification. 

from Service at Cylinder 

The torque transducer and digital readout are incapable of returning ISA-09 UF6 Cylinder Wash 
back from the calibration vendor in tolerance. It has proven to not be 

adequate as a verification method for validating that the torque meter 

Recertification 

Incorporate a Mechanical 
Dual Cylinder Scale for the 

Chlorine Supply at the 

Outfall of the Sanitary 

Lagoon 

Oxide Coater 1, Oxide 

Coater 2 and Line 9 LED 

Light Upgrade 
AC 20, 21 & 25 Diffuser 

Filter 

Incorporate a Mechanical Dual Cylinder Sca le for the 
Chlorine Supply at the Outfall of the Sanitary Lagoon 

Replace Oxide Coater 1, Oxide Coater 2 and Line 9 

high bay lighting with LED Fixtures and demo 

abandoned fluorescent fixtures. 
Install B media circle filter, with elastic over AC unit 

diffusers. 

used for installing valves and plugs at cylinder recertification is within 

tolerance. 
Currently Outside URRS Operations does not have precise indication of 
the volume of ch lorine remaining in the cylinder that supplies 

disinfection for the Sanitary Lagoon outfall. If the cylinder depletes 

while on line, there is a potential that Sanitary Lagoon effluent may 
enter the river discharge process without disinfection resulting in 

conditions not favorable to the NPDES discharge permit limits. 

Grounds 

LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts Components 

AC 20, 21 & 25 has been shutdown due to blowing FM on to area Grounds 

below. The cause of FM is the deterioration of insulation inside the fan 

housing. By placing filters on the diffusers it will capture FM to prevent 

product aualitv issues. 
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Location 

Roof section T2 

CFFF, Roof, S-1030 

CFFF, Chemical Side, 

Conversion, Scrap Cage 
Sifters 
in conversion scrap cage 

Near V-1030A/. . ./J 

Cylinder Recertification 

Sanitary Lagoon Outfall 

Oxide Coater 1, Oxide 
Coater 2 and Line 9 

AC 20,21 & 25 
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16508 

16509 

16510 

16511 

16514 

16515 

16517 

16518 

16521 
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Title Description Justification 

Plastic sheet or tarp Plastic sheets or tarps are required to minimize To prevent and minimize contamination. 

installation for scrubberS- contamination during the S-7159 scrubber clean out in 

7159 clean out. four main areas. The following rule will apply when 
utilizing these covers. Ensure plastic sheeting is 

installed such that no inadvertent NFG collection 

points are created, i.e., material shall neither be rolled 

or gathered excessively nor loosely draped over large 
niPr:Pc: of PntJinmPnt 

S-1030- Modify Slowdown S-1030- Modify Slowdown Line The flowmeter will allow Operations to monitor and adjust the 

blowdown rate from the S-1030 Scrubber. Line 

Install 8" Drain on 1030 

Scrubber 

- Add a flowmeter on the existing S-1030 blowdown 

line 

-Add a line from the existing S-1030 blowdown line The new line will allow Operations additional flexibility in recovering 

to V-1016 uranium from the S-1030 Scrubber solution. 

-Add a new passive overflow to V-1016 

Currently the drain from the scrubber back to the 
1030 sump tanks consists of four 8" drains that 

connect into a 10" line that penetrates the roof, 

reduces to an 8" line, and feeds the V-1030 sump 

tanks. 

This project will replace the existing 10" portion of the 

drain line with 8" piping. 

The existing roof penetration will have to be modified. 

Since the integrity of the roof is an IROF per ADULEAK-

101 of sketch 815417-4, an ITR was performed, and it 
ic:: linlrorl 

The new passive overflow will provide sufficient capacity for all inlet 
flnw< tn V-1 01 fi 
10" dia. pipe does not have an intrinsically safe geometry. 

!SAID 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

1030 Scrubber Duct View Modify view ports 32, 33, 35, 36, and 37 on 1030 

Port Modification Scrubber duct on roof to allow an opening of 5"SQ. 

By increasing the size of the ports it will allow the necessary cameras to ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

enter and be used to inspect the duct properly per our requirements. 

Chem Lab Scrubber Duct Install viewport on Chem Lab Scrubber (S-974) duct on View ports will allow the inspection team to complete there inspection ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Viewports Installation 

Replace walking beam 
guards at QC Rod soft 

handling with new design 

roof to allow an opening of 5"SQ. One will be located 

on the duct that goes to the Uranium Room and the 

other for the VG Prep Room/Mass Spec Prep Room. 

of the Chem Lab Duct. The inspectors were not able to get the camera 

into the 45 degree angle duct. 

Remove and replace walking beam guards at QC Rod To help eliminate paint on rods 
soft handling with new design 

ISA-10 ADU Rods 

Tie-In of 480V Power Feeds Complete wiring and connections to provide 480V AC A source of reliable power is needed for the replacement BPCS and new ISA-08 Pelleting 
for ADU Sintering Furnaces normal power and UPS Power to new 24VDC Power SIS controls being installed for the ADU Sintering Furnaces. 

to 24VDC Distribution Distribution Panels for the ADU Sintering Furnaces 

Svstem 
Hatch at VP 151 Cut a 10"x20" hatch in the S-1030 vent line near VP To aid with cleanout/inspection activities. 

151. After cleanout of vent line, install stainless steel 

vent hatch cover. 
Skeleton Fixtures 4 and 6 This project is for installing a new fiber optic sensor in This project is in response to PRF-1001571 and EPN-0130057 due to 

Bulge Location Sensor 

Addition to Probe End 

the probe tip to detect when the probe is in a proper scrapped skeletons for missed bulge. 
bulge position to prevent a missed bulge. 
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ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-17 Final Assembly 

Location 

IFBA / FA3 / S-7159 

Scrubber 

Scrap Cage between P-

1030A/B and V-1016 

on roof and in 

conversion scrap cage 

1030 Scrubber duct on 

roof 

Chem Lab Duct on roof 

QC Rods soft handling 
near the Lea k Detector 

Chemical Side- Pelleting 

Furnace PLC Room 

Outside of conversion 

control room near CL5 

Final Assembly Manual 

Skeleton Fixtures 4 and 6 



CCF # 

16522 

16523 

16524 

16525 

16526 

16527 

16528 

16529 

16531 

Title 

Scrubber 1030 Inlet 
Transit ion Spray Nozzle 
Installation 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Description Justification 

Install Bulkhead fittings and spray nozzle assemblies in Spray nozzles are needed to keep the transit ion clean. 
the in let t ransit ion of the 1030 scrubber. The piping 
will be installed per CCF-16502. Electrical and 
Controls will be installed on another CCF. 

ISA ID 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Allow modification to Allow modification to components in the RH-1070 Containers with different dimensions from a previously received ISA-04 Safe Geometry Dissolver 
components in the RH- Hood and Extension Hood to allow the receipt of 
1070 Hood and Extension different size containers. Allow modification to Base 
Hood. Funnel on the conta iner dumping mechanism in the 

container will be coming on site for transfer of Special Nuclear Material 

from it into Westinghouse owned polypaks. The transfer will physically 
take place in the RH-1070 hood and extension hood. These 

RH-1070 Extension Hood to accommodate the receipt modifications will provide versatility. 
of a cylindrical conta iner with an approximate 8 inch 
diameter and 10 inch height. An optional tab will be 

incorporated into the base funnel design. This tab wil l 
be utilized only when needed for this type of 
container. Allow the removal of the base funnel if 
necessary. Allow the removal of the work table in t he 
RH-1070 hood if necessary. 

Add runn ing status for P- Connect auxiliary contacts from motor start to DCS for Required for process interlocks on V-1016. 
1016A and B indication of running status for P-1016A and P-1016B. 

ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

Addition of Alarms for Add new control panel with Pilot Lights, Alarm Horn, There is no alarm indications in the Chem Lab and the scrubber location ISA-01 Plant Ventilat ion System 
Chem Lab 974 Scrubber in and Alarm Silence Push Button in the Chem Lab to is main ly un-attended. Alarms could go unnoticed for a period of time. 
Chem Lab and High Level provide local ind ication/ annunciation of alarms 
Alarm in ADU Control associated with the 974 scrubber. The high level alarm 
Room will be wired, however physical installation will be 

under a separate CCF (16530) . It will addit ionally be 
wired into t he Common Services BPCS to allow visual 

indication in the ADU Control Room along with the pH 
for the scrubber. A local pilot light, at the Scrubber 
PLC Panel, wi ll also be added for the High Level. 

S-958 Clean-out Hatch 
Door 

Cut out 10" X 22" openings on 18" duct and 8" X 22" Clean-out Hatch door will be used to clean out material found in the 
openings on 12" duct; install clean-out doors per 
attached drawings. 

Replace mechanical clamp This CCF will replace the steam piping origina lly 
with flanged pipe section clamped on CCF #16371. This wil l be a flanged pipe, 
at high pressure steam 
pipe. 

and a drawing will document insta ll on the 6" high 

pressure steam line in the pipe rack; North of the UNH 
pad and East of the Dl Water Hold Tank, T-1365. 

Roof penetrations for 11/ 2 Do a roof penetration for: 

in and 3/ 4 in diameter 1. 11/2 in. dia. PVC pipe for scrubber 974 passive 
pipes for scrubbers 974 overflow of the sump 
and 1030 2. 3/4 in. dia. galvanized pipe for scrubber 1030 

transition 

scrubber duct during the inspection. 

The enclosure clamp was intended to allow us to operate until a 
planned outage. 

Needed to meet requirements for scrubbers 974 and 1030 being put 
back in to operation. 

Install access doors in IFBA Install access doors in the IFBA scrubber. See drawing Access doors are required for cleanout of material. 

scrubber duct (>10" for locations. 
diameter) 
Install Viewport in exhaust Instal l a view port for inspection access in the The inspection port is required to examine the exhaust ductwork. 

duct of 5974 scrubber. horizonta l discharge of S-974. 
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ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Grounds 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Location 

Chemica l area roof on 
1030 scrubber inlet 
transition 

SOLX 

Scrap Cage 

Chemistry Laboratory 

S-958 Duct 

Outside near the 
exterior wall of the UF6 
Bay in pipe rack. North 
of the UNH pad and East 
of the Dl Water Hold 
Tank, T-1365. 

Roof penetration will 

occur west of 

IFBA scrap area 

Plant roof, horizonta l 

discharge of lab 
scrubber. 



CCF # 

16S32 

16S33 

16S34 

16S3S 

16S36 

16S39 

16S40 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Shorten and Relocate Moly Reduce length of return conveyor along side furnace By reducing length of conveyor ... the conveyor, railing and drum can be ISA-08 Pelleting 

Boat Return Conveyor 
section between Furnace 
3C and Furnace 4A 

3C plus moving of conveyor, drum and railing. relocated 18 inches further away from 3C. This is needed to provide the 
minimum 42inch clearance required (between the new furnace SCR 
cabinet and the railing). 

Modify S-974 Chem Lab Modify S-974 Chem. Lab Scrubber access door bolt This is due to the enlargement of the PVC panel over time on several 

bolt holes. Scrubber access door bo lt size. The drawing #702F01EQ01 has the 24" x 24" 

size. access door specified with no bolt size. We will be 
using quantity (44) bolts x S/16" DIA.; equally spaced. 

Instal l viewport on S-1190 Install viewport (S" x S") on S-1190 Waterglass This CCF will allow inspectors to properly inspect the exhaust duct of 
the S-1190 Waterglass Ammonia Scrubber Waterglass Ammonia Ammonia Scrubber exhaust dueling to allow for 

Scrubber exhaust ducting. inspection. 

Passive overflow for S974 

Sump 

V-1030A/ .. ./H- Level 

Provide a passive overflow for S974 sump, providing a Needed to meet requirements for scrubber S974 being put back in to 
secondary overflow should the process overflow fail. operation. 
This passive overflow will provide a backup should the 
process drain line be plugged. The new passive 
overflow will take the overflow to the contaminated 
waste sump via the drain line outside of the 

conversion control room. The connection at the pipe 
feeding the contaminate waste sump will be a funnel 
receiving the discharge from the S974 discharge. This 
will insure that the discharge can not back up to the 
S974 sump and provide a convenient inspection po int. 

V-1030A/ .. ./H- Level Gauge and Make-Up Water: 1- The 1/J tanks are being repurposed as S-1030 Scrubber overflow 

Gauge and Make-Up Water tanks. The level taps must be relocated to continue to provide scrubber 
1- Relocate the V-1030A/ .. ./J LIT-1030 level taps from sump level indication. 
J to G. 2- The current make-up water line prevents gravity back flow of 
2- Relocate the V-1030A/ .. ./H make-up water from scrubber solution, but is subject to siphoning during a simultaneous V-

the side of G to the top of Hand add a 11/2" air gap 1030A/ .. ./H overflow and loss of water header pressure. It must move 
to prevent backflow (siphoning). to H to clear structural steel above the vessels. 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

S-974 Duct Leak Repair Use fiberglass cloth and resin to seal Chem Lab main 30" duct coupling has a small leak due to sealant degrading. Fiberglass ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Coater S, Doghouse rear 
plate repair 

scrubber duct coupling near viewport 42. The material 470 vinyl ester is chemical resistant and has been used on another joint 

of construction of this leaking duct is transite; it will to eliminate leaks. 
not be disturbed( not causing it to be friable) during 
this process. 
The cooling water channel on coater S doghouse rear Water leak top left side of nipple that cannot be repair welded in-place. ISA-14 IFBA Processing 
plate has been damaged and needs repair. a. Cooling water has not been on the rear plate for Coaters 6, 7 & 8-

should not be needed on Coater S 
b. Open the bottom of the cooling water channel so that it is not a trap 
for air or other contaminates. 
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Location 

Chemical Side- Pelleting 

Chem. Lab ScrubberS-
974 on the roof. 

S-1190 Waterglass 
Ammonia Scrubber, on 
upper platform (24" 
exhaust duct) 
Sump is attached to 
S974 and the passive 
overflow will be routed 
under the air handling 
support structure on the 
roof, thru a roof 
penetration to the drain 
line at the sink outside 
of the conversion 

control room. 

Scrap cage near V-

1030A/ .. ./J 

Roof on S-974 Duct 

IFBA/FA1 



CCF # 

16541 

16543 

16546 

16547 

16548 

16549 

16550 

16551 

16553 

16554 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title Description Justification 

Install new floor grating This CCF will install supports and grating that are The floor in the second chamber collapsed and was repaired in 2006 

and supports in the second designed to be used together. The floor grating will be using 4" PVC "feet" tied to the grating using stainless steel wire. For 
section of the S-958 
scrubber. 

Mechanical Tool Room 

area LED lighting 
replacement 

1.5'' deep x 1.5" square mesh. Two types of supports improved stability, the sections of the flooring were bolted together. As 

will be used: One type of up ports will be used on the such, it was very difficult to remove for scrubber cleaning, and some of 

seam between two sections of grating, holding them the feet moved or ti lted when the flooring was lifted. 

together, and a second type of supports will be used 

for general support throughout. Details, including 

support spacing, can be seen in the work package. 

Replace high bay lighting in the Tool Room area with LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts 

LED fixtures, demo old fixtures 

!SAID 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Grounds 

Remove Obsolete Flow Weld a future tie-in port on the Helium supply line to The new tie-in port will allow for a minimal future down-time ISA-06 Chemicals Receipt, Handling and 

Meter and Weld Tie-In Port the CFFF. Remove flow transmitter (FE-HE01) and the associated with the new high purity dual stanchion, piping and high Storage 

on the Helium Supply Line associated corroded valves. Connect a temporary pressure control manifold upgrades. The flow transmitter (FE-HE01) is 

to the CFFF bleed valve on the helium supply line on the North unused and not needed. The removal of this transmitter will eliminate 

Pipe Bride before entering the UF6 bay. Temporary 

close helium supply valve on the line entering the 

Erbia bui lding. 

Add view ports to S-1008 Additional view ports are required in the S-1008 

Exhaust Vent Exhaust Vent downstream of FN-1008 to perform 

visual inspections. 

several dead legs on the line. The removal of the transmitter and the 
addition of the tie-in port will require high purity welded connections on 

the existing plant helium supply piping. A temporary bleed valve is 

necessary for purging argon through the line to atmosphere during the 

welding process. After the welding process the supply line will be 

purged with helium before reconnecting the line back to the CFFF. 

Visual inspections cannot be conducted on as installed exhaust 

ventilation. 

Install new view port in 
S2A/2B fi lter house to fan 

Additional view port is required in the S2A/2B Exhaust Visual inspections cannot be conducted on as installed exhaust 

Vent between the filter house and fan to perform 

transition duct visual inspections 
Line 3 R53 Press Pneumatic Replace existing air/oil hold-down cam with new 

Hold-down Cam 

Installation 

pneumatic hold-down cam on the Line 3 press. The 

new cam will have independent pressure control for 

each cam. 

ventilation 

These are equipment and process improvements needed due to the 

difficulty of pressing non-Westinghouse powder. 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

Modify Pellet Press Line 3 Modify Pellet Press Line 3 Cam Pressure Controls 
Cam Pressure Controls 

Modifying the Pellet Press Line 3 Cam Pressure Controls will to improve ISA-08 Pelleting 
our ability to press pellets . This improvement is needed due to the 

difficulty of pressing non-Westinghouse powder. 
Install view ports on S-958 Additional view ports are required in the S-958 Visual inspections cannot be conducted on as installed exhaust 

Exhaust Vent Exhaust Vent prior to the HEPA Filters and at both ventilation 

scrubber fan exhaust lines. 
Install Safety Level Controls Install two safety level switches and one safety control Required to control a safe level in Scrubber and a requirement for 

on Scrubber-958 valve. The safe state for the valve is failed closed using startup 
a spring to close actuator. The safety valve will close 

upon any of the following conditions, loss of power, 

loss of air, broken wire condition and sensing a high 

level from either of the two safety level switches. 

(The va lve and level switches were installed under CCF-

16563.) 

S-2A/2B Duct Clean-out 

Hatch Door 

Cut out 10" X 22" openings on 14",18", 24" duct and Clean-out Hatch door will be used to clean out material found in the 

8" X 22" openings on 12" duct; install clean-out doors scrubber duct during the inspection. 

per attached drawings. 
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ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Location 

URRS platform on roof, 

8A scrubber (S-958). 
second section (outlet 
side). 

Mechanical Tool Room 
Area 

Helium Bulk Supply 

Conversion scrubber 

platform 

Conversion Scrubber 

platform 

ADU Pelleting \Line 3 

Press 

Pellet Press Line 3 

URRS platform on roof 

Roof at Scrubber 958 

S-2A/2B Duct 



CCF # 

16557 

16560 

16562 

16563 

16565 

16566 

16567 

16571 

16573 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Replace view ports on west Remove currently installed view ports, which have a The existing viewports are opaque, and have deteriorated over time. ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

side of S-958 scrubber. cutout dimension of 6.3 inches. Install new viewports, Replacing them with clear ports allows the spraying area to be viewed 

which have a cutout dimension of approximately 6.5 without opening the scrubber. This particu lar viewport is already in use 
inches (Stock# 221009). This will require the cutouts on S-974 and S-1030. 

on the scrubber body to be enlarged by use of a die 

grinder or similar tool. 
Install DOP Hole Cover 

Plate Adapter for lOA 

Fabricate and install a cover plate adapter with 

removable plug to cover an existing hole in the 

The hole in the duct potentially could allow rain water to get into duct ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Exhaust Duct 

Install Temporary Plastic 
Sheeting for Fiberglass 

Repair of S-2A and S-2B 

S-958 Process Water Air 

Gap & Level Control 

system which impacts our safety basis. Plug system will prevent rain 

exhaust duct portion of the FL-lOA filter system but water entry. 

still provide timely access for performing DOP tests on 

the filtration system. Modify existing hole to line up 

wjth hole in cover olate as necessarv. 
Install temporary plastic sheeting around S-2A and S- The sheeting is to help contain odor and possible airborne generated 

2B in the Conversion Scrap Cage for fiberglass repair during the repair process. 

of the vessels. It will be installed so that no 

inadvertent NFG collection points are created. It will 

hang vertically and it will not be rolled or gathered 

excessively or loosely draped over large pieces of 
eauioment. 
Add air gap to process water supply to S-958 Scrubber Redesign of system to remove drain line as an IROFS. 

and relocate inlet to pump deck plate. Plug existing 

process water inlet to scrubber. Add connection point 

and physically mount switch for new high-high level 

switch. Install air operated ball valve in process water 

supply line. Existing sse "VENT-SOLX-114" will be 

modified to credit air gap instead of passive overflow 

to contaminated sump. New SSC will be added for 

passive overflow as Rad Safety and Env Prot only. 

New sse will be added for HI-HI Interlock to new XV-S-

958A city water feed that will be Crit IROFS and 

Rad/Env sse. Electrical and controls scope covered 

under CCF-16553. 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

S-1030 Inlet Elbow Spray Add two spray nozzles to the scrubber 1030 inlet The spray nozzles will come on automatically to keep particulate from ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
Nozzles elbow. The supply piping and controls are being added forming in the elbow. 

with separate CCFs. 
Relocate Q-tank pH meters Relocate Q-Tank pH meters AIT-116A, AIT-116B, and We are removing the existing 381 style pH housings (sample cells). 

AIT-116C and add local pH displays on the pH These sample cells are prone to cracking and breaking. The new pH 
Monitoring Panel. The pH probes and AIT-1116C 

transmitter are being replaced by substitution 

procedures, this CCF allows us to relocate the pH 

transmitters and add the loco cowered disolavs. 

probe can be screwed into a standard pipe thread. 

Rod Storage LED Lighting Replace high bay lighting in the Rod Storage area with LED Light fixtures are in alignment with global sustainability efforts 

Replacement 
S-1030 Duct Clean-out 

Hatch Door 

Plating Room Dl Water 

reroute 

LED fixtures, demo old fixtures 
Cut out 10" X 22" openings on 14",16", 20" 24", 36" Clean-out hatch door will be used to clean out material found in the 

duct, 8" X 22" openings on 12" duct and 10" X 10" in scrubber duct during the inspection. 

20" duct elbows; install clean-out doors per attached 
drawings. 
Re-route Dl water piping in front of HVAC ductwork in Piping in way of ductwork installation. 

plating room. Add isolation valve in Dl water line in No way to isolate Dl water supply to plating room without affecting 

plating room. several other areas. 
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ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-16 Nuclear Material Storage 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Components 

Location 

URRS platform on roof, 

west side of scrubber 

On roof above Chem 

Lab. 

S-2A and S-2B in 

Conversion Scrap Cage 

Solvent Extraction 

Scrubber S-958 

Scrubber 1030 inlet 
elbow on roof 

Near line 2 conversion in 

the Q-tank pump out 
lines 

Rod Storage 

S-1030 Duct 

Plating Room 



CCF # 

16579 

16586 

16587 

16588 

16589 

16590 

16591 

16592 

16596 

16597 

16598 

16606 

Title 

IFBA vacuum Clean out 

storage rack modifications. 

T-4009 Heater Safety 
Modifications 
S-2A & 2B Dry Side Duct 

Clean-out Hatch Door 

Calciner Line 1 P&ID 

Revisions 

Calciner Line 2 P&ID 

Revisions 

Calciner Line 3 P&ID 

Revisions 

Calciner Line 4 P&ID 

Revisions 

Modify piping to allow 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Description Justification ISA ID 

Additional bars will be added to the vacuum cleaner This modification will Improve passive controls on the storage rack. ISA-14 IFBA Processing 

clean out storage rack (807F04EQ03) to improve 

passive controls for material storage requirements in 
CSE-14-E. 
Modify T-4009 Heater safety circuit to detect Heater has demonstrated an unsafe failure mode from potential short in Components 
connection head short failure mode connection head. 
Modify viewport 22 to a 10" X 22" opening clean-out Clean-out hatch door will be used to clean out material found in the 

hatch door and add another 10" X 22" opening clean- scrubber duct during the inspection. 
out hatch door down stream of viewport 23 on the 

roof. 
Several redundant tag numbers for Pressure Reducing Reduce confusion on drawings and in the field. 

Valves (PRVs) exist on the P&ID. This CCF will change 

the redundant numbers so each device has a unique 
tag I D. 
Several redundant tag numbers for Pressure Reducing Reduce confusion on drawings and in the field. 

Valves (PRVs) exist on the P&ID. This CCF will change 

the redundant numbers so each device has a unique 

tag I D. 
Several redundant tag numbers for Pressure Reducing Reduce confusion on drawings and in the field . 

Valves (PRVs) exist on the P&ID. This CCF will change 

the redundant numbers so each device has a unique 
tag I D. 
Several redundant tag numbers for Pressure Reducing Reduce confusion on drawings and in the field. 

Valves (PRVs) exist on the P&ID. This CCF will change 

the redundant numbers so each device has a unique 
tag I D. 
Modify piping to allow maintenance on the PRV on the Suggested piping update is to add flange set so pipe section can be 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Components 

maintenance of the PRV on Argon surge tank for the furnaces in the grid area. removed to facilitate valve maintenance. No other valve or restriction is 

to be added, nor is length of pipe to change. the Argon surge tank for 

the GM furnaces in the 

Grid Area 
Correct Im proper Wiring 

Protection on DC-3151 

S-1030 Roof Duct Clean

out Door 

WABA Room Old AC 

Cooling Water Lines 

Demolition/Disposal 
IFBA Coater #5 Heater 

Terminal Box 

Current configuration allows no relative movement 

that would allow removal of a PRV for regular 

checking. maintenance or replacement. 
During a walk down for CCF 16439, it was discovered Correct improper wiring protection for DC-3151. ISA-10 ADU Rods 

that the disconnect for DC-3151 did not contain the 

proper wiring protection. The disconnect will be 
replaced with one that meets electrical standards. 

Cut out a 10" X 22" opening on 42" duct on roof to Clean-out hatch door will be used to clean out material found in the ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

replace viewport 32 and cut another clean-out scrubber duct during the inspection. 

opening on vertical section of 42" duct down stream 
of viewport 32; install clean-out doors per attached 

drawines. 
Remove abandoned in place 1" insulated cooling 

water lines leading from AC-22 to the WABA Room. 

Install a terminal box for the IFBA Coater #5 Heater 

element connection. 

Lines are no longer used and need to be removed. Components 

The replacement heater wiring requires a terminal box to be installed. ISA-14 IFBA Processing 
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Location 

IFBA I Material Storage 

rack 

Plating room T-4009 

S-2A/2B duct on roof 

Calciner Line 1 

Calciner Line 2 

Calciner Line 3 

Calciner Line 4 

Surge tank for GM 

Furnaces 

ADU Rod Mezzanine 

S-1030 Duct on the roof 

Non-fuel Rod Assembly 

IFBA Coater #5 



CCF # 

16608 

16611 

16612 

16614 

16615 

16616 

16617 

16620 

16622 

16623 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Title Description Justification ISA ID 

S-1030- Blowdown to V- 1- Remove the air gap in the S-1030 to V-1016 line Removing the air gap wil l allow blowdown (bleed off) from the S-1030 ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

1016 Phase II installed by CCF-16509 

2- Install a spectacle blind in the open position on the 
S-1030 to V-1016 blowdown line 

3- Install a spectacle blind in the closed position on 

the S-1030 to Q-Tanks blowdown line 

4- Install a spectacle blind in the closed position on 

the S-1030 to V-1006A/B blowdown line 

Scrubber to V-1016. 

The spectacle blinds will provide additional assurance that the correct 

lineup is used during normal operation. Note that these blinds may be 

rolled open or closed if allowed by procedure. 

Note that SSC impact to backflow from V-1016 to SOLX and the 
ammonium hydroxide header was considered under CCF-16509- S-
1 n-=tn Rr..,,"'nnwn t11 \/-1 n1 h Ph:::~c:.::> r 

Core Drill (3) holes from 

the Plating Room 

Core dril l (2) 6" and (1) 3" holes in the concrete floor The Plating Room is getting a Pre-action Fire Detection and Suppression Components 

of the Mezzanine above the Plating Room down into 

Mezzanine into the Plating the Plating Room. The valves for the new fire system 

Room. sprinkler piping will be installed on the Mezzanine. 

system. Part of this system will be new sprinklers installed in the room 

and in the exhaust duct work above the hoods. These core drilled holes 

will allow us to run the water supply piping from the valves to be 

These holes w ill provide access for the piping from the mounted on the Mezzanine to the sprinkler piping in the room. 

valves to the sprinklers that will be installed in the 

Plating Room. 

Under this CCF, there will be no connections to Plant 

Utilities. Tie-ins and activation of the system will be 
no::.rfn,..rn.::.M nn f,ltllr"l3 rrf=c: 

Conversion Line 1 Moisture The PC's operating system will be upgraded as well as Removal of obsolete machines from the Process Control Network. 

Sampler PC Upgrade the HMI. Obsolete screens will be removed. 

Conversion Line 3 Moisture The PC's operating system will be upgraded as well as Removal of obsolete machines from the Process Control Network. 

Sampler PC Upgrade the HMI. Obsolete screens w ill be removed. 

Conversion Line 4 Moisture The PC's operating system will be upgraded as well as Removal of obsolete machines from the Process Control Network. 

Sampler PC Upgrade the HMI. Obsolete screens will be removed. 

Conversion Line 5 Moisture The PC's operating system will be upgraded as well as Removal of obsolete machines from the Process Control Network. 

Sampler PC Upgrade the HMI. Obsolete screens will be removed. 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Oxide Coater II, Replace 
Vacuum Switch (VS-119) 

Replace the polish station vacuum switch with the 
correct range of 0.5 to 2.0" Water Column. 

The vacuum switch currently used on the polish station has a range of Components 

Kitchen Hood Filter 

Upgrade 

Spring return air valve for 

filter blow-down on 

multiplex fi lter bank 

2.0- 10" W.C. This range is too high for the Instrument Technicians to 

accurately calibrate to the assigned setpoint. Replacing this switch with 
a new vacuum switch with a range of 0.5 to 2.0" W.C. will correct this 

issue. 
Replace current filter flame guard type 1 filters with a Type 2 filter is for industrial use, therefore it will remove more grease 

flame guard type 2 filters. vapors from airstream; not allowing a lot of grease in the duct and to 

the fan housing. Type 2 is design to remove more grease than Type 1. 

Add a spring loaded normally closed, fail closed valve Part of the 1030 scrubber project. 

ahead of the ball valves used for blow-down of the 

multiplex filter bank. Add a Tee and ball valve for 

pressure testing the system . 

Grounds 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Scrap Cage Blue M Oven Redirect the exhaust ducting for the subject ovens 

Exhaust Duct Redirection from the overhead filter hood directly to the 1030 

scrubber ducting. 

The oven hood does not currently utilize filters but will be utilizing them ISA-01 Plant Venti lation System 

in the near future. Since the filters will not be compatib le with the 

higher temperature oven exhaust, the oven exhaust needs to be 
rerouted to a path which bypasses the hood filters. 
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Location 

Scrap cage near V-

1030A/. . ./J 

Plating Room and 

Plating Room 

Mezzanine. 

Moisture Sampler 

Moisture Sampler 

Moisture Sampler 

Moisture Sampler 

Mechanical Tube-Prep 
Oxide Coater II, polish 
Station wet vac vacuum . 

Kitchen Hood 

Scrap recovery area 

north of the control 

room 

CFFF, Conversion Scrap 

Cage, Blue M Ovens 



CCF # 

16624 

16625 

16627 

16628 

16629 

16631 

16637 

16646 
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Tit le Description Justification ISA tD 

Repair Floor in SOLX Area Degraded expansion joint witt be filled and sea led 

using a combination of products. 
During a recent inspection, operations identified a degraded expansion ISA-07 Solvent Extraction 
joint near the SOLX and Incinerator area. 

Company Fix For 
Announcements Initiating 

Automatically 

With this CCF, we witt implement a programming fix to The fire alarm system service provider believes the timers are not being Grounds 
eliminate the "Severe Weather" and "Shelter In Place" reset in the program. By programming the "Alarm Silence" button in 

messages from initiating automatically when the parallel, they believe this will reset the t imers thus resetting the 
"bypass" button is pressed. automated initiate sequence. 

Critical Lift Plan for AH -3 Perform critical lift to replace a 25001b old comfort air This lift is required to support the replacement of AH3 Cafe expansion Grounds 

Dining Expansion Area unit from the south expansion cafeteria dining area on dining area unit. This lift is considered a critical tift as it meets the 

the roof with a 23001b new unit. requirements A under 2.0 of procedure SYP-114. Therefore, a critical lift 

plan is being developed for this purpose. 
Revise Set Point of PSV- The existing N2 Relief Va lve (PSV-5804C) is set at 1100 This issue was found as the result of a walk down of the system by the ISA-18 Laboratories 

5804C, Relief Valve for N2 psig. The downstream piping is rated to 540 psig@ owner of FSS-003-63 High Pressure Nitrogen, the piping specification for 

Bottle Supply to the VIPER 3oo·F per FSS-003-63 and 655 psig @ 3oo·F per the the N2 bottle supply to the VIPER Loop. 

Loop f lange rating. Fa ilure of the regulator or an improper 

setpoint could lead to overpressure of the 

downstream piping. Though catastrophic failure is 

unlikely, a flange or valve packing leak is possible 

during such an overpressure. Revise the set point of 

the N2 Relief Valve (PSV-5804C) to 450 psig. 

2C Furnace Sight Port 

Modif icat ion 

Change OEM sight ports to 361F02EQ30 configuration . The sight ports are currently held in place and sealed via a 3"-4 packing ISA-08 Pelleting 
gland nut compressing 3/ 8" packing. This nut is very difficult to 

Replace Inspection Stand Demo and remove existing inspection stand from 
with Robust Stainless Steel wash pit #1. Install a new stainless steel inspection 

Structure stand for wash pit #1 with second trap door. 

Install and fie ld fit new winch and existing wire rope 
mechanisms to adapt to new stand. 

t ighten/loosen after being in service making replacement/ tightening of 

the packing practically impossible. The new sight port design witt use a 

four bolt flange and graphite gaskets to alleviate the need for packing 

and subsequent tightening/loosening of a packing gland nut. The four 

bolt flange design will also prevent the sight port pipe from rotating 

when the sight glass is removed for cleaning/replacement. Also, the 

original sight port valve witt be replaced with a full port socket weld batt 

valve to alleviate the need for threaded joints. 

It has been determined the construction of the existing final assembly ISA-17 Fina l Assembly 
inspection stand has deteriorated. Install a new inspection stand to 

eventually be able to seismically qualify the stand in the near future 

(after future modif ications) . 

Relocate overhead heater Re locate overhead heater in the Waterglass building Operations has requested the heater be relocated to the northeast end ISA-15 URRS Wastewater Treatment 

in the Waterglass building of the waterglass building. System 

Disconnect the 2A/ 2B 
System from the S-1030 

Scrubber System Near 

Ca lciner Exhaust 

Currently the exhaust from the CO-x31 scrubber 

condensers is piped to both the S-1030 scrubber and 

the S2A/S2B scrubbers. The line to the S2A/S2B 

contains a closed damper or a closed damper and a 

pancake blind. 

Th is project removes the damper and pancake blind, 

caps both open ends of the line, and creates an air 

break between the S-1030 line and the S2A/ S2B line. 

CSE-1-E rev 9 requires an air break between the S-1030 and the 

S2A/ S2B systems 
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ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Location 

Floor along 

SOLX/Incinerator area 

where it meets the walt 
to the MAP tine. 
Plant Wide 

Expansion Dining Area 

Roof 

VIPER Hydraulic Test 

Loop, Product 

Engineering Test lab 

ADU Pelleting \ 2C 
Sintering Furnace 

Zone 4 Mechanical Area, 
Bay G-H & 13-14 

Inside the watergtass 

building, north east area 

of building. 
Ca lciner Offgas 

Scrubbers on lines 1, 2, 

3, 4, and 5 



CCF # 

16648 

16649 

16651 

16652 

16653 

16656 

16657 

16659 

16662 

16666 
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Tit le Description Justification ISA ID 

Designate safety significant Designate safety significant instrumentation that will This instrumentation is required for administrative controls referenced ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

instrumentation for VENT- be used for implementation of VENT-S1030-105, VENT- in CSE-1-E Revision 9. 

S1030-105, VENT-S1030- S1030-136, and VENT-S1030-144. VENT-S1030-105 
136, VENT-S1030-141, and will use PI-5-1030C. VENT-S-1030-136 will use PDI -S-

VENT-S1030-144. 1030C-4. VENT-S-1030-144 will use PDI-S-1030C-3. 

VENT-S1030-141 will use FI-S-1030A. 

Change name of PDSH-1030A to PDI-S-1030A and 
show integrated switch function for process 

indication. 

Disconnect Ca lciner Hood Isolate the out of service calciner emergency 

Emergency Exhaust 

2C Sintering Furnace 

Cooling Gland Installation 

ventilation hood from the f ilter houses lA and lB. 

ISA-01 and RA-108-9 have been reviewed and the 

emergency ventilation hood is not credited as a safety 

contro l. 
Rep lace existing ADU Sintering furnace element leg 

cooling gland with new, improved cooling glands. 

Braided Hose will be used to interconnect the new 

glands. 

lB Sintering Furnace Replace existing ADU Sintering furnace element leg 

Cool ing Gland Installation cooling glands with new, improved coo ling glands. 

Braided Hose will be used to interconnect the new 

glands. 

Replace tamper seal box Remove existing tamper seal box and replace with a 

This system has not been eva luated in CSE-1-AK and is not in use. 

New cool ing glands will be able to compensate for alignment issues 

associated with warped furnace floors, provide improved sealing and 

provide improved cooling. The braided hose interconnection will 

provide a flexible connection to alleviate alignment issues between the 

gland cooling coils. Note: PELSINT-122 is not affected by this change. 

New cooling glands will be able to compensate for alignment issues 

associated with warped furnace floors, provide improved sealing and 

provide improved cooling. The braided hose interconnection will 

provide a f lexible connection to alleviate alignment issues between the 

gland cooling coils. Note: PELSINT-122 is not affected by this change. 

Existing tamper seal box has a slot and gaps around the lid through 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-08 Pelleting 

ISA-13 Low Level Radioactive Waste 

near drum scale in UF6 Bay too l box. which a tamper seal could be taken without removing the padlock. This Processing 

CCF will install a lockable tool box that will prevent unauthorized access. 

PHE-1030-112- Revise 
Probe Connection 

Replace PI-S-1030C. 

Modify the S-1030 pH probe piping spools to include a The pH probes do not fit in the 1" t hreadolets installed under CCF- ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
1 1/2" th readolet and 11/2" x 1" hex bush ing to 16503. 
permit installation of the pH probes. 
Existing gauge has range of 0-100 psi where process Process has operating point 10-12 psi and it is difficult to determine if 15A-01 Plant Ventilation System 

has operating point 10-12 psi. Replace existing gauge gauge reading at a distance. 

with 0-30 psi gauge. Note gauge is used on CF 84-006 
(SSC VENT-S1030-105l 

Pump 1030B Impeller Size Change the impeller on pump 1030B from 11.625" to The larger impeller will increase f low and pressure to the scrubber spray ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Increase 
Modify Scrubber S-1030 

Body Level Switch 

Bulkhead Fittings 

Install PIT-1030-1 

13". The pump curves are attached to the ITR. nozzles. 
Three level switch bu lkhead fittings that penetrate the Addresses liquid leaking from the scrubber. 

FRP body of the S-1030 scrubber will be modified to 

improve the liquid seal. These bulkhead fittings 

support three liquid level switches located near the 

bottom of the scrubber. The level switches are a 
component of an administrative with alarm assist 

IROFS, VENT-S1030-124. 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

PIT-1030 -1 will replace PSL-1030 The existing pressure switch requires daily reading which is difficult due ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

to the location. The new transmitter will allow reading to be monitored 

continuously and with greater accuracy. 
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Location 

S-1030 Roof and ADU 

Conversion Scrap Cage 

Above the calciner on 

conversion lines 1 thru 5 

ADU Pelleting I 2C 

Furnace 

ADU Pelleting I lB 
Furnace 

URRS UF6 Bay, near in

f loor scale. 

P-1030AIB discharge 
line to S-1030 

On roof on top of S-1030 

Scrap Cage Area 

Chemical Roof Area - S-

1030 Scrubber 

Scrubber 1030 roof 



CCF # 

16667 

16669 

16672 

16673 

16675 

16676 

16677 

16678 

16679 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Tit le Description Justification ISA ID 

Pump 1030A Impeller Size Change the impeller on pump 1030A from 11.625" to The larger impeller will increase flow and pressure to the scrubber spray ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Increase 13". The pump curves are attached to the ITR. The nozzles. 

impeller on pump 1030B has already been changed 

and operated (see CCF 16659). 
S-1030 PASSIVE 

OVERFLOW GASKET 

Install custom gaskets in S-1030 passive overflow 
nozzles. Gaskets will provide water dam to prevent 

seepage into overflow tanks. Flow calculation verified 

to ensure minimum flow requirements are met prior 
to 5.5" height limitation in CSE-1-E 

Prevent seepage into overflow tanks 1/J from passive overflow nozzles ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Roof Filter Scale Housing Install a plastic shed on the conversion platform near Roof filter scale is used to weigh filters from HVAC systems that 

the Maintenance Room to house the filter scale. Shed ventilates from the chemical area. It is required that scale must have 

weighs approximately 150lbs and will be secured by permanent location and calibrated by Tool & Gage program. If scale is 

installing flat bar bolted to the bottom of housing to moved, it must be recalibrated before use; therefore permanent 

the grating. Also, it will be secured by installing u- location on Conversion Platform with protective housing of the scale 

bolts to the back of housing to the rail. will give personnel close access to weigh filters without having to 

contact Tool & Gage every time they move it. 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Connect Temporary Air 

Compressor to the Plant 

Approval of this CCF, will provide a means to connect This rental air compressor will be on standby until conditions requiring Grounds 

a diesel powered air compressor to the plant air 

Air Header when a backup header. This air compressor will be used as a back up, 

Air Compressor is required if conditions require. Bringing in a temporary air 

compressor has been done several times previously, 

and the infrastructure for attaching an air compressor 
i~ ~lrP~dv in olr1ce. 

the back up air compressor are returned to normal. 

Replace XV-1075B. The existing valve style is obsolete and a replacement The existing valve is leaking, and like replacements are no longer 

Install Temporary Plastic 

Sheeting for Fiberglass 

in kind is not available. The existing valve will be available. The new valve has a more robust construction and the same 

replaced with a new type. This valve is located on the wetted materials. 

recirculation loop of V-1075, the SOLX Adjustment 

Tank. It is not an sse. 
Install temporary plastic sheeting around HF Spiking The sheeting is to help contain odor and possible airborne 

Station# 2 in the UF6 bay area for fiberglass repair of contamination generated during the repair process 

Repair of HF Spiking Station the vessel. It will be installed so that no inadvertent 

# 2 NFG collection points are created. It will hang 
vertically and it will not be rolled or gathered 

excessively or loosely draped over large pieces of 

Beeper Box Addition to 

Scrap Cage Blue M 
Oven/Sifter Hood #1. 

Beeper Box Addition to 

Scrap Cage Blue M 

Oven/Sifter Hood #2. 

eouioment. 
Add a secondary beeper box and reattach the original. Since the flow paths were split, an additional sensor was needed. 

Add a secondary beeper box and reattach the original. Since the flow paths were split, an additional sensor was needed. 

ISA-07 Solvent Extraction 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Replace T-Handle Valve on Replace valve with a new style rated for UF6 use. Th is The existing valve is leaking and replacements are not readily available. ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

CLN4 Nitrogen Supply, new style valve is on the Nitrogen Supply but is The new valve is more robust and is used on UF6, Nitrogen, and 

#010-11 connected into the Eduction UF6 Supply from V-401. Eduction in the transport piping. 

This valve is not Safetv Signific•nt. 
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Location 

Conversion Scrap Cage 

Area 

Scrubber S-1030 

Near Maintenance Rm 

on Conversion Platform 

Building and Grounds 

at SOLX adjustment Tank 
V-1075 in URRS 

UF6 Bay- HF Spiking 

Station# 2 

CFFF, Chemical Side, 

Conversion, Scrap Cage 
Blue M Oven and Sifter 

CFFF, Chemical Side, 
Conversion, Scrap Cage 

Blue M Oven and Sifter 

Valve is located above V-

401, on Nitrogen Supply. 



CCF # 

16680 

16681 

16683 

16684 

16687 

16688 

16690 

16691 

16692 

16694 

16695 
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Title Description Justification ISA ID 

Increase gamma pump out This CCF would allow the process engineer to increase Changing set point to compensate for the new S-1030 feed and bleed. ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

limits on scrap cage 
gamma monitor from 60 to 
80/100 per process 
engineer. 

the settings for pump out on the scrap cage monitor. 

Location 

Scrap Cage 

S-1190 Acid Supply Strainer Remove theY-strainer on the acid supply line to 5- The strainer leaks, is obsolete, and is not necessary for the application. ISA-15 URRS Wastewater Treatment Inside Waterglass 
Removal 1190. System Build ing 
Gaskets for Bottom Flange Install low torque gaskets on bottom flange FRP f lange bolt torque limitations require low compression set gaskets ISA-03 ADU Conversion HF Spiking Station #1 in 
on HF Spiking Station #1 connection for HF Spiking Station #1 tank. Allow 

optiona l installation of backing rings for FRP flange. 
for proper sealing. Standard gaskets in pipe specification require higher UF6 Bay 
bolt torque. 

Gaskets for Bottom Flange Install low torque gaskets on bottom flange 
on HF Spiking Station #2 connection for HF Spiking Station #2 tank. Allow 

optional installation of backing rings for FRP f lange. 
Gaskets are Garlock Stress Saver 370, EDPM 
encapsulated with PTFE. 

FRP flange bolt torque limitations require low compression set gaskets ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
for proper sealing. Standard gaskets in pipe specification require higher 
bolt torque. 

Scrap Cage Blue M Oven #1 Add a system to permit monitoring and alarm (both Current system relies on operator to check the Magnahelic gauge 
Filter Pressure Monitoring locally and in the ADU control room) of filter pressure infrequently. The new design provides continuous monitoring and 

V-7105 Caustic probe 
replacement 

on Blue MOver #1 in the Scrap Cage Area alarming based on engineer based pressure values. 

With this CCF, we will replace the obsolete level probe The existing probe has failed and is obsolete 
on the V-7105 Caustic tank with a new style. This is 
the Mfg suggested replacement based on the specs 
provided. 

Scrap Cage Blue M Oven #2 Add a system to permit monitoring and alarm (both Current system relies on operator to check the Magnahelic gauge 
Filter Pressure Monitoring locally and in the ADU control room) of filter pressure infrequently. The new design provides continuous monitoring and 

on Blue MOver #2 in the Scrap Cage Area alarming based on engineer based pressure values. 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Separate control of LCV-
1016-1 and LCV-1016-2. 

Add an independent 1/P converter to allow each valve By adding independent control, each valve can be set to allow proper ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 
LCV-1016-1 and LCV-1016-2 to be controlled flows in the system. The valves are not the same size so independent 

The two valves are separately. The two valves are currently controlled by control is needed. 
currently controlled by the the same 1/P converter from control loop LIC-1016 on 
same 1/P converter from the BPCS. 
BPCS Loop LIC-1016. 

Hot Oil System 3, replace Replace obsolete UDC over-temperature controllers Existing DCS limit controllers are obsolete and unavailable. This CCF 
obsolete UDC over- (Limit Controllers). would allow us to replace the existing controllers with new UDC 2500 

temperature controllers limit controllers, which are the current model which is similar in form, 
{Limit Controllers) fit, and function. 
Reconnect Blue M Exhaust Currently the exhaust from the Blue M ovens located Reduce the potential of solids entering the S-1030 scrubber 
to Oven Hood Upstream of 
the Filters 

in the scrap cage bypasses the filter plenums. It 
combines with the filtered exhaust from the oven 
hood and goes to the S-1030 scrubber. 
This project will reconnect the oven exhaust to the 
oven hood so that it will be on the upstream side of 
the filters. The filtered stream will still go to the S-
1030 scrubber. 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Conversion Intercom 

Modifications 

This modification removes the custom amplifier in the The existing intercom equipment in the control room is customized and ISA-03 ADU Conversion 
Conversion Control Room and replaces it with off the no longer used in the manner it was designed. The replacement 
shelf equipment. It also adds a secondary amplifier to equipment will use read ily available components and follow the 
support a second desktop unit in the control room. manufacturer recommended configuration to support two desktop 

phone units. 
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HF Spiking Station #2 in 
UF6 Bay 

Chemical Side

Conversion Scrap Cage 

Area 

IFBA V-7105 Caustic 
Break Tank 

Chemical Side
Conversion Scrap Cage 
Area 

At V-1016 in scrap cage. 

Hot Oil Room in the UF6 
Bay 

conversion scrap cage 

Conversion Control 
Room 



CCF # 

16697 

16700 

16702 

16704 

16705 

16707 

16711 

16712 

Title 

Wall Penetrations for 

Chilled Water piping to 
plating room makeup air 

unit 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Description Justification 

Make two penetrations through wall on mezzanine Wall penetration necessary to allow piping connection in accordance 

above existing compressor room in mechanical area to with design drawing. 
allow tie-in to chilled water supply and return 

ISA ID 

Components 

Grinder Line 6 Stepper and With this CCF, we will be replacing the obsolete Stepper Drive and motor have degraded. When the obsolete parts fail, ISA-08 Pelleting 

downtime duration could be extensive due to engineering new controls, Motor Replacement Stepper Motor with new Plant Standard. We will 

install new controls and interface to the existing and installation. 

Grinder Bed Adjuster. Updating supplier list for new 
components . 

Modify radius on rod Adjust drawing to be 0.25 radius radius for rod storage The thickness of the material of construction is 0.25, which can not ISA-10 ADU Rods 
storage channel fork box channel fork boxes. Drawing change done on TDR-

0002597. 

produce a radius of 0.13. The radius is typically the same as the 

thickness of the material. 
AC-5 Smoke Detector 
Replacement 

AC-8 Smoke Detector 

Replacement 

Change to piping and 

nozzles on incinerator 

scrubber system 

Change Temperature 

Transmitter on T1084B 

Critical Lift Plan

December '16 S-1030 

Scrubber Inspection and 

Cleanout 

With this CCF, we will replace obsolete duct smoke *This sensor failed during the annual PM for Roof and Outside fire alarm Grounds 
detectors. A sensor failed during the annual PM for system testing. 

Roof and Outside fire alarm system testing. WO# 

744902. 

*WO# 744902 
*Not an SSC 
*Not rPI~tPrl to SNM movPmPnt 

*Existing duct detector is obsolete. 

With this CCF, we will replace obsolete duct smoke 

detectors. A sensor failed during the annual PM for 

Roof and Outside fire alarm system testing. WO# 

744902. 

*This sensor failed during the annual PM for Roof and Outside fire alarm Grounds 

system testing. 

*WO# 744902 
*Not an SSC 
*Not rPI~tPrl tn SNM movPmPnt 

*Existing duct detector is obsolete. 

Change 304F01EQ23, Sheet 3 as follows: allow spray Schedule 80 1/2" C22 is difficult to find without ordering a large ISA-13 Low Level Radioactive Waste 

nozzle piping (item 5) to be schedule 40 or schedule amount. Schedule 40 is more readily available. The drawings were Processing 

80, and change Item 7 to a 1/4" spray nozzle with marked to allow for either thickness to be installed. This CCF updates 

bushing. 

Change 304F01EQ23, Sheet 5 as follows: allow spray 
nozzle piping (item 5) to be schedule 40 or schedule 

80, and change Item 7 to a 1/4" full cone spray nozzle 
with hi!C:hina (::allnw ~1;:;c;;c;; nr r-??\ 

the drawings to show the correct nozzle configuration. 

Change Temperature Transmitter on T1084B Product Existing transmitter needs to be replaced, process liquid has gotten into ISA-07 Solvent Extraction 

Evaporator Tank-1 the electronics. The existing transmitter is a dual input, we are only 

using one input in our application . There is a single channel input 

transmitter set up in the storeroom (stock# 79057) which will work in 

our application. This CCF will allow us to use the single channel 

transmitter. 
The critical lift plan is needed to execute the 
inspection and cleanout OM for scrubber S-1030. 

SYP-114 requires all critical lifts to be documented via a CCF. 
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ISA-01 Plant Ventilation System 

Location 

Mezzanine area above 

compressor room 

Grinder Bed on Grinder 

Line 6 

Rod Storage 

AC-5 Duct Detector 

AC-8 duct detector 

Incinerator, on scrubber 

platform 

Solvent Extraction UNH 

product concentration 
tank-1 (T-1084) 

Over conversion and the 
UF6 bay 



CCF # 

16717 

16721 

16726 

16730 

16731 

16734 

16735 

16743 

Title 

Replace fai led Hot Oil 3 

Dual Element 

Thermocouple 

2016 Westinghouse CCF Approved by Engineer for Startup Annual Report 

Description Justification 

Replace failed Hot Oil 3 Dual Element Thermocouple. The existing unit has failed and we do not have a spare. The 

We will be replacing the existing type J dual element 
thermocouple with a new style type J dual element 

thermocouple. The thermocouple is located in a 

thermo-we ll . The replacement unit is not spring 

loaded and the insertion depth ofthe replacement 

thermocouple, in the thermo-well, will be 

approximately 1/4" to 1/2" less than the original 
thP,.-mnrnr mlP 

thermocouple is a storeroom item and is readily available, Mapcon 

#79166. 

Thermocouples only measure at the tip (measuring junction). The tip of 

the new thermocouple will be approximately 1/4" to 1/2" higher up in 

the thermo-well than the original thermocouple. This should not affect 

the reading as the thermocouple will still be over 4" into the process 

and the piping is insulated. 

ISAID 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

Exterior Roadway and East This CCF is to install temporary wiring for the purpose There is a fault in the existing wiring. This wire feeds the lighting in the Grounds 

Parking Lot Temporary of repairing a broken underground power feed to main roadway from the ECP to the building and the East section of the 

Electrical Repair main entry roadway and East parking lot lighting. We main parking lot. This will provide a temporary fix until a new conduit 

will temporari ly place PVC conduit alongside a section and wiring can be installed. 

of the main entry roadway with a new pull of wire. 

Replacement of Line 1 Replace a section of hydrogen supply piping to repair Repair of leaking piping that has been unable to be sealed. Removal of ISA-08 Pelleting 

Furnaces Hydrogen supply a leaking joint. An un-needed intermediate regulator extraneous regulator and bypass leg that do not exist on the other 

piping segment. and by-pass leg will be el.iminated at the same time. furnace lines. 

HMI PC Ro ll : ADU Control Replace PC with updated operating system and HMI. The existing PC has stopped working and is unrecoverable. 

Room 2 
Isolate Liquid Scrap Tank V- Isolate liquid scrap tank V-1014D from the other V-

1014D 1014 tanks. Stainless steel spectacle blinds will be 
Several UT readings on V-1014D were below the criticality safety 

minimum of 0.1625 inches. Isolating V-1014D from the other V-1014 

installed in the vent line and in the fill/recirculation tanks will allow the other V-1014 tanks to continue to be used until V-

line. The bottom valve will be removed, and a blind 1014D can be repaired or replaced . 

f lange will be installed on the discharge header 

connection. The bottom of the tank will be left open 
as a vent. 

ISA-03 ADU Conversion 

ISA-11 Scrap Uranium Processing 

Instal l circuit protection on Install circuit breakers on the UT-2 v-roll drive There is no protection on UT 2 v-roll drives which can allow equipment ISA-10 ADU Rods 

transformers for UT 2 v-roll transformer primary and fuses on the secondary for damage. 

drives circuit protection. 
Install concrete truck stop 

block in LR-230 offload 

area 

Install a larger, more robust traffic stop in the place of The bollards were recently damaged while backing a truck up. There is 
the current one to prevent the trucks from backing 

into the wall and damaging a dike or UN tank. 

Fabricate Puck for two out Fabricate Puck for 2oo3 testing of UF6 Bay Activity 
of three (2oo3) testing of Monitors RE-S-1160-A1, A2, & A3. 

UF6 Bay Activity Monitors 

RE-S-1160-A1, A2, & A3. 

currently a low-profile parking stop installed that the truck can easi ly 

back over. 

Another "Source" is required for complete testing of the two out of 
three (2oo3) conditions. This was determined to be an issue and was 

captured in CAPL issue 100407250. 
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ISA-02 Uranyl Nitrite Bulk Storage Tanks 

ISA-15 URRS Wastewater Treatment 
System 

Location 

Hot Oil Room, System 3 

in UF6 Bay 

Main roadway just 

inside the ECP 

Overhead piping run at 

aisle way to west side of 

furnace 1A. 

ADU conversion control 

room 
Conversion Scrap Cage 

QC Rods UT-2 

LR-230 offloading area 

Back wall of UF6 Bay 


